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Abstract 
 

Abstract 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) refers to a class of diseases affecting normal function of 

cardiovascular system and its momentous role to carry oxygenated blood to the entire 

body. Taking lives of more than 17 million people in 2008, CVD has yet remained as the 

primary cause of deaths around the world. Statistics from World Health Organisation in 

2002 associated CVD with 10% of the disability-adjusted life years lost in low/middle- 

income countries and 18% in high-income countries. 

Atherosclerosis, as one of the primary causes of CVD, refers to the thickening of vascular 

walls due to deposition of fatty materials wherein it can lead to impeded or completely 

occluded blood flow. Obstruction of coronary arteries, referred to as coronary heart dis-

ease (CHD), is estimated to become the single leading health problem by 2020. Occur-

rence and further development of CHD is associated with a number of biological and 

environmental factors such as an individual’s genetic predisposition, lifestyle, climate 

conditions, exercise habits and emotions to name a few. 

Treatment and management of vascular constrictions consists of a combination of non-

surgical and surgical methods. The former includes approaches such as healthy lifestyle 

changes and pharmacological interventions while the later includes bypass grafting, bal-

loon angioplasty with or without deployment of a stent and atherectomy. Stents are me-

chanical devices that provide a chronic support against internal walls of occluded vessels 

to restore their normal luminal patency. In the past decade, stenting has prevailed as the 

conventional treatment option in management of CVD, exceeding current number of by-

pass grafting procedures, owing this success to its proven efficacy in short and long-term 

treatment of occluded vessels. Common stent structures are simply made of a metal 

mesh, e.g. stainless steel, and deployed in a blood vessel such as an artery during a per-

cutaneous coronary intervention procedure, also known as angioplasty. Several attempts 

to meet the often self-competing objectives of stents such as high radial strength, low 

elastic recoil, axial flexibility, trackability in tortuous paths, biocompatibility and radio-
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pacity gave birth to a multitude of different stent design and improvement iterations to 

date. The acute luminal gain after stenting is often compromised by the two most com-

mon post intervention complications, namely in-stent thrombosis (formation of blood 

clot) and restenosis (re-narrowing of the lesion). Induced trauma during stent deploy-

ment is proven to play a key role in the occurrence of these complications. Elastic recoil 

of stents after deployment due to the intrinsic material properties and the compressive 

forces from a vessel accounts for both acute and chronic luminal loss after stent deploy-

ment. Mitigation measures such as over-expansion in balloon-expandable (BE) stents and 

use of self-expandable (SE) stents so far have proven to aggravate vascular trauma lead-

ing to thrombosis and restenosis. Pharmacological approaches such as systemic admin-

istration of blood-thinners or localized drug release in drug-eluting (DE) stents aim to 

control these complications by inhibition of an accentuated inflammatory response from 

the body. Despite the promising results in reduction of restenosis after use of DE stents, 

increased rate of late thrombosis raised concerns about efficacy of these stents in compar-

ison with bare-metal (BM) stents. Moreover, it is important to note that in these ap-

proaches the mechanical aspect of the problem still stands. As a result, to meet the often-

competing aforementioned imperatives of stents, a new design paradigm is called for.  

To address the issue of recoil and extend capability of current stents to controlled and 

incremental expansion steps with alternative expansion mechanisms, in this thesis a 

novel recoil resilient stent is proposed and developed. The proposed luminal support 

called a recoil resilient ring (RRR) is an open ring with overlapping ends and asymmet-

rical sawtooth structures from the two ends that are intermeshed. Utilized as a 

standalone support or integrated with other stent structures, upon expansion of the RRR, 

the teeth from opposite ends can slide on top of each other, yet interlock step-by-step in 

the opposite direction so to keep the final expanded state against compressive forces that 

normally cause recoil.  

Design, fabrication and compatibility of the proposed stent with current state-of-the-art 

stent deployment procedures and its superior radial strength in comparison with com-

mercial stents are extensively studied in this thesis through finite element modelling 

(FEM) and experimental studies. The RRR is fabricated from Nitinol sheets with trans-

formation temperatures well above typical body temperature ensuring martensite mode 
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of operation of the device after deployment. Fabrication is carried out by linear pattern-

ing of Nitinol sheets of 200-µm thickness utilizing µEDM technology. Superior radial 

strength of the RRR in comparison with a commercial stent composed of the stiffer mate-

rial, stainless steel, is demonstrated via experimental and numerical studies. 

Hemodynamic risk assessment of the proposed design as a standalone and integrated 

support compared with a typical commercial stent is then carried out by transient com-

putational fluid dynamics (CFD). Subject to a realistic pulsatile blood flow, spatial and 

temporal restenosis risk indicators of three luminal supports are extensively studied uti-

lizing CFD. These luminal supports include a standalone RRR, a nominal BE stent and 

an RRR-integrated stent. Risk factors including extension of areas subject to low wall 

shear stress as the primary risk factor of restenosis after deployment, tendency of sup-

ports to migrate in response to fluid drag forces as well as flow supply changes to side 

branches are extensively investigated. Furthermore, sensitivity of the results to the di-

mensional assumptions of the deployment domain, branching vessels and patency of the 

supports is studied. Our results indicate superior hemodynamic performance of the 

standalone RRR compared with the others. In addition, close correspondence of the per-

formance indicators of RRR-integrated stent and the standalone stent demonstrates min-

imal hemodynamic footprint of the proposed RRR highlighting its merit as a viable 

luminal support given its superior radial strength.  

Attractive attributes such as shape memory effect of Nitinol, the thermally trained ex-

panded shape of the RRR, its unique incremental slide and lock expansion mechanism 

and its higher transformation temperature compared to the body temperature, bring new 

potential for alternative controlled and incremental actuation of the RRR. These alterna-

tive expansion methods, by application of direct or electrically-induced heat are further 

explored through extensive analytical, multi-field numerical and experimental studies. 

The knowledge and contributions made in the current work, in addition to the design, 

development, experimental and multi-field numerical results provide a general engineer-

ing framework applicable to other biomedical luminal supports in the future. 
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added
L  Added length to the thermal mode of heat transfer rod 

out,tip
Q  Heat transfer rate from the tip of heat transfer rod 

tip
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added
Q  Heat transfer from added length of heat transfer rod 

rod
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total_tip
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ins
R  Thermal resistance of the insulation at the top section of 

mock-rod assembly 

c,ins
A  Cross-sectional area of Styrofoam cap 

ins,top
k  Thermal conductivity of insulation at the top section of 

mock-rod assembly 

top
h  Heat transfer coefficient at the top of mock rod assembly 

top
R  Thermal resistance at the top of mock-rod assembly 

top
L  Axial length of the top section of the mock-rod assembly 

mock
P  Periphery of the mock vessel 

c,mock
A  Cross-sectional area of mock vessel 

p  Heat transfer rate per unit length 

mock
R  Effective thermal resistance of mock vessel 

[ ]K  Matrix of thermal conductance 

electric
Q  Electric power consumption 

I  Electric current 

electric,plate
R  Electrical resistance of heating plate 

thermal
Q  Thermal heat transfer rate 

thermal, plate
R  Thermal resistance of heating plate 

plate
T  Heating plate temperature 

room
T  Room temperature 
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Notation Description 


linear

 Coefficient of linear thermal expansion 

initial
L  Initial length of a solid 

electric
V  Electric potential 

electric
I  Electric current 

RRR
T  RRR body temperature 

body
T  RRR’s surrounding tissue (human body) temperature 

thrm,body
R  Thermal resistance tissue surrounding RRR 

thrm,blood
R  Effective thermal resistance of blood 

elec,RRR
R  Electrical resistance of RRR 

in out
,V V  Input and output voltage 

cond,parylene
R  Conduction thermal resistance of parylene 

conv,blood
R  Convective thermal resistance of blood 

coating
L  Thickness of parylene-C layer 

parylene
k  Thermal conductivity of parylene 

RRR,conv
A  RRR area subject to blood flow 

blood
h  Convective heat transfer coefficient of blood 


elec,Nitinol

 Electrical resistance of Nitinol 

RRR,cs
A  RRR strut cross-sectional area 

avg,blood
V  Average blood velocity 


blood

 Blood density 


blood

 Average blood viscosity 

RRR
P  Cross-sectional periphery of RRR 

f Fluid body forces 
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Motivation 

Introduction and Motivation 
   

ardiovascular disease is the primary cause of death in 

the developed and developing countries, every year 

taking lives of millions around the world. In this chap-

ter an overview of the risk factors leading to this disease are first 

introduced, followed by the common non-surgical and surgical 

treatment options. Among the occlusive vascular disease surgical 

treatments, balloon angioplasty with adjunct stenting is the most 

prevalent method.  

Stents are mechanical tubular structures that are delivered to an 

occluded site in a crimped state, wherein they expand and provide 

a permanent support against luminal walls to re-establish normal 

fluid flow. As the main focus of this chapter, a review of current 

stent structures, designs and their often self-competing require-

ments are provided. Having recognized advantages and disad-

vantages of each class, current design gaps are recognized that are 

considered for the development of a proposed novel transluminal 

scaffolding device in subsequent chapters.  

  

C 

Chapter 1 
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1.1  Abstract 

The human heart is a small fist-sized organ that beats about 70 times per minute at rest, 

humbly reviving itself and all other parts of the body bestowing them oxygen and nutri-

ent-rich blood. As an integral part of the cardiovascular system, the vessels facilitate this 

process by providing the pathways between the heart and its descendants. Though resil-

ient to the myriad of different conditions of its owner, this marvel of creation may yet fall 

shy of its responsibilities by the slightest nuance of a blockage endangering our exist-

ence. Cardiovascular disease (CVD), taking lives of more than 17 million people in 2008, 

has yet remained the greatest culprit for deaths around the globe as of today [1]. 

Statistics from the World Health Organisation and US Centre for Disease Control and 

Prevention (2002) show that cardiovascular disease is responsible for 10% of the disabil-

ity-adjusted life years lost in low and middle-income countries, and 18% in high-income 

countries. Accounting as one of the primary causes of CVD, atherosclerosis refers to the 

thickening of internal layers of vessels due to accumulation of fatty materials. This chron-

ic inflammatory disease can lead to narrowing or total occlusion of any of the arteries 

negatively affecting the downstream organs such as the heart (coronary artery disease), 

the brain and peripheral organs. 

Coronary heart disease is estimated to become the single leading health problem by 2020 

[1]. In Australia, based on statistics in 2001, CVD accounted for 38% of all Australian 

deaths; 26% of these were due to coronary heart diseases, while the rest (9%) were stroke 

related. In addition, this disease is responsible for 7.5% of all hospital operations, costing 

$7.8 billion of the total Australian health expenditure in 2002, and becoming the most 

costly health condition. Some of the commonly recognized causes of this disease include 

genetic predisposition, unhealthy lifestyle, cold weather, lack of exercise and strong emo-

tions [2]. Treatment and management of vascular constrictions consists of a combination 

of non-surgical approaches such as healthy lifestyle changes, pharmacological approach-

es as well as the more invasive surgical methods among which bypass grafting, balloon 

angioplasty, stenting and atherectomy are the most common.  

A stent is a mechanical structure that provides a chronic support against internal walls of 

an occluded vessel to restore its luminal cavity. Having proved its efficacy in short- and 

long-term treatment of occluded vessels, stenting has become the mainstream approach 
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in management of CVD surpassing the number of bypass grafting procedures every 

year. Common stent structures are simply made of a metal mesh, e.g. stainless steel, and 

deployed in a blood vessel such as an artery during a percutaneous coronary interven-

tion procedure, also known as angioplasty. Despite promising acute luminal gain after 

stenting, thrombosis (formation of blood clots) and restenosis (renarrowing of the lesion) 

have yet remained as the most important post-intervention complications that limit the 

effectiveness of this procedure. 

In this chapter, after an introduction on atherosclerosis and its contributing factors, 

common treatment options are discussed. Stenting as the main focus of this thesis is then 

expanded providing a review of current structures and improvements since deployment 

of the very first vascular stent. Iterating the advantages and shortcomings of each of the 

designs and important attributes of stents, then the design gap is recognized. Finally, a 

summary of the thesis and original contributions are outlined. 

1.2  Atherosclerosis and Luminal Occlusion 

Major blood vessels of the body are comprised of three distinct layers including, the tuni-

ca intima, the tunica media and the tunica adventitia. From the innermost layer to the 

outermost, the tunica intima consists of the thin internal layer adjacent to the luminal cav-

ity. This layer acts as a barrier between the luminal fluid and the rest of the vessel engag-

ing in mediation of coagulation, platelet adhesion, immune function and controlling the 

content and amount of intravascular and extravascular fluids [3]. In a healthy vessel, this 

layer comprises a thin layer of endothelial cell and connective tissue. The mechanical ac-

tion of this layer is provided by the smooth muscles cells of the tunica media that are en-

closed by a network of collagen and elastic fibres. These two first layers are covered by a 

protective layer of primarily elastin and collagen that consists of tunica adventitia. Figure 

1.1 shows the cross-sectional view of an artery with a detailed view of the three layers. 

The cavity at the centre of a vessel that is normally filled with flowing blood is referred 

to as the lumen.  

One of the most prevalent pathological indications of abnormal vessels is an inflammato-

ry phenomenon referred to as atherosclerosis. Development of atherosclerosis is majorly 

associated with early appearance of fibrotic fatty depositions between the tunica media 
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and intima [4, 5]. Despite the widespread agreement on the relevance of atherosclerosis 

and the inflammatory response of the endothelial layer to injuries [6, 7], this complex 

phenomenon is yet to be understood completely. 

 
Figure 1.1. Composition of arterial walls. Main three layers incorporating, tunica intima, tunica 

media and tunica adventitia from the innermost to the outer layer in order. Atherosclerosis 

is triggered by endothelium dysfunction. Typical luminal diameter of healthy human 

coronary arteries ranges from 1.5 to 5.5 mm [8, 9]. Image reproduced from [10]. 

Deposition of plaques is usually preceded by an abnormality in the function of endothe-

lial layer [11, 12] succeeded by proliferation of low density lipoproteins (LDL) between 

tunica intima and media, which eventually leads to oxidation of these sediments. Preva-

lence of oxidized LDL triggers accumulation of plaques, and in turn, phospholipids, 

which induce regeneration of endothelial cells [5, 13, 14]. This process, at the initial phas-

es, causes an increase in the external diameter of a vessel that eventually leads to internal 

narrowing or complete occlusion referred to as stenosis [5, 15]. Figure 1.2 depicts the 

evolution of atherosclerosis into a luminal constriction in different stages. 

Risk factors such as genetic predisposition, age, hepercholesteromia, hypertension (high 

blood pressure), diabetes and smoking contribute to the prevalence of atherosclerosis [4, 

16-18]. Being one of the leading causes of death in the world [16], atherosclerosis and, in 

the severe case, stenosis (narrowing) of vessels have grave consequences for their down-

stream organs that is typically due to the obstructed oxygen delivery. By occasional 

breakage of small particles of plaques, the situation can escalate into a complete blockage 
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leading to necrosis of vital organs such as the heart (heart attack) and/or brain (stroke). In 

less life-threatening situations atherosclerotic plaques can cause peripheral artery disease 

typically leading to pain in legs, poor wound healing and even amputations. Depending 

on the severity of plaque deposition in terms of volume, content and its risk of rupture, 

different treatment protocols are adopted by clinicians as detailed in the following sec-

tions. 

 
Figure 1.2. Occurrence and growth of atherosclerosis. Healthy artery at left followed by the ath-

erosclerotic artery at early stages with increased external diameter in the middle, and 

severe narrowing (stenosis) of the lumen due to accumulation of atherosclerosis at right. 

Typical luminal diameter of healthy human coronary arteries ranges from 1.5 to 5.5 mm 

[8, 9]. Image reproduced from [19]. 

Due to the complex and patient-specific nature of atherosclerosis and luminal con-

strictions resulting in different classification of the progression of the disease, a number 

of approaches have been adopted over the years for its treatment. These approaches may 

be classified into two major groups of non-surgical and surgical methods. The non-

surgical methods are mostly applied in less severe cases, though vastly adjoined with the 

surgical methods, to prolong their acute benefits [7]. 

1.3  Non-surgical Treatments 

Non-surgical methods aim to relieve (or at least decrease) symptoms of progression of 

atherosclerosis by first reducing risk factors in an effort to cease or slow down plaque 

growth. These methods can be administered at any stages of the disease even as an ad-

junct to other treatment methods. General healthy lifestyle changes such as adopting a 
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healthy diet low in cholesterol, sugar and salt, more frequent physical activities, lower-

ing stress, quitting smoking and maintaining a healthy weight are of outmost importance 

as the first line of defence for prevention or alleviation of atherosclerosis [2]. Pharmaco-

logical interventions may also be applicable at the early stages of the disease and as an 

adjunct treatment. At this stage a single or combination therapy of medications mainly 

addressed to lower blood pressure, lower cholesterol levels and blood thinners are ad-

ministered [20-23]. Typical antihypertensive medications including but not limited to be-

ta blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors and the more recent 

angiotensin II receptor antagonists (ARB) [24, 25] reduce the high stress levels and in-

flammation of arteries that lead to poor vascular performance [20, 21]. Cholesterol-

lowering medications (statins) attempt to control further sedimentation of fatty cells in 

the atherosclerotic lesion. Blood thinners, including anticoagulants such as heparin or 

warfarin and antiplatelet agents such as aspirin can assist the fight against atherosclero-

sis progression by reducing thrombus formations yet increase the risk of excessive bleed-

ing in individuals with low platelet levels [22, 26]. 

1.4  Surgical Treatments 

In severe cases of stenosis, surgical methods are employed to physically push or remove 

the atherosclerotic plaque away from the lumen and restore blood flow. These methods 

can further be classified into two groups of invasive and minimally-invasive. The two 

dominant invasive approaches include bypass grafting, and endarterectomy that are ex-

plained later in this section. In addition to the older invasive methods, the more recent 

transluminal methods such as angioplasty with or without stent deployment and 

atherectomy have become more dominant in the past decade. Long-term clinical results 

of the transluminal methods are improved even beyond the more invasive methods by 

the advent of site-specific drug administration using DE stents and DE balloons.  

1.4.1  Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting 

Coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) entails cultivation of a healthy blood vessel 

from some other part of the body such as legs, chest or arms and using that to establish 

an alternative path for the stenosed (constricted) section of an artery as demonstrated 

in Figure 1.3.   
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Figure 1.3. Coronary artery bypass grafting. Blood flow of stenosed coronary arteries is rerouted 

via alternative vessels from the aorta. Image reproduced from [27]. 

Undergoing CABG requires general anaesthesia and the recovery time is the longest 

amongst other treatment options [28, 29]. One streamlined method for CABG is referred 

to as arrested heart surgery (conventional bypass surgery) wherein the heart is stopped 

and a heart-lung machine replaces the circulatory system. The second method referred to 

as off-pump or beating heart surgery discards the need for the heart-lung machine yet 

entails certain equipment to facilitate operation on a beating heart [28, 30]. General com-

plications of this method include those of any open surgery such as infection, internal 

bleeding in addition to circulatory-specific problems such as clot formation or acute clo-

sure of arteries leading to heart attack or stroke [29, 31]. 

1.4.2  Endarterectomy 

Endarterectomy is a surgical procedure to manually remove the atheromatous plaque. 

First introduced by the Portuguese surgeon J. Cid Dos Santos in 1946 on a femoral artery, 

nowadays, it is mostly used on the superficially accessible arteries, such as carotid arter-

ies [32]. During the procedure, after exposing the affected artery, a shunt is placed across 

the lesion to provide temporary blood flow while the arterial wall is incised and the 

plaque is removed manually. The artery is then sutured after removing the shunt, Figure 

1.4. Having similar complications to CABG, carotid endarterectomy can potentially re-

sult in production or aggravation of neurological problems [32, 33]. Minimally invasive 

techniques such as percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PCTA) with or without a 

stent proved to be viable alternatives to the more invasive CABG over the years [34] 

boasting shorter recovery times and similar long-term benefits [35]. 
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Figure 1.4. Carotid artery endarterectomy. Temporary shunt provides blood flow to the brain 

during the surgery and is removed after removal of the atherosclerotic plaque. Image 

reproduced from [36]. 

1.4.3  Percutaneous Transluminal Angioplasty 

First introduced by Andreas Gruentzig in 1977 [37], PCTA has become widely accepted 

for treatment of obstructed lumens where the target stenosis is dilated by the inflation of 

a balloon. As demonstrated by Figure 1.5, the procedure includes insertion of a deflated 

balloon catheter through a point incision typically in the femoral or brachial artery [38].  

 
(a) (b) (d)  

Figure 1.5. Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PCTA). a) A deflated balloon is guided to the 

lesion site via a catheter, b) then dilated by increasing the hydraulic pressure inside dis-

placing the atherosclerotic protrusions away from the lumen, d) to restore the blood 

flow. Typical luminal diameter of healthy human coronary arteries ranges from 1.5 to 

5.5 mm [8, 9]. Image reproduced from [39]. 

After reaching the target site, the balloon is inflated by running pressurized water inside 

it with which the balloon dilates the constricted lumen. Then the balloon is deflated and 
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retracted with the catheter leaving the displaced (and compressed) plaque in lesion. Alt-

hough limited in the final luminal diameter gains, PCTA favours GABG by shorter re-

covery time and lower cost. Major complications arising from PCTA include abrupt 

closure and arterial dissection. Dissection, as shown in Figure 1.6, is a small tear within 

the inner layers of arterial walls allowing the blood separate these layers leading to a 

condition also known as pseudo-aneurysm [40]. It usually occurs from either inadvertent 

guide wire punctures or over-inflation of the balloon in inelastic lesions. 

Another important limitation of PCTA includes late loss of luminal area gradually erod-

ing the acute beneficial gains shortly after this procedure. This renarrowing (restenosis) 

process is often triggered by early recoil of the elastic stenotic lesion (primarily made of 

fibrotic tissue) and is continued by late proliferation of the intimal cells referred to as ne-

ointimal hyperplasia [41]. 

 
Figure 1.6. Dissection after percutaneous coronary angioplasty. Image reproduced from [42]. 

To overcome these shortcomings of PCTA, and more specifically high restenosis rates, 

stents where introduced as a complimentary scaffolding during percutaneous coronary 

intervention (PCI) since 1990 [43].  

1.4.4  Stenting 

Stents are mechanical devices that provide chronic support against diseased walls of a 

vessel to minimize elastic recoil and the need for potentially detrimental high pressure 

angioplasty dissections [44, 45]. Apart from their primary use in coronary artery disease 

[44], they have found application in other cavities of the body over the years [46-48]. De-

livery and deployment of stents is performed in a very similar manner to the PCTA. A 

crimped stent either mounted on top of a balloon catheter or inside a sheath catheter is 

first routed to the target lesion and then expanded either by increasing pressure inside 
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an angioplasty balloon or by releasing the stent from a restraining sheath. Stents expand-

ed by the former and later methods of expansion are respectively referred to as balloon-

expandable (BE) and self-expandable (SE) stents. Majority of the stents in the current 

market fit in the first category where the diameter of the crimped stent is gradually in-

creased by inflation of the balloon while the alloy-based stent undergoes plastic defor-

mation. After being satisfied by the final diameter of the stent, the clinician deflates the 

balloon and retracts the catheter with the expanded stent left at the lesion to restore and 

maintain normal blood flow, Figure 1.7. 

 
 (a) (b) (c)  

Figure 1.7. Balloon expansion of a coronary stent. a) Crimped stent that is threaded by the de-

flated balloon catheter is delivered to the lesion, b) then by increasing the hydraulic 

pressure balloon is dilated expanding the stent with it, c) the plastically deformed stent 

remains in the vessel while the balloon and catheter are retracted at the end of the pro-

cedure. Typical luminal diameter of healthy human coronary arteries ranges from 1.5 to 

5.5 mm [8, 9]. Image reproduced from [49]. 

Despite initial luminal gain shortly after PCTA, restenosis (renarrowing) rates in 6 

months follow-up can reach as high as 30‒40%, leading to the use of stents as chronic 

mechanical scaffolds against compressive forces of the lumen. This resulted in lower 

rates of restenosis 20‒30% [45, 50]. Limitations and complications of stenting, mostly be-

ing similar to PCTA, include thrombosis, haemorrhagic and vascular complications such 

as renarrowing of the lesion, acute stent recoil and the need for reintervention [41, 51]. 

Considering clinical and angiographic complications of current stenting procedures, a 

number of requirements for ideal stenting could be recognized. Apart from procedural 

and physiological objectives, stent design plays a key role in optimization of the final 
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outcomes namely, less re-interventional therapy due to renarrowing of the a treated le-

sion. In Section 1.5 after giving a brief introduction to the “ideal” stent design considera-

tions, an overview of the current stent technology is provided. The objective of this 

section is to recognize the shortcomings of current design paradigms then attempting to 

address those, proposing a novel design that is outlined and evaluated in the subsequent 

chapters. 

1.4.5  Atherectomy 

One of the major shortcomings of PCTA and stenting is their very limited ability to dilate 

heavily calcified, thus hardened, lesions. At these areas, even high hydraulic pressures 

were demonstrated to be ineffective to reach a target inner diameter [52, 53]. More im-

portantly, over-pressurization and over-inflation can aggravate the risk of vessel dissec-

tion while not even achieving the desired expanded diameter leading to incomplete stent 

deployment thereby increased risk of restenosis and thrombosis [54-56]. In order to over-

come these issues, atherectomy devices were developed to remove the heavily calcified 

or fibrotic plaques. Contrary to the angioplasty expansion where luminal gain is 

achieved through displacement of atherosclerotic tissue, in atherectomy these deposi-

tions are actually ablated from the lesion [57, 58]. So far, several atherectomy devices 

have been developed including directional, high-speed rotational, transluminal excision 

and laser atherectomy as depicted in Figure 1.8.  

In directional atherectomy, the device catheter is first routed to the lesion then the scrap-

ing blade is pushed towards the plaque by assistance of an inflatable balloon. The ex-

cised plaque fragments are collected in a chamber at the tip of the device. The catheter is 

then rotated in all directions to ensure an even surfacing of the lesion. 

Rotational atherectomy devices are equipped with a diamond coated burr that rotates at 

high speeds (more than 60,000 rpm). When placed at the target site the burr selectively 

pulverizes the inelastic tissue (i.e. plaque) into fine particles of 5‒10 µm in diameter that 

are released into the downstream blood flow. These particles are then removed from the 

body through phagocytosis (destruction by white cells) in the liver, spleen and lung [59]. 

The differential cutting mechanism of the burr ensures maintaining integrity of the elas-

tic normal tissue rendering application of this technique most effective in hard lesions 

rather than soft and thrombus-containing ones [58, 60].  
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Transluminal excision (extraction), similar to the rotational atherectomy, replaces the di-

amond coated burr with a set of stainless steel blades. Moreover, the hollow tubular 

catheter in transluminal excision atherectomy collects the ablated fragments through 

vacuum suction instead of releasing them into the bloodstream. 

Laser atherectomy, most often adjunct to balloon angioplasty and stenting, vaporises the 

plaque by delivery of 308-nm wavelength energy (excimer laser) to target lesions allow-

ing selective ablation of thrombus and atherosclerotic plaque [61-63]. The primary objec-

tive of this method is to convert complex angiographic cases into more manageable ones 

referred to as laser assisted revascularization [61].  

     
      (a)        (b)          (c)       (d)        (e) 

Figure 1.8. Common atherectomy techniques. a) Stenosed artery, b) directional atherectomy, the 

balloon expands to expose the cutting blade to the plaque, scraped plaque is collected at 

the collection chamber, c) rotational atherectomy, the rotating diamond-coated tip disin-

tegrates the plaque into microscopic fragments that are released downstream, d) trans-

luminal excision, the rotating stainless steel blades grind the plaque that is collected by 

vacuum suction, e) laser atherectomy, laser vaporizes the plaque, [64]. Typical luminal 

diameter of healthy human coronary arteries ranges from 1.5 to 5.5 mm [8, 9]. 

Atherectomy and other debris removal techniques such as thrombectomy (removal of 

clots) and embolic protection (capturing embolic debris) can all be used in conjunction 

with balloon angioplasty and coronary stenting to augment their beneficial results [57]. 

Particularly, where concerns regarding proper expansion of a stent in a heavily calcified 

lesion are escalated, combination of rotational ablation followed by stenting has proven 

to be useful. This is due to the better compliance of the lesion following atherectomy, 

which results in better stent expansion [65-68]. One of the most indicative application ar-

eas of atherectomy, more specifically rotational atherectomy, is management of chronic 
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in-stent restenosis (ISR). Contrary to the elastic recoil mechanism of restenosis in PCTA, 

ISR is mainly due to neointimal proliferation that is most likely in response to the pres-

ence of a foreign object, the stent and intravascular trauma during deployment. Resteno-

sis management, solely by re-application of angioplasty exhibited very high rates (up to 

85%) of recurrent restenosis [69]. This is due to the inability of the balloon to efficiently 

displace the high volume of stenotic tissue. For these reasons, pre-treatment with an ath-

eroablative technique before balloon dilation is proposed [70-75].  

1.5  Stents Current Status and the Future 

The word “stent” is derived from a dental prosthesis developed by the 19th century Eng-

lish dentist Charles Stent. Nowadays, it refers to any mechanical device that is to expand 

and provide support inside a cavity in the body [41]. Mostly indicated in vascular occlu-

sions [41, 44], these devices have found their way in other ducts of the body [46-48]. To-

day’s market is replete with numerous stents amounting to a 3-billion-dollar industry. 

General characteristics and requirements of stents are reiterated abundantly in the litera-

ture [76-80]. These often competing ideal stent specifications can be classified as follows: 

 High radial strength: to withstand the compressive forces imposed by the often 

atherosclerotic vessel walls to retain the lumen. 

 Low elastic recoil: elastic recoil of stents that is due to the intrinsic material proper-

ties of the stent ought to be accounted for during deployment to achieve optimal 

luminal diameter. The higher the recoil, the higher is the need for over-expansion 

of the stent to compensate for luminal loss due to recoil, which in turn results in 

induction of more vascular injury leading to subsequent proliferative response 

from the body. 

 High axial flexibility: increases the vascularization success rate at tortuous and dis-

tal lesions. Low axial flexibility results in lesion straightening and non-

homogenous stress distribution on the vessel walls potentially leading to exces-

sive vascular injury at the proximal and distal ends of the stent. 

 High crimped to expanded ratio: increases trackability of the deployment catheter to 

pass through narrow and tortuous paths when the stent is crimped while provid-

ing good scaffolding upon expansion of the stent. 
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 Minimal foreshortening: foreshortening refers to the reduction in the axial length of 

stent upon radial expansion that is a common attribute of stents. For optimal 

scaffolding of the lesion and plaque coverage, foreshortening must be minimized. 

 Optimum wall coverage: in order to reduce plaque prolapse (protrusion of stenotic 

tissue between the stent struts). This objective contradicts the requirement for 

minimal contact surface area between the vessel walls and the stent due to poten-

tial aggressive inflammatory response of the body to the foreign object (stent). 

 Material specific requirements: 

o Bio and hemocompatibility: Drastic reactions from the body such as platelet 

formation that can lead to recurrent occlusions are highly undesired. He-

mocompatibility concerns such as resistance of the material against corro-

sion, hydrophobicity for reduced traction between the blood and the stent 

surface are also highly desired. 

o Fatigue resistance: refers to the failure resistance of the stent against cyclic 

contractions of the vessels over its normal mission period (at least 10 

years). 

o Radiopacity: for better visibility of the stent that has beneficial effect 

through more precise positioning of the stent during deployment and fol-

low-up evaluations under fluoroscopic imaging.  

Other ideal characteristics such as superelastic behaviour are more tailored for specific 

applications and areas where crushing or dynamic bending may occur, such as carotid 

and popliteal arteries [76, 81]. Apparently meeting all these majorly self-competing re-

quirements calls for challenging trade-offs and optimization processes. In numerous 

efforts to achieve an optimum balance between these objectives, stent designers spawned 

a plethora of stents through a complicated process of adopting different materials, geo-

metrical stent designs and manufacturing processes. 

A rather comprehensive review of stents based on their engineering aspects is presented 

by Stoeckel et al. in [77]. In general, stents can be classified based on their material com-

position, originating material form, fabrication method, geometrical design, deployment 

method that is directly dependent on the material composition (balloon or self-

expansion), mission period (permanent or degradable), clinical use (vascular or non-
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vascular) and some other specific finishing attributes such as coatings, surface prepara-

tion and radiopacity [41]. Primary clinical drivers in the new generations of stents in-

cluded radial strength, biocompatibility and radiopacity [82]. At the early stages of stent 

development much attention was given to address these requirements through different 

stent designs. On the other hand, in recent years, by the introduction of drug-eluting 

(DE) stents, the focus has been around the merit of these stents. In light of their early 

promising yet later controversial clinical outcomes, further attention is given to different 

stent surface treatment strategies, their long term efficacy and pharmacological compari-

son [82, 83]. As outlined by O’Brien and Carrol, as more and more clinical results on 

long-term performance of DES and absorbable stents are surfacing, arguments in sup-

port of bare metal stents and refocusing on their development are getting stronger [82]. 

A general map of the classification of stents is presented in Figure 1.9. For better recogni-

tion of current status of stenting and its shortcomings, in the following sections, these 

commonly-interrelated concepts of stent design and manufacturing are elaborated and 

complimented with some state-of-the-art commercial examples. 

1.5.1  Materials and Expansion Mechanism 

Majority of the stents in the current market are made of alloys in addition to a number of 

polymer based stents [79, 82] and the rather new advent of stent structures developed 

from carbon nanotubes (CNT) [84]. Specific characteristics of different materials such as 

elastic modulus, density, yield and tensile strength greatly influence subsequent attrib-

utes such as expansion mechanism and geometrical design [79]. Apart from expansion 

mechanism, a further classification of stents can be drawn depending on their absorption 

by the body into biostable and bioabsorbable stents. Biostable alloy-based stents, as the 

current mainstream standard, are intended to reside in a vessel permanently. Converse-

ly, biodegradable stents exhibit the advantage of degradation or absorption (bioabsorba-

ble stent) after their scaffolding mission period is lapsed [82, 85]. The rationale behind 

degradable stents is the short-term need for scaffolding within a vessel, hence avoiding 

potential chronic complications of the presence of a foreign structure inside the body 

(complications of stenting are elaborated later in this chapter) [86]. Biodegradable mate-

rials may also be used as coatings and vehicles of localized drug release at the lesion site 

giving rise to drug-eluting (DE) stents [87, 88]. 
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Figure 1.9. Stent classification map. Detailed classification according to clinical indications is not 

in the scope of current chapter. Bln-expandable refers to balloon-expandable stents. 

Degradable stents specifically prove more useful for scaffolding of vessels in growing 

infants whose vessels undergo geometrical changes over time [82, 85, 88-90]. Despite 

their promising potential, production and application of these stents are still in their in-
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fancy lacking convincing favourable outcomes in comparison with their biostable coun-

terparts. For instance, development of a low profile biodegradable stent with high radial 

strength for a predefined period that does not incur an excessive inflammatory response 

from the body is a long-standing challenge [79, 88, 89]. 

Ductile alloys such as stainless steel 316L are predominantly used in BE stents that can 

undergo plastic deformation during balloon inflation. In these structures, after deflation 

of the balloon the residual plastic strain in the material enables the stent to retain its ex-

panded shape despite the initial elastic recoil. As a result the ideal material for these 

stents is required to exhibit low yield stress, to enable the stent undergo expansion at 

low pressures, and at the same time high elastic modulus, to reduce the elastic recoil of 

stent under compressive forces from the vessel. Apparently, these two requirements are 

contradictory for the majority of ductile metals.  

Crimped BE stents are first mounted on a deflated balloon at the tip of a guide catheter. 

Being delivered to the target lesion, the balloon is inflated by increasing the hydraulic 

pressure inside with which the stent is also expanded, Figure 1.10 (a).  

  
(a) (b)  

Figure 1.10. Expansion of balloon and self-expandable stents. a) BE stent. These stents are pri-

marily made of plastically deformable alloys such as stainless steel 316L in a crimped 

state, then mounted on an angioplasty balloon for expansion and deployment. Image 

reproduced from [91], b) SE stent made of superelastic alloys that can undergo large de-

formations without reaching the plastic state. These stents are manufactured in the ex-

panded shape then crimped and constrained by a sheath. Upon retraction of the sheath 

the stent recovers its expanded shape in response to body heat. Radiopaque markers are 

to enhance visibility in fluoroscopic imaging. Image reproduced from [92]. 

Conversely, SE stents rely on high elasticity or the shape-memory effect of certain alloys. 

These normally expanded stents are first crimped and constrained inside a sheath while 
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being delivered via the catheter to the lesion site. Upon retraction of the sheath, stent re-

verts to its predefined expanded form pushing plaque and the arterial walls away from 

the lumen [80, 93], Figure 1.10 (b). Consequently, materials for the SE stents are required 

to have large elastic recovery capability, such as the superelastic austenite Ni-Ti (Nitinol) 

alloys [94]. Being used in a majority of biomedical implants [94-96], Nitinol owes this 

popularity to attractive characteristics such as large recovery of elastic deformations up 

to 10%, biocompatibility and high fatigue resistance. This relatively large elastic range, 

referred to as superelastic region, is due to the stress-induced changes between austenite 

(harder) and martensite (softer) crystallographic phases. Further details on these phases 

of Nitinol are given in Chapter 4. Mechanical properties of common alloys used in fabri-

cation of stents are presented in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1. Mechanical properties of common stent materials.  

Material 
Elastic Modulus 

GPa 

Yield Strength 

MPa 

Tensile Strength 

MPa 

Density 

g/cc 

SS 316L [79, 97] 190 331 586 7.9 

Tantalum [79] 185 138 207 16.6 

Pure Ti grade-1 [98] 102.7 170 240 4.5 

Nitinol (Austenite)   [79] 83 195‒690 895 6.7 

Nitinol (Martensite) [79] 28‒41 70‒140 895 6.7 

Co-Cr (ASTM F90) [79] 210 448‒648 951‒1220 9.2 

Fe [79, 99, 100] 211.4 120‒150 180‒210 7.87 

Mg Alloy (WE43) [79] 44 162 250 184 
 

 

One of the most important inherent defects of current stents is acute recoil. It refers to the 

reduction in the diameter of the stent immediately after deflation of the balloon due to 

the elastic recoil of the stent material. Recoil has been recognized as the primary culprit 

of stents failure to reach their nominal expanded diameter thereby increasing the risk of 

restenosis [101, 102]. This phenomenon is relatively common amongst the majority of 

balloon expandable stents [103].  

In contrast, the constant leniency of SE stents to grow in diameter virtually eliminates 

this effect. Nevertheless, this situation is very different when the stent is deployed inside 

a vessel where it is under constant compressive vascular forces, consequently resulting in 

higher recoil in both types of stents. Experimental results revealed less recoil being asso-

ciated with BE stents in comparison with the SE stents [81]. This result can also be intui-

tively deducted comparing the elastic modulus of stainless steel 316L as the primary 
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material for BE stents and the austenite Nitinol that forms the majority of today’s SE 

stents. This superiority in radial strength is one of the primary reasons that BE stents are 

still the preferred modality for treatment of coronary and renal lesions [81]. Neverthe-

less, one of the strongest arguments in support of SE stents is their malleability rendering 

them suitable for more tortuous paths. Moreover, their inherent self-expansion tendency 

results in a low chronic outward force opposing the plaque and stenotic tissue in long-

term [77, 81, 94, 96, 104].  

Considering the benefits and shortcomings of BE and SE stents, results from a large ran-

domized study including 1,096 patients with native coronary artery disease comparing 

effectiveness of the aforementioned two types of stents revealed similar clinical and an-

giographic outcomes at 9 months. More particularly, in spite of the late luminal gain as a 

result of the chronic outward force of the SE stents, this force also increased incidence of 

neointimal hyperplasia likely due to the continued induced stress on the arterial walls 

[104]. A further difficulty arises from accurate placement of SE stents as they tend to ad-

vance from the sheath during expansion, which makes them unsuitable for treating ostial 

lesions or stenoses adjacent to side branches [80]. A number of rather comprehensive re-

views of stent materials and coatings are given in [79, 82, 105]. Table 1.2 presents an 

overview of the common materials used in current biostable and biodegradable stent 

fabrication technology outlining the advantages and disadvantages of each for better 

comparison along with some examples [77, 79]. 

1.5.2  Material Form 

The raw materials from which the stents are manufactured mainly come in tubes, wires 

and flat sheets. Tubular BE stents are manufactured in a crimped or nearly crimped state 

when cut, then expanded using the angioplasty balloon. On the other hand, the tubular 

SE stents are manufactured in the expanded or slightly over-expanded state then 

crimped and constrained by the catheter to be released in the lesion site [81]. Wire braid-

ed, or woven meshes that are mainly used for fabrication of SE stents, are commonly 

used for non-vascular or peripheral artery disease applications including but not limited 

to the cobalt alloy-based WallStent (Boston Scientific, Massachusetts, USA), and Nitinol 

based CraggStent (MinTec, Bahamas) [96], Expander Stent (Medicorp, S. A., Villers les 

Nancy, France) [106], Symphony and Ultraflex stents (Boston Scientific, Massachusetts, 
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USA) and ZA biliary stent (Cook Group Inc., Indiana, USA) [96]. Some examples of BE 

wire stents are the stainless steel-based AVE: Bridge, S7, S660, S670 (Medtronic, Minne-

apolis, USA), the tantalum-based Strecker (Boston Scientific, Massachusetts, USA) and 

platinum-iridium based AngioStent (Angio-Dynamics, NY, USA) [107]. Stents from pla-

nar sheet metals require an additional rolling step to form the planar shape into the 

tubular stent structure. The two free ends of the sheet metal may be conjoined through 

welding or mechanical locking, such as ZR1 (formerly Navius, San Diego, USA) and En-

doTex (Endotex Interventional Systems, CA, USA) stents [77, 108]. 

1.5.3  Fabrication Method 

The raw material form greatly influences the fabrication method as well. Stents from 

tubes are mainly manufacture by laser (Nd:YAG) cutting. Although this method offers 

low profile kerf widths of less than 20 µm, it produces a heat-affected zone near the cut 

regions. For better performance of the stent, these edges need to be removed via debur-

ring and passivation techniques. In order to reduce or eliminate the extension of heat-

affected zones other cutting methods such as waterjet and (micro electro-discharge ma-

chining) µEDM have also been adopted [77, 103, 109, 110]. The early slotted-tube Palmaz 

stent is one of good examples of use of EDM in stent design. 

On the other hand, wire-based stents can be formed through coiling, braiding or knitting. 

One of the earliest, and most probably, simplest geometries of stents include coil stents. 

The majority of currently marketed coil stents are made of SE Nitinol [77, 96] with very 

few experimental BE models [111]. To increase radial and axial stiffness of wire stents, 

multiple strands of wires may either be knitted or braided, which allows continuous 

production of long stent tubes. Moreover, adjacent wires can be welded at different spots 

to create closed-cell wire stents.  

To increase batch processing of stents, photochemical etching techniques from very large 

scale integrated (VLSI) circuit fabrication methodologies have also been utilized. Alt-

hough available for tubular structures, this method is deemed more beneficial in produc-

tion of planar sheet based stents. Planar sheet processing techniques such as 

photochemical etching and 2D µEDM are most suited in mass production of micro struc-

tures despite the additional shaping (rolling) step involved [77, 109, 112]. 
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Table 1.2. Common materials used for fabrication of stents.  SS 316L refers to stainless steel grade 316L. Pt-Ir refers to the alloy of Platinum-Iridium, Ni-Ti 

refers to the alloy of Nickel-Titanium and Co-Cr refers to Cobalt-Chromium alloy. 

Material Advantages Disadvantages Examples 

Biostable Metallic Stents 

SS 316L and 

its  

derivatives 

 Excellent corrosion resistance 

 Suitable mechanical properties (Table 1.1) 

o Low recoil due to high elastic modulus 

o High deformity due to low yield strength 

 Can be coated by more biocompatible materials 

o Tantalum 

o Ti-nitride-oxide 

 Ferromagnetic making it non-MRI compliant 

 Low density resulting in low fluoroscopic visibility 

o Can be improved by addition of platinum and 

chromium to the alloy content 

 Potential allergic and reaction to nickel  

o Can be improved by passivation, coating and  

alloying techniques 

Majority of BE stents including 

 Biodiv Ysio AS (Biocompatibles 

Cardiovascular Inc., US) 

 BeStent2 (Medtronic Inc., US) 

 TAXUS Express, and Liberte  

Monorail (Boston Scientific Crp., 

USA) 

Pt-Ir Alloy 

 Excellent radiopacity 

 High visibility in MRI images 

 Iridium can be used for fabrication of radioactive 

stents (radioactive therapy). 

 Excellent corrosion resistance 

 Inducing less inflammatory response from body 

 Poor mechanical properties (Table 1.1) 

o High recoil 

 No clinical data is available on biocompatibility and 

hemocompatibility. 

 Gamma Radioactive stent by 

Bhargava et al [113] 

 Used to make fluoroscopy markers 

in Symphony stent (Boston 

Scinetific, US) [96] 

 AngioStent (AngioDynamics, US) 

Tantalum 

 Excellent corrosion resistance due to the highly stable 

surface oxide layer 

 Excellent fluoroscopic visibility due to high density 

(Table 1.1) 

 MRI compatible due to non-ferromagnetic properties 

 Good biocompatibility 

 Poor mechanical properties (Table 1.1) 

o Yield strength is very close to tensile strength  

rendering the structures brittle. 

o Recoil prone due to low deployment pressure  

requirements 

 Wiktor (Medtronic, US) 

 1st generation CrossFelx (Cordis, 

USA) 

 Strecker (Boston Scientific, US) 

Titanium 

 Excellent biocompatibility due to the highly stable 

surface oxide layer 

 Excellent hemocompatibility 

 Suitable for forming alloys with other metals 

 Poor mechanical properties (Table 1.1) 

o Low tensile strength rendering it prone to  

mechanical failure during expansion 

Used mainly as coating for other 

stents or in forming alloys 

Ni-Ti  

(Nitinol) 

 Shape memory effect rendering it suitable for SE 

stents 

 Plastically deformable at low temperatures  

(martensite state) see Table 1.1 

 Superelastic properties at high temperatures, up to 

11% strain recovery(austenite state) see Table 1.1 

 Corrosion resistant 

 MRI Visible 

 Toxicity of nickel content is debated; to overcome this 

issue the surface is passivated to increase the Ti oxide 

concentration at the surface. 

o Plasma-immersion ion implantation 

o Nitric acid treatment 

o Heat treatment 

o Electropolishing  

 Poor fluoroscopic visibility 

Majority of SE stents 
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Material Advantages Disadvantages Examples 

Co-Cr Alloy 

 High elastic modulus and radial strength (Table 1.1) 

o Lower profile stents may be made of these alloys 

 Good radiopacity 

 MRI compatible 

 Requires higher balloon deployment pressures (15 

atm) compared with stainless steel (12 atm) thereby 

increasing chances of vessel wall injury [102, 114], 

see Table 1.1 

 DRIVER stent (Medtronic Inc) 

 L-605 Multi-Link Vision (Guidant) 

 SE WallStent (Boston Scientific) 

Pt-Cr 
 Better fluoroscopic visibility than Co-Cr 

 High radial strength 
 Potential nickel compound toxicity 

 PROMUS Element stent (Boston 

scientific, US) 

Biodegradable Metallic Stents 

Pure Fe 

 High radial strength (Table 1.1) 

o High elastic modulus 

 Biodegradation via oxidation into ferrous and ferric 

ions dissolvable into blood stream. 

o Ferrous ions inhibit neointimal hyperplasia 

 Fracture-prone 

o  Close values of yield and tensile strength 

Stents used in experimental studies: 

[115, 116] 

Mg Alloy 

AE21 and 

WE43 

 Visible to MRI 

 Corrodes into soluble Mg hydroxide, Mg chloride 

and hydrogen 

 Reduces neointimal proliferation 

 Poor mechanical and corrosion properties of pure Mg 

 Even the alloy has poor radial strength (Table 1.1) 

o Thicker stent struts are required 

 Fracture-prone due to low ductility 

 Radiolucent (not visible in X-rays) 

 Premature results calls for more clinical trials 

 Lekton Magic Stent (Biotronik, 

Switzerland) 

Biostable Polymeric Materials 

Polyethylene 

terephthalate 

(PET) 

 Comparable radial force to SS 316L 

 Causes chronic inflammatory response from body 

o Neointimal hyperplasia and complete occlusion 

 Pool fluoroscopic visibility 

Experimental stents in [117-119] 

Polyurethane 

(PU) 

 Highly biocompatible 

o Suitable for coating other stents 

o Corrosion resistant 

 Has been associated with intense inflammatory re-

sponse 
Nasolacrimal stents in [120, 121] 

Biodegradable Polymeric Materials 

Poly-l-

glycolic acid 

(PLGA) 

 Slow biodegradation rendering it suitable for drug 

delivery 

 Limited luminal application so far 

o Clinical trials for use in coronary arteries are  

required 

Experimental urological stents [122-

124] 

Other Biostable Materials 

Carbon 

nanotubes 

(CNT) 

 Micropatterned pyrolytic carbon 

 Attractive chemical, electrical and mechanical 

properties 

 Highly biocompatible1 

 No mechanical or clinical data on the tubular stents 
Novel experimental stent by Jones et 

al. [84] 
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1.5.4  Design and Geometrical Features 

Due to the competing nature of objectives such as axial flexibility, radial strength and 

minimal luminal profile, the early stent designs were only able to meet some of these cri-

teria while sacrificing the others. For instance, despite the favourable axial conformity of 

the clamshell design of the first wire stent by Gianturco-Roubin, it exhibited low radial 

and axial strength and was associated with a rather high rate of tissue prolapse and 

restenosis (47%) due to its widely spaced struts [41, 80]. To overcome these limitations, in 

a second attempt this design incorporated a longitudinal spine to enhance both radial 

and longitudinal strength. Nevertheless, due to the poor clinical results of this structure 

in a comparative clinical trial, it was decommissioned shortly after [80].  

On the other hand, the slotted tube Palmaz stent showed superior radial stiffness and 

wall coverage (scaffolding). However, its lack of longitudinal flexibility leading to arteri-

al straightening and occasional stent dislodgment en route to the lesion rendered it chal-

lenging for deployment in tortuous arteries. In an attempt for improving the longitudinal 

flexibility of this sent, it was split into two segments connected with flexible bridges. Fur-

ther attempts incorporated decreasing the length of these interconnected segments to 

reach a balance between radial strength and axial flexibility. 

In order to establish an optimal trade-off between the aforementioned competing imper-

atives, several iterations of design modifications were applied resulting in the multitude 

of stents in the current market. Stent designs may generally be classified into the follow-

ing categories, coil, helical spiral, woven, modular closed cell and modular open cell de-

signs that are further elaborated below [77, 80]. 

I. Coil Stents 

Due to the superior longitudinal flexibility and easy retrieval after deployment, coil 

stents are mainly appointed for non-vascular indications. Conversely, because of their 

low expansion ratio and the resultant high profile, these stents are not suited for narrow 

tortuous paths. Owing to this shortcoming, coil stents are mostly made of SE 

ol, Figure 1.11. Another limiting factor for application of coil stents in vascular lesions is 

their inferior scaffolding capabilities compared to other designs. This is due to the exten-

sive spacing between the stent struts and potential increased risk of tissue prolapse [80]. 

In recent years with the promising attributes of miniaturized microelectronics, coil struc-
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tures regained some popularity due to their suitable shape for radio-frequency (RF) in-

terrogation capabilities such as sensing [111, 125, 126].  

Dogboning, referred to the early expansion of the two ends of the stent prior to the mid-

section, is one of the potential complications of BE stents that leads to excessive luminal 

injury at the distal and proximal ends of the stent, Figure 1.11 (a). This phenomenon can 

often be observed with other BE stent designs as well [127]. Figure 1.11 (b) shows one of 

the very first SE coil stents used by Dotter in peripheral arteries [128]. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.11. Coil stents. a) Finite element model of a partially expanded coil stent with the early 

expansion at proximal and distal ends of the stent during expansion (dogboning), image 

reproduced from [127], b) an early SE Nitinol stent by Dotter et al [128], when crimped 

before deployment (up) and after expansion (down). Typical luminal diameter of 

healthy human coronary arteries ranges from 1.5 to 5.5 mm [8, 9]. 

Their austenite temperature being higher than the body temperature (60˚C), these coils 

were expanded by injection of heated saline solution through the catheter. In addition to 

the vascular ducts, Dotter suggested use of these structures in the cerebral aqueduct, 

bladder neck, biliary system and tracheobronchial tree based on the promising results 

that he acquired at 4 weeks follow-up [128, 129]. Some commercial examples of coil 

stents include the SE Nitinol based Horizon Prostatic (Endocare, USA), the peripheral 

arteries stent IntraCoil (SulzerIntraTheraputics, USA) and the EsophaCoil (InStent, USA). 

II. Spiral Stents 

Very similar to the structure of coil stents, these stents usually provide minimal connec-

tion between subsequent loops thus exhibit high axial flexibility while simultaneously 

suffering from axial stability. Therefore, these stents are very prone to inadvertent elon-

gation or compression on delivery that results in irregular luminal coverage [77, 80]. To 

Dogboning
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enhance the longitudinal stiffness, a reasonable first attempt was to establish some con-

nection points between loops leading to loss of flexibility while gaining stability and con-

trol over cell size. Figure 1.12 (a) demonstrates a number of early SE spring spirals made 

of steel that were used by Maass et al [130]. By application of torque to the ends of these 

spirals, the number of coils increases as the diameters decrease and upon release they 

spring back to the predefined expanded shape apposing against luminal walls. Due to 

the limitation of crimping to the extent of yielding strength of these structures, thus the 

resultant bulky crimped shape, these structures were implanted in larger vessels such as 

aorta and vena cava [130]. Another BE stainless steel helical coil stent with no additional 

inter-strut connections is demonstrated in Figure 1.12 (b). 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.12. Spiral stents. a) Spiral spring stents used by Maass et. al in canine aortae and vena 

cava [130], b) Crossflex, a helical spiral stent with minimal connections [77]. 

III. Woven Stents 

Produced by inter-shaping of wires these stents may be manufactured using either braid-

ing or knitting. Foreshortening (reduction in longitudinal size) is most prominent in 

these stents while providing excellent vessel coverage [12]. A removable SE braided stent 

for treatment of bleeding oesophageal varices is shown Figure 1.13 (a). A knitted BE stent 

made of tantalum wires is shown in Figure 1.13 (b). 

IV. Modular (sequential) Stents 

Accounting for the majority of today’s commercial stent designs, modular refers to any 

of the designs that are composed of repeatable geometrical structures. These repeated 

structures, referred to as Z-rings due to their shape, are most apparent in the slotted tube 

stents such as the Palmaz stent where they are interconnected at their peak points as 

demonstrated in Figure 1.14. Depending on the priority of radial strength vs. axial flexi-
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bility or vice versa, different sub-designs are born depending on the periodicity and flex-

ibility of the connecting elements between the Z-rings. This design paradigm gave rise to 

the two general subclasses of closed cell and open cell designs. In closed cell stents, all 

struts are heavily interconnected to their neighbouring struts whereas in open cell some 

of these connections are sacrificed to improve axial flexibility. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.13. Woven stents. a) SE braided Nitinol stent for deployment in esophagus, SX-ELLA 

stent. Luminal side of the stent is covered by a plastic membrane. Retrieval loops are 

used for decommissioning the stent out of the body. Image reproduced from [131] , b) 

Strecker Stent, a tantalum knitted BE stent. Image reproduced from [77].  

 In order to enhance flexibility of stents with little sacrifice of the scaffolding properties, 

hybrid designs with non-homogenous mid-strut to mid-strut bridges that obscure the 

definitions and differences of open cell and closed cell designs (mote details below) are 

also proposed, Figure 1.15. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.14. Closed-cell modular stent. a) Early Palmaz stent, one of the first BE stents, made of 

stainless steel slotted tube [129], b) SE wire welded Symphony stent made of Nitinol 

[77]. Adjacent cells of both stents are connected at peaks. 

Closed-cell modular design:  refers to the stents wherein the internal inflection points of 

adjacent Z-rings are all connected. The early slotted tube Palmaz stent or the welded 
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Symphony stent, shown in Figure 1.14, are good examples of such structures with robust 

inter-strut connections. These designs provide strong radial integrity yet lack longitudi-

nal flexibility. To increase conformity of these stents in the axial direction, in later efforts, 

flexible strut-to-strut bridges were introduced. With a number of different designs, V-, U-

, N- or S-shaped as shown in Figure 1.16, these elements can undergo plastic defor-

mation when the stent is expanded or bent axially [77]. 

 
Figure 1.15. Stent with flexible bridges. BeStent2 (MEDTRONIC AVE, Inc., Galway, Ireland) 

with flexible bridges between the loops, before expansion (top), and after expansion 

(bottom). R-Junction refers to a rotational junction [80]. 

Primary advantage of closed-cell stents is their superior vessel wall coverage and radial 

strength compared to the other geometrical configurations; nevertheless, even the im-

proved flex models lack the axial flexibility of the coil or open cell designs [80]. Moreo-

ver, further post-deployment studies observed increased plaque prolapse at the site of 

longer flex segments due to the compromised scaffolding of fewer struts [76]. 

Open cell design: demand for flexibility of stents in hard to reach areas such as distal le-

sions or tortuous paths led to disconnection of some or even all of the connecting bridges 

between struts creating the so-called open cell stents. Buckling due to axial bending is 

significantly reduced in these stents. Augmented by their crimped-state low profile, these 

stents are best suited for bending distal paths. Early open cell designs proved to be very 

flexible, though lack of enough longitudinal reinforcement resulted in poor radial 

strength [76]. To improve connectivity of adjacent struts, periodic (possibly with differ-

ent frequencies) peak to peak, valley to valley, peak to valley and mid-strut to mid-strut 

connections or a combination of all may also be implemented. Figure 1.17 (a) shows the 

rigid peak to valley connections in a SE stent. The benefit of these connections is more 

pronounced in reducing foreshortening during expansion leading to better scaffolding 

S-Junction V-Junction R-Junction
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results. Moreover, Figure 1.17 (b) demonstrates an open cell BE stent with flex peak to 

peak inter-strut connections. 

 
Figure 1.16. Closed-cell stent with flexible bridges. Flexible bridges provide axial compliance to 

the stent structure. Image reproduced from [76].  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.17. Open cell modular stent. a) Open cell SE stent design with peak to valley sequential 

connections, ZILVER PTX (Cook Group Inc., Indiana, USA), image reproduced from 

[132], b) open cell BE stent with peak to peak sequential connections, SUN (SINO Medi-

cal Sciences Technology, Inc., Tianjin, China), image reproduced from [133]. 

Despite their intriguing attributes such as flexibility and low deployment profile, per-

formance of open cell stents are often associated with some critical potential challenges 

including plaque prolapse and fish scaling. Fish scaling refers to the excessive protrusion 

of the stent struts into the vessel that may induce vascular trauma leading to restenosis, 

dissections or even perforations. This situation is more common at the sharp angles of 

tortuous paths where there is often no supporting bridge in the axial length between 
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subsequent struts [76], Figure 1.18. Plaque prolapse, which is the protrusion of plaque 

between stent struts into the luminal space, depends on the wall coverage by a stent. As 

demonstrated by Figure 1.18 (a), this phenomenon is more prominent with open cell de-

signs vs. closed cell. Nevertheless, the clinical and numerical data in the literature is non-

uniform, contradictory and inconclusive on the inferiority of open cell vs. closed cell de-

signs in this paradigm that calls for more extensive clinical trials [76, 134-138]. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.18. Fish scaling and plaque prolapse in open cell stents. a) Fish scaling, protrusion of 

stent struts into the arterial walls in tortuous lesions due to lack of bridging elements, 

image reproduced from [76], b) low plaque and vessel wall coverage by open cell stents 

vs. closed cell theoretically increases chances of plaque prolapse in open cell stents, im-

age reproduced from [139]. 

1.5.5  Stent Coatings and Surface Treatments 

So far fundamental scaffolding aspects of stents are discussed. As mentioned earlier, bio-

compatibility, accurate deployment during procedure in addition to ease of later diag-

nostic angiography are also important factors determining overall success of this 

procedure. Radiopacity referred to as impermeability of a structure to radiation, deter-

mines visibility and trackability of a stent during deployment [82]. Strategies such as fab-

rication of stents from high density alloys or integration with radiopaque markers and/or 

coatings have been explored so far [79, 82, 105]. 

Concurrent with the efforts to improve radiopacity and material strength, there has been 

growing attention devoted to increasing biocompatibility of stents by optimizing their 
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surface characteristics [82, 105]. As a result, a wide range of surface modifications and 

coatings are being explored over the years to meet objectives such as reduced surface 

thrombogenicity, reduced metal ion release and improved texturing to facilitate drug 

elution and promote endothelialisation [82, 105]. 

In general implant materials with stable corrosion-resistant oxide surfaces such as titani-

um oxide or chromium oxide provide better biocompatibility through minimization of 

metal ion release at the lesion site [82]. Chemical and physical strategies for stent surface 

modification possibly in conjunction with deposition of new materials on the base plat-

form are among the most common approaches to improve hemo and biocompatibility of 

stents [105]. Table 1.3 present an overview of common surface treatment strategies to en-

hance biocompatibility and more recently drug delivery. As mentioned by Mani et al it is 

impossible to find a single material that possesses all requirements and each material or 

method hat its own merit [79]. 

Table 1.3. Common stent surface enhancement strategies.  

Surface Treatment Properties 

Surface Modification Strategies 

Radiofrequency plasma 

treatment 

 Alters surface properties of bulk material via [105] 

o Chemical molecular modification 

o Grafting other functional materials to the base 

o Enable drug delivery 

Plasma or chemical based 

etching, sanding, polishing, 

or microblasting 

 Modify surface topography and enhance surface roughness [105] 

o Reduced metallic ion release 

o Improved endothelial cell adherence 

o Enable drug delivery 

Thin films deposition 

 Using chemical or physical vapour deposition, sputtering etc. [105, 140]. 

o Strong adherence to stent surface 

o Improve hemocompatibility 

o Enhance corrosion resistance 

o Enable drug delivery 

Biostable Inorganic Coatings 

Carbon coatings including 

Diamond-like Carbon,  

Pyrolytic Carbon, and  

Carbon Nanotubes (CNT)  

 Used extensively in other biomedical implants [82, 105, 141-143] 

o Attractive electrical, mechanical and chemical properties 

o Reduced thrombogenicity 

o Reduced ion release 

o Excellent biocompatibility 

o CNTs are also used to produce stent meshes entirely 

o Good for loading drugs onto DE stents  

Titanium-nitride-oxide 

 Titanium oxide is generally very stable and biocompatible 

  Nitric oxide is important by playing a key role in [82, 144]:   

o Regulating endothelial function 

o Helping suppress platelet aggression 

o Increasing cellular adhesion  

o Inhibition of smooth muscle cells proliferation 
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Surface Treatment Properties 

Titanium-boron-nitride 

(TiBN) 

 Mostly used for medical and surgical tools 

o Low thrombogenicity 

o High biocompatibility 

o Better overall performance than CNT coatings [141] 

Iridium oxide 

 Used extensively for coating of neural stimulating electrodes 

o Excellent barrier against metal ions 

o Exhibits a catalytic effect disrupting smooth muscle cell growth [82] 

Nanoporous aluminium  

oxide 

 First porous surface for loading of drugs onto stent surfaces [82] 

o Good vascular compatibility [145] 

o No promising clinical results [146] 

Hydroxyapatite ceramic  

coating 

 Widely used in orthopaedic applications 

o Ability to tune porosity for local drug delivery 

o Durable integration with base stent material is still in question [82] 

Polymer based coatings 

Biomimetic  

phosphorlycholine-based 

 Mimics the phospholipids on the outer surfaces of red blood cells [82] 

o Reduce thrombogenicity 

o No significant reduction in restenosis rates 

o Suitable for drug delivery  

Polymer based Coatings (Continued) 

Parylene 

Polyethylene-co-vinyl acetate 

Poly-n-butyl methacrylate 

SIBS triblock copolymer 

 First and second generation polymers and co-polymers in DE stent [82] 

o Superior drug adhesion and elution 

o Reduced rate of restenosis compound with drug elution  

o Increased risk of late thrombosis 

Polylactic acid (PLA) 

Polyglycolid acid (PGA) 

PLGA 

 Biodegradable [82] 

o Suitable carriers for drug delivery 

o Reduce thrombogenicity by shorter exposure to blood 

1.5.6  Stenting Limitations and Mitigation Efforts 

Despite the favoured long-term clinical outcomes of coronary artery bypass grafting 

[147], with the improvements in technique and equipment, PCI has prevailed as the 

mainstream revascularization method [1, 34, 38]. Nevertheless, like any other surgical 

treatment, it is faced with some complications limiting the acute improvements achieved 

shortly after treatment. The three most important post-stenting complications include 

acute stent recoil that refers to the loss of luminal diameter due to spring-back of stent, 

stent thrombosis referring to the formation of blood clots at the lesion site, and in-stent 

restenosis referring to the renarrowing of the lesion. Attempts to address or mitigate 

these complications led to a number of improvements in pre-, during and post-stenting 

design considerations and treatment procedures. 

I. Stent Recoil 

Both the intrinsic elastic recoil of materials used in production of stents and the compres-

sive forces from the vessels result in some degree of reduction in the gained luminal di-
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ameter shortly after stent expansion that is referred to as stent recoil. Highly dependent 

on the stent design, recoil in coil stents may reach as high as 30% and 16% in modular 

stents [101]. Natural to any stenting procedure, reduction of this effect is of outmost im-

portance for long-term integrity of the treated lesion. Over-expansion of stents by an 

over-inflated balloon after deployment has been a historic compensation measure widely 

adopted by clinicians [80]. Nevertheless, in an atherosclerotic (and very often hardened) 

lesion, this method results in subsequent problems such as inflicting excessive injury to 

the vessel walls leading to dissections, negative remodelling and inflammatory response 

from the vessel [41, 80]. Other recoil mitigation measures include better selection of ma-

terials and design methodologies. 

I. Stent Thrombosis 

Acute in-stent thrombosis is considered as one of the most serious short-term complica-

tions of stenting revealing itself between 1‒4 days after the procedure with no prior clini-

cal indications. Late stent thrombosis (between 30 days and 2 year) is less common with 

bare-metal (BM) stents and is more feared with the new line of DE stents, which delay 

endothelialisation [80, 148, 149], Figure 1.19. Thrombotic events remain as the primary 

cause of death after percutaneous interventions [148, 150].  

 
Figure 1.19. Stent thrombosis in a DE stent. Delayed endothelialisation over the sturts of the 

stent increases risk of platelet and thrombi accumulation leading to thrombosis. Image 

reproduced from [151].  

Common mechanical risk factors of stent thrombosis include stent underexpansion (low 

luminal gain after procedure), residual dissection, stent malpositioning, significant in-

flow or outflow stenosis and stent length. Apart from mechanical design improvements 
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to enhance luminal gain and scaffolding, adjunct chemical and pharma-cological ap-

proaches have also been adopted. One of the earliest, yet continuing, modalities is pre-

scription of antiplatelet and anticoagulant agents prior to and after deployment.  

Another approach is coating of stents with inert materials to improve surface properties 

resulting in less platelet adhesion and aggressive coagulation. The primary mission of 

coatings was to increase biocompatibility and hemocompatibility of stents, yet later they 

became a platform for local drug delivery to inhibit intimal proliferation [79]. Historical-

ly gold is accepted as a biocompatible alloy among clinicians and has been used for a 

number of biomedical implants. Its use for increasing fluoroscopic visibility of stents has 

also been endorsed for a long time. Nevertheless, large clinical trials show greater inci-

dence of neointimal hyperplasia in lesions treated with gold coated stents compared 

with uncoated stents [80, 152, 153]. Some of the other clinically tested coatings to reduce 

thrombogenicity and restenosis include carbon, silicon carbide and the antithrombotic 

drug, heparin. Other metallic and polymeric compounds used for coatings are summa-

rized in Table 1.2. An intuitive approach towards mitigation of late thrombosis is utiliza-

tion of bioabsorbable/biodegradable stents. Such structures theoretically reduce risk of 

thrombus formation after providing short-term scaffolding to the lesion site then disap-

pearing through corrosion or absorption. Nevertheless due to practical limitations such 

as simultaneously providing enough scaffolding, having low profile and inducing low 

inflammatory response from the body, development of these stents experienced a slug-

gish pace [86, 88, 89]. 

Early stent deployment results reported thrombosis incidents as high as 24% after 6 

months. Nevertheless, improvements such as post-treatment antiplatelet regimens, better 

stent design, better implantation techniques such as complimentary high-pressure ex-

pansions after initial deployment effort and better coatings reduced the rates to as low as 

0.5‒2% [41, 154]. In case of occurrence and early detection, stent thrombosis can be treat-

ed with emergency balloon angioplasty or thrombectomy (removal of thrombi) joined 

with pharmacological treatments.  

II. Restenosis 

Restenosis refers to the effect of a complex proliferative healing process of intimal layer 

after deployment of stents that leads to the renarrowing of a treated lesion [102, 155] as 
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shown by Figure 1.20. This effect often occurs 1–6 months after stenting with a minority 

of incidents occurring after 6–12 months [41]. Frequency of restenosis post deployment 

of BM stents (a stent with no active drug agent as a coating) has been reported between 

10% up to values even higher than 60% in [41, 102]. As concluded from the literature, in-

stent restenosis (ISR) is related to a combination of factors including the inflammatory 

response of arterial walls to the foreign object in addition to the sustained injury during 

and after stent deployment [105, 156, 157] and local hemodynamic changes such as dis-

tribution of luminal wall shear stress [158-160]. Apart from the physiological attributes of 

the lesion, stent design plays an important role in the severity of ISR [93, 161-166]. In ad-

dition to the global ISR, localized restenosis might also occur at the proximal and distal 

edges of the stent most likely owing to the negative vascular re-modelling [167]. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.20. In-stent restenosis. a) Coronary artery cross-section after stent deployment, b) cross-

section of the coronary artery 6 months after deployment showing significant prolifera-

tion of endothelial cells into the lumen. Images reproduced from [168].  

With the advent of DE stents that release antiproliferative agents at the target lesion, ear-

ly clinical results promised a marked drop in the restenosis rate compared with the BM 

stents from around 50% to 10% [34, 169-172]. The most clinically tested DE stents include 

the first generation heparin (an anticoagulation agent), Sirolimus (an immunosuppres-

sant) and Paclitaxel (a chemotherapy agent) eluting stents.  

Some of the major drawbacks of DE stents include the need for prolonged antiplatelet 

therapy, and an increasing concern on increased risk for late in-stent thrombosis [105, 

169, 173-177]. Late thrombus formation is most likely due to late re-endothelialisation 

(reformation of the inner layer of the arteries) and endothelial dysfunction after implan-

tation of the DE stents [34, 169, 178, 179]. Despite numerous current attempts to improve 
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drugs, stent coatings and treatments to lower acute and late thrombosis [105, 180], one 

should note that utilization of DE stents does not eliminate the inflicted mechanical inju-

ry during percutaneous interventions.  

In a randomized trial with 2313 patients requiring stenting in large coronary arteries (≥3 

mm in diameter), Kaiser et al. [181] compared use of two DE stents, sirolimus-eluting 

and everolimus-eluting, vs. bare-metal stents. Their results indicated no significant 

difference between the DE and bare-metal stents with respect to the primary comparison 

factors including the number of combined deaths from cardiac causes and non-fatal my-

ocardial infarctions in a 2-year follow-up. According to Indermuhle [34], there has not 

been an optimal and widely accepted treatment for in-stent restenosis yet. This applies 

for both the BM and DE stents [34]; making clinicians resort to methods such as revascu-

larization of the lesion by a combination of angioplasty and stenting. The most recent 

approach incorporates application of DE balloons that are coated with antiproliferative 

substances [34]. 

1.6  Chapter Summary  

Having remained as a significant cause of mortality, CVD annually takes lives of millions 

of the young and the old. Atherosclerosis as one of the most important precursors to 

CVD is a complex process that presents itself with a deposition of plaque and fatty 

streaks between the innermost and the middle layers of vessels gradually constricting or 

even blocking blood flow. Reduced (or occluded) blood flow to downstream organs has 

serious consequences mainly stemming from lack of oxygen supply. Apart from the 

pharmacological interventions and healthy lifestyle mediations, clinicians have tried to 

alleviate luminal occlusions using surgical methods such as bypass grafting, balloon an-

gioplasty, stenting and atherectomy. Balloon angioplasty tries to re-establish blood flow 

by inflation of a balloon inside the lesion that consequently pushes the atherosclerotic 

plaque away from the lumen thereby increasing its diameter on its way.  

Despite the acute luminal gain shortly after inflation of the balloon, renarrowing of the 

lumen is shown to be very prevalent. As a result, stents that are mechanical scaffolds that 

provide a constant support against the internal walls of vessels came to the rescue. As of 

today, the number of PCIs has surpassed any other interventional procedures for treat-
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ment of occluded vessels including CABG. Proven clinical benefits such as shorter pro-

cedure time, faster recovery and long luminal patency after surgery added to the popu-

larity of this method over the more invasive methods such as CABG.  

Since the introduction of first generation stents, they have undergone several improve-

ment iterations. Attempts to satisfy the often self-competing stenting objectives such as 

high radial strength and low elastic recoil in addition to expandability, conformity, high 

axial flexibility, trackability, biocompatibility and radiopacity all influenced stent design 

and development giving rise to hundreds of stents on the current market. Apart from 

their clinical use (deployment region), stents can generally be classified according to 

their material, initial material form, fabrication method, geometrical design and some 

final improvement steps such as coatings and capability for in-site drug release. Despite 

the numerous attempts and the proven stent improvements over the years, stent recoil, 

stent thrombosis (formation of blood clots) and restenosis remain the most important 

post intervention complications that limit the outcomes of stenting procedure and its 

primary objective to maintain a patent treated lesion in long-term.  

One of the most important predictors of the aforementioned two complications is the 

level of trauma induced to the vessel during deployment and the hemodynamic changes 

to the blood flow after deployment. Elastic recoil of stents after deployment due to the 

intrinsic properties of alloys often used in stent fabrication in addition to the compres-

sive forces from a vessel, accounts for both acute and chronic luminal loss after deploy-

ment. Mitigation measures such as over-expansion in BE stents and use of SE stents, so 

far have proven to aggravate vascular trauma that leads to thrombosis and restenosis. 

Pharmacological approaches such as systemic administration of blood-thinners or local-

ized drug release, such as DE stents, try to control these complications by inhibition of an 

exaggerated inflammatory response from the body. Despite the promising results in re-

duction of restenosis after deployment of DE stents, increased rate of late thrombosis 

raised concerns about long-term efficacy of these stents in comparison with BM ones. 

Moreover, it is important to note that despite these approaches, the mechanical aspect of 

the problem still stands that calls for a new design paradigm. This statement is further 

supported by the significant amount of research in the literature emphasizing the role of 

stent design in the overall performance of stents after deployment.  
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1.7  Thesis Overview 

To meet the often competing imperatives of stents mentioned above, a new design para-

digm is called for. To address this shortcoming from a design and engineering perspec-

tive, a new recoil resilient luminal support is proposed in this thesis with different 

aspects of design, deployment procedure and hemodynamic implications as well as al-

ternative actuation methods elaborated in the subsequent chapters. A summary of the 

thesis structure and contributions made are summarised in the next section. 

1.7.1  Thesis Structure and Original Contributions 

Key research components and contributions of this thesis are compiled into separate 

chapters at each significant stage of the research. An overview of the thesis structure is 

presented in Figure 1.21. Having recognized current stenting design gaps in control and 

reduction of recoil in Chapter 1 and to address them, a novel luminal support is pro-

posed in Chapter 2. This device, referred to as a recoil resilient ring (RRR), is utilized 

standalone or potentially integrated with existing stents to address the problem of recoil. 

The proposed structure aims to minimize the need for high-pressure over-expansion that 

can induce intra-luminal trauma and excess growth of vascular tissue causing later 

restenosis. The RRR is an open ring with overlapping ends and asymmetrical sawtooth 

structures from the two ends that are intermeshed. While radially expanded, these teeth 

can slide on top of each other, but interlock step-by-step so to keep the final expanded 

state against compressive forces that normally cause recoil. The RRRs thus deliver bal-

loon expandability and when integrated with a stent, they bring both radial rigidity and 

longitudinal flexibility to the stent structure.  

In Chapter 2, design and development of the RRR is first elaborated by extensive numer-

ical analysis, followed by fabrication and experimental studies. Compliance of the pro-

posed design with current balloon angioplasty expansion mechanics while maintaining 

structural integrity is studied by finite element modelling (FEM) in an explicit dynamic 

framework. Superior radial strength of the RRR in withstanding against compressive 

forces and recovery of its initial shape after retraction of these forces in comparison to a 

typical BE stent is demonstrated using FEM. The numerical analysis is then extended to 

evaluate axial strength of RRR, following which improvement measures are proposed 

and validated.  
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Figure 1.21. Overview of thesis structure. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 outlined by the dashed red line 

contain original contributions to the design and development of the recoil resilient lu-

minal support. 

Utilizing µEDM technology, the RRR is micromachined from a shape memory alloy 

(SMA) sheet, Nitinol, after which it undergoes shaping and thermal treatment. The novel 

planar description of the design and subsequent shaping and thermal treatment steps to 

fabricate the final prototype, enables batch processing and mass production of a number 

of these devices from planar sheets of material. As the transformation temperature of the 
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chosen Nitinol is considerably higher, around 80˚C, than the typical human body tem-

perature, the RRR normally operates in the martensite state of the material facilitating 

conformity and easy expansion of the RRR by undergoing large plastic deformations. 

Moreover, the superior radial strength of the RRR in comparison with a stainless steel 

commercial stent, made of the considerably stiffer stainless steel 316L, lies in the pro-

posed interlock design numerically validated as outlined above.  

These numerical results are complimented by in vitro expansion mechanics and radial 

force measurements carried out in experimental studies, demonstrating expandability of 

the RRR with balloon pressures well within the recommended in vivo range, and its sig-

nificantly higher radial strength compared to a commercial stainless steel stent.  

Apart from the acute mechanical changes and effects such as luminal gain and vessel 

wall injury, following their deployment, stents introduce changes to the fluid regime. 

These effects can potentially result in abnormal biological effects such as restenosis. In 

Chapter 3, rigorous computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models are utilized to study and 

compare the effect of deployment of three different luminal supports that are subject to a 

physiological pulsatile fluid flow. These supports include a nominal BE stent, a 

standalone RRR and an RRR-integrated BE stent. Utilizing a transient analysis frame-

work, spatial and temporal distribution of wall shear stress as the primary indicator of 

restenosis, fluid drag force and the outlet flow rate of the branching arteries were inves-

tigated. The results are compared with corresponding un-scaffolded healthy vessels with 

uniform internal diameters. The fluidic response of a healthy vessel represents the refer-

ence behaviour of a vessel that may be used as a benchmark for hemodynamic compari-

son of luminal supports after deployment.  

Superior hemodynamic performance of the standalone RRR in comparison with the oth-

er two is demonstrated by the transient and time-averaged results from these analyses. 

Moreover, comparable, and in some cases even better, hemodynamic indicators of the 

RRR-integrated stent compared to the standalone BE stent supports merit of the former 

as an alternative to the later given the RRR’s superior radial strength. In the end, in a di-

mensional analysis study, sensitivity of the results to dimensional assumptions of the 

fluid domains such as the main and side branch luminal diameters in addition to differ-

ent overlap lengths from the two ends of the RRR is studied. Results for this section can 
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provide other designers a predictive guideline for future hemodynamic analysis of 

different supports and the effect of deployment domain assumptions on the final results. 

The shape memory properties of Nitinol used for fabrication of the RRR, the RRR’s 

thermally trained expanded shape, and its novel incremental interlock expansion mech-

anism may further be utilized to explore alternative methods of actuation. These meth-

ods may include application of direct or electrically-induced heat. Having a 

transformation temperature, higher than the deployment region (body) temperature, it is 

possible to transform the normally martensite RRR into austenite and exert high dilating 

radial forces. In Chapter 4 these possibilities are explored through theoretical, numerical 

and experimental studies. To study expansion of the RRR in response to heat stimuli in a 

novel in vitro setup, and to ensure exposure of the mock vessel to a safe range of temper-

ature, first a novel theoretical framework based on the theory of thermal resistance and 

crossflow over cylindrical structures is developed. Based on these models, necessary ini-

tial conditions (temperatures) required for thermal actuation of the RRR, and their ther-

modynamic implications are calculated. Validation of the results from the theoretical 

analysis framework is carried out by a series of novel heat transfer and multi-field conju-

gate fluid and heat transfer numerical analyses. Good agreement of the theoretical and 

numerical results demonstrates the validity of our approach for prediction of initial con-

ditions and their effect on the deployment domain.  

Expansion of the RRR in response to heat stimuli is then experimentally studied, in a 

novel in vitro setup complimented by observations from a free expansion study. Moreo-

ver, radial forces exerted by a constrained and partially crimped RRR while undergoing 

martensite to austenite phase transformation in response to heat are experimentally 

measured and presented. In the end, using the results from the first two parts, a novel 

alternative actuation mechanism by application of electrical-currents is proposed and 

examined through theoretical and numerical studies. In the final chapter, a summary of 

the research carried out in this thesis is provided followed by further suggestions for 

continuation of this work in the future. 

The knowledge and contributions made in the current work, in addition to the design, 

development, experimental and multi-field numerical results, provide a general engi-

neering framework applicable to future biomedical luminal supports. 
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A Recoil Resilient Luminal Support 
   

fter the introduction on stents given in Chapter 1, rec-

ognizing the pros and cons of each, current design 

gaps from an engineering perspective are now identi-

fied. Elastic recoil and its subsequent complications account for a 

majority of stent failures thus necessitating careful attention to 

overcome this issue. Mechanical compensation measures such as 

stent over-expansion and self-expandable (SE) stents in addition to 

pharmacological approaches such as use of drug-eluting (DE) 

stents have not been able to completely eradicate the source of this 

problem so far.  

Moreover, to meet the often competing stent objectives such as 

high radial strength and flexibility a new design paradigm is 

called for. As a result, in this chapter, a novel recoil resilient lu-

minal support is introduced. The development steps including de-

sign, fabrication, mechanical and numerical evaluations are 

detailed in this chapter.   

  

A 

Chapter 2 
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2.1  Abstract 

In Chapter 1, a comprehensive introduction is given on stents and their current variants 

to this date. Stents are artificial implants that provide scaffolding to a cavity inside the 

body. Improvements and drawbacks of each are also presented, in Chapter 1, to eluci-

date the requirements for current stenting procedure. In the present chapter, after a short 

introduction, a new luminal device for reducing the mechanical failure of stents due to 

recoil, which is one of the most important stenting complications, is introduced. This de-

vice, referred to as a recoil-resilient ring (RRR), is utilized standalone or potentially inte-

grated with existing stents to address the problem of recoil. The proposed structure aims 

to minimize the need for high-pressure over-expansion that can potentially induce intra-

luminal trauma and excess growth of vascular tissue causing later restenosis. The RRR is 

an open ring with overlapping ends and asymmetrical sawtooth structures from the two 

ends that are intermeshed. While radially expanded, these teeth can slide on top of each 

other, but interlock step-by-step so to keep the final expanded state against compres-

sional forces that normally cause recoil. The RRRs thus deliver balloon expandability and 

high radial strength. Moreover, when integrated with a stent, they bring both radial ri-

gidity and longitudinal flexibility to the stent structure. The design of the RRR in this 

chapter is first investigated through finite element analysis (FEA), next a prototype de-

vice is fabricated using micro electro-discharge machining of 200-µm Nitinol sheets. The 

standalone RRR is balloon expandable in vitro by 5 to 7 atm in pressure, which is well 

within the recommended in vivo pressure ranges for stenting procedures. FEA compres-

sion tests indicate a 13× reduction in the loss of luminal cross-sectional area (CSA) of the 

RRR compared with a typical stainless steel stent under compressive forces. These re-

sults also show perfect elastic recovery of the RRR after removal the pressure compared 

to the remaining plastic deformations of the stainless steel stent. On the other hand, ex-

perimental loading tests show that the fabricated RRR exhibits 2.8× greater radial stiff-

ness compared to a two-column section of a commercial stent while exhibiting 

comparable elastic recovery. Furthermore, testing of in vitro expansion in a mock vessel 

shows around 2.9% recoil, approximately 5‒11× smaller than the recoil reported for 

commercial stents. These experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the de-

vice design for the targeted luminal support and stenting applications. 
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2.2  Introduction 

After the introduction of interventional cardiology in 1977, this discipline has been pri-

marily driven forward by advances in stents since 1990 [43]. Stents are mechanical im-

plants that provide chronic support against the internal walls of their deployment site 

[44]. Further to their major use in the coronary artery disease [44], they are also widely 

used in ducts and lumens from other parts of the body [46-48, 182-184]. 

There are over 100 different stent designs on the market today, though they can be clas-

sified into general groups by their intended deployment area, and manufacturing pro-

cess. The general manufacturing process can be classified based on the (i) materials used, 

(ii) the primary form in which the materials come such as tubes, sheets or wires, (iii) the 

fabrication method including but not limited to laser machining, wire knitting and braid-

ing or micro electrical discharge machining (µEDM), (iv) geometry of the structures in-

cluding coils, wire meshes and slotted-tubes, and (v) some additional steps to enhance 

radiopacity and biocompatibility such as surface treatment and coatings [77]. 

Balloon-expandable (BE) stents are made of plastically deformable materials. After ex-

pansion, the stent retains its shape after losing some of its luminal CSA through elastic 

recoil of its composing materials [77, 101]. Elastic recoil defined by Equation (2.1) refers 

to the change in the mean CSA of a stent just before deflation of the balloon at its highest 

pressure and after deflation and retraction of the balloon [185] expressed by: 


pre post

elastic

pre

CSA - CSA

CSA
R . (2.1)    

In this relation, pre
CSA and post

CSA  refer to the luminal CSA before and after deflation of 

the balloon at its peak expansion pressure respectively. Consequently, the ideal material 

and structures for BE stents should have a low yield stress to allow the stent to transform 

into its required shape, as well as high elastic modulus for minimal recoil and high radial 

strength [41, 77, 80, 186]. Clearly these two requirements are somewhat contradictory re-

sulting in a challenge in stent design.  

Despite the widespread use of high-pressure coronary stents in today’s vascular inter-

ventions, these implants usually fail to achieve 60% to 80% of the nominal diameter of 

their expanding balloon [101]. In ideal situations with compliant lumens, with no signs 
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of atherosclerosis, recoil has been reported to be the predominant mechanism causing 

failure of stents to achieve their nominal CSA [101]. The magnitude of recoil in stents is 

highly dependent on the design of the stent and ranges from 30% in coil stents, to 16% in 

slotted-tube stents [101] increasing the risk of in-stent restenosis (ISR) [102, 187]. As of 

today, restenosis also known as renarrowing of the treated vessels is the most dominant 

post-intervention complication that limits the effectiveness of stenting; it has been re-

ported to occur at rates up to 60% [102]. 

To improve stenting outcomes, several approaches have been adopted since the intro-

duction of bare-metal (BM) stents, including but not limited to drug-eluting (DE) stents 

[188-192], SE stents [96], and over-expansion techniques [101]; however each tend to lead 

to different complications.  

A meta-analysis concluded that DE stents were associated with a greater mortality rate 

compared to that of BM stents due to late stent thrombosis [193]. Balloon-expandable 

(BE) stents are delivered in a crimped state then morphed to a required dilated state. In 

order to compensate for the elastic recoil, clinicians often resort to over-expansion of the 

stent. This over-expansion may lead to complications such as early proliferation of endo-

thelial cells around the distal points [194], as those points are the first to open in a typical 

angioplasty balloon expansion and thus induce more trauma to the arterial walls. Fur-

thermore, clinical studies are indicative of a direct relation between occurrence and se-

verity of restenosis and the degree of vascular trauma during stent deployment that is 

determined by the anatomic depth to which the stent strut penetrates vascular walls [187, 

189]. Induced trauma and the resultant restenosis are also highly influenced by the stent 

design itself [164]. 

Relying on the superelasticity of materials such as austenite nickel-titanium alloys (Ni-

tinol), SE stents are mostly delivered in a constrained state to the deployment site then 

released for expansion [96]. They are fabricated to a diameter slightly larger than that of 

the target site and upon expansion, they exert a low ‘chronic’ outward force against the 

luminal walls as the body temperature is beyond their transformation temperature (typi-

cally ~30°C) [96, 195]. Although these stents can potentially be custom-manufactured for 

a wide range of vessels, it is still difficult to tailor them to each individual patient’s dis-

eased vessels specifications that are often subject to different patterns of hardening and 
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constriction. Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 1, the inherent ever-expanding prop-

erty of these devices may induce a chronic level of trauma, though very low, leading to 

increasing risk of restenosis [104]. 

Considering the limitations and requirements outlined above, there are shortcomings to 

address in order to improve the recoil related complications by targeting the design step 

of stent manufacturing. A new structure may be introduced to withstand large radial 

forces from both elastic recoil of the lumen and the stent itself while not sacrificing flexi-

bility. Due to the availability of a vast number of state-of-the-art designs, however, it is 

even more important to be able to harness the proven benefits of previously devised de-

signs, while addressing their shortcomings with minimal introduction of new manufac-

turing or stent delivery techniques.  

To address these, in this chapter a recoil resilient luminal support (RRR) is introduced as 

seen in Figure 2.1 (a). The RRRs are micro-fabricated from biocompatible alloy sheets to 

be used in their martensitic state1 while inside the body. The design of the RRR is ar-

ranged to accommodate integration of an array of the device with a vast range of today’s 

state-of-the-art stents as an add-on to provide radial resilience. Such a design preserves 

longitudinal flexibility of stents while minimally affecting their production and deploy-

ment procedure, Figure 2.1 (b). 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1. Recoil Resilient Ring (RRR) luminal support. a) Conceptual standalone model, b) 

hosted by a commercial stent, RRRs are connected to the stent mesh by a single welding 

point. Stent mesh adopted from Open Stent Design [196]. 

                                                   
1
 Body and room temperatures lie well below the transformation temperature of Nitinol. 
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In this study, the RRR devices are fabricated from Nitinol, a nickel-titanium shape-

memory alloy (SMA) that is widely adopted in today’s medical implants and devices [94, 

95] including SE stents [96, 195]. In this work, Nitinol is used in its martensitic state to 

accommodate low-stress plastic deformations thus expansion by a balloon. Though 

widely used for SE stents, Nitinol alloy is also used in its martensitic form for construc-

tion of BE stents [77]. That is due to its high biocompatibility, corrosion resistance and 

radiopacity [77, 79]. For a more comprehensive review of materials used in stent fabrica-

tion please refer to Chapter 1. 

It is important to note that the choice of the material at this stage is not because of its 

shape memory effect, but rather its in vivo benefits and flexibility in the martensitic state. 

Moreover, this brings potential for other possible expansion methods such as application 

of heat or electric current as well as remote actuation [197-199]. These possibilities are 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.  

Over the years, the demand towards production of non-traditional microstructures using 

µEDM has increased [112, 200, 201]. This method is used to produce microparts with siz-

es ranging from a few micro meters to several 100’s µm. Being a thermal process, µEDM 

is used to cut electrically conductive materials utilizing intense heat provided by high-

frequency pulses of miniaturized electrical discharge, enabling high precision and burr-

free micromachining in any metal or alloy [109, 112]. Moreover, the material biocompati-

bility of the machined pieces are not impaired by the µEDM thermal treatment [202]. 

Due to these benefits, µEDM has gained popularity in biocompatible micro-devices such 

as stents [77, 110, 203]. In this work, we exploited these features of µEDM to fabricate the 

proposed RRRs.  

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The design and modelling of RRR is first 

discussed where topics such as balloon expansion, radial and axial strength of the struc-

ture is evaluated. Following this section, the fabrication methodology, including shaping 

and heat treatment stages are then elaborated. Next, the experimental results of the me-

chanical evaluation of the fabricated structure in comparison with a commercial stent are 

given, followed by the chapter summary.  
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2.3  Design and Modelling 

The fabrication approach selected was µEDM of Nitinol sheets of 200 and 300-µm in 

thickness, to produce a planar strip of the material that is to be shaped into the RRR. The 

RRR is an open overlapped ring. The two overlapping ends have a number of asymmet-

rical sawtooth structures facilitating sliding on top of each other in one direction when 

the RRR is opening. Upon compressive forces the teeth interlock so they keep the final 

expanded state. The design challenges are to develop a layout describable in a planar 

fashion to be patterned using Nitinol sheets and a standard µEDM process, and then 

shape it according to the required description such that it resembles a ring for later 

crimping and deployment in a vessel. It is also crucial to achieve various key mechanical 

characteristics including high radial stiffness for recoil resilience and low-pressure ex-

pandability. These features eliminate the need for high-pressure balloon expansion or 

over-expansions that are often employed to compensate for elastic recoil of BE stents. 

Prior to any fabrication steps, structural FEA studies are conducted to investigate the 

effect of balloon expansion on the structural integrity of the RRR. The effect of the pro-

posed structure on the hemodynamic risk indicators, such as distribution of low wall 

shear stress as a predictors of later restenosis [204, 205], after deployment is extensively 

studied in Chapter 3 utilizing rigorous computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analyses. 

2.3.1  Free Expansion Analysis 

As mentioned earlier, one of the first objectives of any luminal support is deliverability 

and deployment capabilities. Deployment calls for expansion of a crimped stent into the 

luminal site that is commonly performed by an external device such as an angioplasty 

balloon. To study the mechanics and compliance of the proposed RRR with the current 

angioplasty methodology, in this section a detailed numerical analysis is presented. In 

this study a limited radial expansion of the RRR is investigated through structural analy-

sis simulations. 

I. Materials and Methods 

To simulate the expansion mechanics, the simplified design of the RRR with a short sec-

tion of an elastic tube representing the angioplasty balloon, as shown in Figure 2.2 is 

studied in a free expansion model [206] disregarding the vessel wherein the RRR is ex-

panded as a stand-alone luminal support. The simulation is conducted by ANSYS finite 
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element package (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg PA, USA) using a three-dimensional (3D) sol-

id mechanics model solved by an explicit solver. For simulations involving large defor-

mations and strains as well as abrupt contact changes, explicit solvers are better suited. 

In these solvers, basic equations of conservation of mass, momentum and energy are 

solved for in Lagrange coordinates. Combined with the material model, boundary and 

initial conditions define a complete framework to acquire the solution to the problem. 

One of the benefits of Lagrange formulations is the capability of the discretisation mesh 

to distort and move with material it models where conservation of mass is automatically 

satisfied. Therefore, density at any place in a given time can be determined from the ini-

tial mass of the place and its current volume expressed by: 

 


  0 0 0

( ) ( )

m V

V t V t
 (2.2)    

where 
0
 refers to the initial density of a region, 0

V  and ( )V t  refer to the initial and cur-

rent volume of the zone at time t respectively. Conservation of momentum can be ex-

pressed by the following set of expressions relating acceleration to the stress tensor: 
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where  refers to the density at any given time determined from Equation (2.2) above, 


ij refers to the components of the stress tensor, x , y , z  refer to the acceleration compo-

nents in the corresponding x, y and z directions, and , and 
x y z

b b b  refer to the x, y and z 

component of body acceleration at any given time. Moreover, conservation of energy can 

be expressed by: 
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where  ij  refers to the components of the strain tensor. At a given time step, based on the 

values acquired from the previous time step, equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) are solved 

simultaneously for each element using a central difference time integration method re-
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ferred to as the leapfrog method. Nodal forces that are determined from boundary con-

ditions, internal stress or contact are first computed. Next, acceleration for each node can 

be derived from: 

 i
i i

F
x b

m
 (2.5)    

where the subscript i, refers to the three coordinate axes of x, y and z. In this relation m is 

the mass of each node while F and b refer to the magnitude of force and body accelera-

tion. Having known the acceleration and velocity at earlier time steps, velocity and dis-

placements at later time intervals can be determined using the following estimation 

expressions: 

 
  

, 1/2 , 1/2 ,i n i n i n n
x x x t  (2.6)    

     
  

  
, 1/2 , , 1/2 1/2i n i n i n n

x x x t . (2.7) 

To develop the model, the ring and balloon assembly are first developed in SolidWorks 

(SolidWorks Corp, Velizy, France) then imported into ANSYS. In order to decrease the 

complexity of the model and for improved convergence using the explicit solver, only 

two teeth of the ring are modelled in this study. The detailed geometrical characteristics 

of the model assembly are presented in Figure 2.2. The width of the RRR in the Z direc-

tion is 200 µm (thickness of Nitinol sheet used for fabrication of RRR) whereas the bal-

loon width is 0.5 mm with a thickness of 50 µm. The balloon is deployed inside the RRR 

so that it protrudes by 0.15 mm from the two lateral sides of the RRR that are parallel to 

the X-Y plane. 

For the simplified RRR, the material properties of Nitinol in the martensite state were 

chosen from the Nitinol sheet manufacturer (Memry Corp., Germany) in a bilinear elas-

to-plastic material model summarized in Table 2.1 in comparison with stainless steel 

316L that is commonly used for fabrication of BE stents [207, 208]. This table also pre-

sents the geometrical characteristics of the RRR model and a nominal BE stent [196]. The 

von Mises yield criterion and bilinear isotropic hardening rules are adopted here.  

Simulation of a realistic tri-folded angioplasty balloon calls for very high computational 

power, while also causing convergence problems. This is due to the need for a very re-

fined mesh of the balloon and the introduction of self-contact in the balloon. To avoid 

these complexities, without sacrificing the accuracy of the RRR deformation results, a 
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simple elastic tube model is adopted. The presence of this tube is accounted for the time-

varying exposure of surfaces of the RRR to pressure during expansion.  

Table 2.1. Material and geometrical characteristics of a typical BE stent and RRR. 

 Unit RRR BE Stent 

Material Properties 

Material -- Martensite Nitinol Stainless Steel 316L 

Density g/cc 6.5 8 

Modulus of Elasticity MPa 40 193 

Poisson’s Ratio -- 0.3 0.3 

Yield Stress MPa 142 290 

Tangent Modulus MPa 714 2500 

Tensile Strength MPa 754 480 

Geometrical Characteristics 

Number of Columns -- 1 2‒10 

Struts/Column -- 1 – Regular Ring 42 Z-Shaped 

Strut Width (Ws) µm  200 80 

Strut Thickness (Ts) µm 100 110 
 

 

Material properties of the balloon in a linear isotropic model include density = 0.95 g/cc, 

modulus of elasticity = 11 MPa, and Poisson’s ratio = 0.42.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2. Finite element model of the simplified RRR. a) Flexible tube represents the angio-

plasty balloon. Radial outward pressure is applied to the internal walls of the balloon 

during expansion. Both the RRR and balloon are fixed in axial direction (Z axis) while 

free in all other directions, b) expansion of the balloon causes the teeth to slide on each 

other at about 100 KPa in pressure facilitating expansion of the RRR. Balloon is hidden 

for better visibility of the RRR. 

Frictional forces between surfaces of the simplified RRR and the balloon are neglected 

for simplicity in the first order calculations. A ramped pressure of 150 KPa is applied to 

the inner walls of the balloon over 10 ms in a pseudo-static explicit analysis. These pres-
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sure levels are well below the typical inflation pressures of angioplasty balloons. The 

mean inner and outer diameters of the ring before expansion were 2.9 and 3.2 mm re-

spectively and only a limited range of expansion is studied here. Both the balloon and 

the RRR are free to move radially (in the X-Y direction) while being constricted axially 

(fixed in the Z direction). This is to restrain the teeth going off-plane with respect to each 

other. Axial integrity of the ring and methods to improve it are discussed in more detail 

later in this chapter. 

II. Results 

Figure 2.3 (a) presents the mean inner diameter of the RRR as a result of the balloon 

pressure during expansion. Figure 2.2 (b) shows the von Mises stress distribution plots 

around the teeth during tooth traversal. As indicated by Figure 2.3 (a), tooth traversal 

starts at around 90 KPa (point A) and finishes at 100 KPa (point B) followed by a smooth 

increase in the diameter of the RRR over time leading to final mean inner and outer di-

ameters of 3.6 and 3.84 mm respectively. Furthermore, this figure presents the max von 

Mises stresses developed in the RRR over time during the expansion process. Figure 2.3 

(b) shows stress distribution plots over deformed body of the RRR at the end of the ex-

pansion process. As demonstrated, the final status of the ring indicates the maximum 

stress levels well below the tensile strength of Nitinol (Table 2.1).  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3. Radial displacement and stress results during expansion. a) Mean inner diameter of 

the RRR vs. balloon pressure, and maximum von Mises stress vs. pressure during the 

expansion period. Complete tooth traversal is observed at about 100 KPa pressure, (b) 

von Mises stress contour plots of the expanded RRR at pressure 150 KPa. 
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In Figure 2.3 (a), the peak stress marked by point C, followed by a decrease in the stress 

levels, indicates occurrence of permanent plastic deformations in the RRR structure. To 

ensure safe interlock operation and ruling out excessive disfigurements of the teeth dur-

ing expansion, plastic strains of these areas are studied more closely. For this reason his-

togram of the distribution of equivalent plastic deformation of the elements of the teeth 

is presented in Figure 2.4 (a).  

As shown, about 85% of the elements in the teeth have less than 4% strain rate, despite 

the higher number of elements at the tip and concentration of elements with higher 

strain rates at this area as shown in Figure 2.4 (b). Considering the very small average 

strain rate of 3% for the teeth elements, it is evident that the plastic deformations have 

minimal effect on the overall structural integrity of the sawtooth structures. This state-

ment is further confirmed by the deformed equivalent plastic strain plots of one of the 

teeth after completion of tooth traversal shown in Figure 2.4 (b). 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.4. Plastic strain results of the teeth. a) Histogram of the distribution of plastic strain rate 

in 801 nodes of the elements of the teeth. Majority of elements undergo negligible plastic 

strain, (b) equivalent plastic strain plot of one of the teeth after completion of tooth tra-

versal. Higher numbers of elements are concentrated at the tip where element size de-

creases.  
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cludes high radial strength (stiffness) after deployment [77]. In this section a comparative 
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geometries of both the BE stent (Figure 2.5, b) and the RRR (Figure 2.6, b) with mean in-

ner diameters of 4 mm are first imported into a 3D static structural analysis. In a linear 

static structural analysis, displacements of the nodes denoted by the vector  x  are calcu-

lated using the following matrix equation: 

      K x F  (2.8)    

where     andK F represent the matrix of stiffness and force vector respectively [209]. 

Using the principle of superposition, it is possible to solve complex cases applying forces 

gradually over several substeps. A uniform compressive pressure of 135 KPa is applied 

to the outer surfaces of the geometries increased linearly over the first solution time step. 

In the second step, the pressure is linearly decreased to 0 KPa as shown in Figure 2.5 (a). 

Each one of the solution time steps is solved by a series of 100 substeps. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.5. BE stent resilience against compression. a) Change of mean internal diameter, pres-

sure, min and max diameter reduction over time, b) residual plastic strain contour plots 

post compression (after removal of compression pressure). 

As the results in Figure 2.5 (a) show, the mean inner diameter of BE stent reduces linear-

ly down to about 3.7 mm while the pressure is increasing. This trend is followed by a 

relatively much faster reduction in the diameter despite the linear increase of the pres-

sure, which is an indication of plastic flow. At the pressure of 135 KPa, about 44% of the 

CSA of the stent is lost due to the compression. By complete removal of the pressure, as 

noted by point A in (a), the stent still did not recover to its initial expanded state leading 

to about 34% loss of the initial CSA. Figure 2.5 (b) shows the remaining plastic defor-

mation plots of the stent after removal of the compression pressure at time step 2. 
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Conversely, as presented in Figure 2.6 (a), subject to the same pressure profile, the RRR 

exhibits significantly lower levels of radial loss. At pressure 135 KPa, the RRR has lost 

only 0.07 mm of the initial diameter leading to about 3.4% reduction in CSA that is about 

13× less than that of the BE stent. The lost diameter is all recovered after removal of the 

pressure leading to no loss of CSA. This is also confirmed by the max von Mises stress 

trend presented over time in Figure 2.6 (a). As indicated by Figure 2.6 (a) and (b), the 

stress levels over the loading and unloading periods are well below the yielding stress 

levels of the martensite Nitinol (Table 2.1) ensuring the RRR withholding its structural 

and radial integrity under compressive loads such as the ones by lumens. 

 
 

(a)  (b) 

Figure 2.6. RRR resilience against compression. a) Mean inner diameter and max von Mises 

stress over time, b) residual plastic strain contour plots of the deformed model after re-

moval of the pressure. 

The modelling results in this section are limited as the interactions between the simpli-

fied models of the RRR and the BE stent, and the surrounding vessels are not modelled. 

Nevertheless, these results are complimented by the experimental in vitro results in the 

next section by the inclusion of the effect of a silicon-based mock vessel. 
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to stabilize the solution in an implicit, static structural analysis. This fixed support may 

also represent the effect of a single welding point where the RRR is integrated with a 

stent mesh, Figure 1.1 (b). The RRR in Figure 2.7 is partially expanded up to a mean in-

ner diameter of 3.8 mm leaving 6 steps to a fully expanded state. All other material and 

dimensional characteristics of this model correspond with the data given in Table 2.1.  

 

 

(a)  (b) 

Figure 2.7. Computational model of RRR in axial loading analysis. a) Overview of model, RRR 

is partially expanded with a mean inner diameter of 3.8 mm. Axial load is applied to a 

short section of the slide end in the direction of the red arrow. Teeth and strut dimen-

sions are in accordance with Table 2.1, b) close-up view of the interlocking region outlin-

ing use of hex and wedge elements in discretising the model. 

At the partially expanded state of Figure 2.7 the two teeth from the slide end are inter-

locked inside the two teeth from the support end providing radial resilience against 

compressive forces. Nevertheless, upon an axial force, such as the one represented by the 

red arrow in Figure 2.7 (a), applied to a short section of the slide end, this radial resili-

ence may be compromised. Given the axial displacement of the slide end exceeds the 

width of the RRR, the intermeshed teeth from opposite ends will completely lose touch 

that leads to considerably lower radial strength.  

To ensure accuracy of the results, a mesh sensitivity analysis is conducted prior to re-

porting final results. Multiple consecutive mesh refinement levels are defined. Each level 

increases the number of elements from the previous level by roughly a factor of two 

where critical results such as axial displacement of the slide end and maximum von Mis-
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es stress were closely observed. Given the difference of these key indicators between two 

successive refinement levels fell below 3%, the last step was chosen to report the results. 

Final discretised model of the RRR with refined elements across the thickness and width 

of the ring consists of around 72,000 nodes and 14,000 elements majority of which in-

clude hexahedral elements and a limited number of wedge elements used around the 

angled features of the sawtooth structures, Figure 2.7. Furthermore, for better conver-

gence of the results, axial load is gradually increased to 4-mN in a series of 10 substeps. 

Results from this study indicate that further refinement of loading steps would yield no 

benefit in convergence or accuracy of the results. Contact between interlocking teeth is 

defined as frictionless for simplicity of calculations. Total deformation plots at the last 

axial loading step (force = 4 mN) is demonstrated in Figure 2.8 where it leads to complete 

axial misalignment of the interlocked teeth from opposite ends. 

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 2.8. Axial loading results of the RRR without axial support. a) Total deformation contour 

plots at final loading step, b) relative axial displacement of points A and B and max von 

Mises stress vs. axial load.  

Axial displacement of a report point at the edge of the slide end (denoted by point B 

in Figure 2.8, a) with respect to a point from opposite end along with the highest values 

of von Mises stress vs. axial force are presented in Figure 2.8 (b). As confirmed by these 

results, at axial load of 4 mN, the axial displacement of around 0.3 mm exceeds the 

RRR’s width leading to axial dislodgment of the interlocked teeth. Maximum von Mises 

stress values are all below the yield and tensile stress levels of Nitinol ensuring structural 

integrity of the material in all loading steps.  
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To address this limitation, axial harnesses may be mounted at furthest points of both the 

slide and the support ends. Being bonded to one end (via spot welds), these harnesses 

can slide on the lateral faces of the other end providing virtually a straight channel for 

2D slide-and-lock movements of the teeth from opposite ends. Figure 2.9 demonstrates 

these harnesses from the two ends of the RRR when the RRR is flattened.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.9. Axial harnesses. a) Axial harnesses close to the very end of the support end, and b) 

the slide end. The height of harnesses is chosen so they will not protrude into the lumen 

or vascular walls. The 100-µm offset from the right edge of the slide end in part (b) pro-

vides a locking mechanism against harnesses of the support end to maintain interlock-

ing at the fully expanded state in the direction of further expansion, Figure 2.10.     

This planar description of the RRR is later used in this chapter to conduct machining on 

a Nitinol sheet for fabrication of RRR. The 100-µm offset distance of the slide end har-

nesses from the edge limits the expansion range of the RRR to at least one overlapping 

tooth as demonstrated by Figure 2.10.  

Subject to the similar boundary conditions of Figure 2.7 (a), the axial force in this case is 

increased up to 200 mN. The contact region at the bonded sections is defined by a bond-

ed contact, whereas the contact between overlapping teeth and the harness and lateral 

surfaces of the RRR and the sliding sections is defined by a frictionless contact for sim-

plicity of calculations. To ensure accuracy of the results, a similar mesh sensitivity analy-

sis as outlined earlier is conducted. This resulted in a discretised model comprised of 

about 88,000 nodes and 37,000 elements majority of which include tetrahedral elements 

in the RRR’s main body and the more refined hexahedral elements at the axial harness 

domains as shown in Figure 2.11. The axial force is increased gradually over 10 substeps. 

Adoption of more substeps did not result in any improvements in accuracy or conver-

sion of the solution.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.10. Use of axial harnesses in the fully expanded state. a) Overview of RRR at fully ex-

panded state with an average inner diameter of 4.2 mm, b) close-up image at the inter-

lock region, harnesses from opposite ends restrain the ring from over-expansion and 

loosing contact between teeth. Harnesses are made transparent for better visibility of 

other features. 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.11. Discretised 3D model of RRR with axial harnesses. a) Overview of the model, axial 

force is applied in the direction of the red arrow as in Figure 2.7, b) close-up view at the 

support end, c) close-up view at the slide end.  

Stress level contour plots at the last loading step of the axial force are demonstrated 

in Figure 2.12 (a). Furthermore, displacement values of the reporting point A on the slide 

end with respect to the opposite point B on the support end in different load values 

along with the maximum stress levels of the structure are presented in Figure 2.12 (b). As 

indicated by these figures, no significant axial dislodgment of the teeth with respect to 
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each other is observed. This is despite the significantly (50×) larger axial load being used 

in these set of analysis compared to the previous. 

  

(a)  (b) 

Figure 2.12. Axial loading results of the RRR with axial harnesses. a) Stress distribution contour 

plots at axial load = 200 mN, b) relative axial displacement of points A and B, and high-

est von Mises stress levels over different values of axial force. Immediate decrease in 

stress levels after axial force of 75 mN indicates occurrence of permanent plastic defor-

mations. 

Moreover, highest von Mises stress values in Figure 2.12 (b) lie well below the tensile 

strength of Nitinol (Table 2.1) indicating microscopic integrity of the RRR and the axial 

harnesses in entirety in all loading steps.  

  
(a) (b)        (c) 

Figure 2.13. Plastic deformation of axial harnesses. Equivalent plastic strains at the last loading 

substep in, a) axial harnesses of the slide end with minimal residual plastic strain, and b) 

axial harnesses of the support end with relatively larger residual plastic strains, c) high-

est values of equivalent plastic strain over axial loading.  

The slight decrease in stress levels immediately after axial force of 75 mN is an indication 

of plastic deformations that are in agreement with the yield stress levels of Nitinol given 
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in Table 2.1. This can be further confirmed by the equivalent plastic strain results of the 

axial harnesses presented in Figure 2.13. In order to limit residual plastic deformations, 

which are undesirable effects, axial loads are to be maintained below 200 mN to keep the 

structural integrity of the RRR at all times. 

2.4  Fabrication 

As discussed earlier, the RRR devices are fabricated from Nitinol sheets with a thickness 

of 200 µm using a commercial µEDM system (EM203, Smaltec International, IL, USA). 

Although by the use of a rotational axis available in µEDM, it is possible to realize 3D 

designs such as the proposed final structure in Figure 2.1 (a), to reduce the likelihood of 

geometrical errors and follow the policy of minimal technology complexity, we feed a 

planar structure to the µEDM. The machined piece can later be transformed to the de-

sired final shape with a number of repeatable steps. By decreasing the time of machining, 

less potential sources of error (X, Y, and Z axis movements vs. X, Y, Z, and angular 

movements) and less material waste this, process makes mass bulk machining of RRRs 

realizable using sheet materials. 

2.4.1  Machining 

The µEDM patterning is conducted in oil with the conventional scanning method using 

cylindrical tungsten electrodes of approximately 150-µm-thick in diameter. The scanning 

sequence is programmed to create the planar structure discussed earlier. Figure 2.14 

shows the two ends of the 15-mm long planar structure of the device.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.14. Straight RRR, µEDM patterned from a 200-µm-thick Nitinol sheet. a) Overview of 

the through-hole structure close to the slide end before release from the primary Nitinol 

sheet, b) overview of the support end of the RRR strip after release from the sheet. 
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Four up-right sliding teeth are arranged at the slide end of the strip with the addition of 

seven other teeth facing down at the support end. Due to the relatively large structure to 

be patterned, the process used the largest level of discharge energy available with the 

system. The time required to machine one RRR using machining conditions of voltage 

level = 100 V, capacitance = 3.3 nF, tool rotation speed = 3000 rpm and feed rate = 10 

mm/min is approximately 12 hours. This is quite slow due to the use of single tip elec-

trode, but the planar fabrication allows potential use of batch-mode µEDM [210] in the 

future to enable volume production of the device so drastically decreasing fabrication 

time per RRR structure. 

2.4.2  Shaping 

To shape the planar strip to a ring structure, the setup in Figure 2.15 (a) is prepared and 

used. It is comprised of a stainless steel base on top of which a 4-mm-thick, 4-cm long 

stainless steel rod is fixed. The strip is wound around the bottom of the rod where it 

meets the plane of the base, Figure 2.15 (b). This is to ensure winding within the plane 

and to eliminate chances of torsional deformation within the structure during thermal 

training. The ring is fixed to the rod by an adhesive, yet to provide constant mechanical 

support in high treatment temperatures (around 500°C), a stainless steel cap is used to 

encompass and lock the ring in its position. The final structure after thermal treatment is 

demonstrated in Figure 2.16 (a) showing the ring in its fully dilated state with a mean 

inner diameter of 4 mm.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.15. RRR shaping and thermal treatment setup. a) Preview of the setup with the base 

and the cap, b) close-up image around the RRR, the micromachined planar strip is 

wound around the 4-mm in diameter rod then constrained by a cap bolted to the base. 

The teeth A and B from the slide end will be removed from a final design resulting in a 

design resembling that of Figure 2.1 (a). This is to provide a smooth surface at the cir-
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cumference of the RRR, where it contacts the inner walls of the lumen at the expanded 

state when the RRR is used as a stand-alone support. In this state, all the teeth from the 

support end will be facing inwards, and the teeth from the slide end are covered by the 

support end. For the prototype design at this stage, these teeth are included to compen-

sate for the loss of any of the teeth due to possible fabrication defects. Integration of the 

RRR with a hosting stent may be realized via a single welding point to the stent mesh as 

demonstrated in Figures 2.1 (b) and 2.16 (b).  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.16. RRR after shaping and thermal treatment. a) Full preview, teeth A and B are re-

moved from a final design, b) close-up image around the overlapping ends. Teeth from 

opposite ends can slide over each other facilitating radial expansion while interlock in 

the radial compression direction. The RRR can be integrated inside a hosting stent by a 

single welding point between the stent mesh and the support end. Cut and base surfaces 

are used for surface profiling as outlined in the next section. 

This is to provide enough support to stop migration of the RRR inside the stent while 

keeping the contact profile between the stent and the lumen intact. Upon exertion of 

compressive forces on the circumference of the RRR, such as the condition within a ves-

sel, at least two of the teeth, one from the slide end and the other from the support end, 

interlock and provide a strong scaffold to withstand the forces preventing recoil as de-

scribed in the previous section. On the other hand, from a crimped state, upon balloon 

inflation the teeth can slide over each other facilitating radial expansion of the ring. 

I. Surface Profile 

The surface roughness of the shaped unpolished RRR in Figure 2.16 is measured by an 

optical profiler (Wyko NT9100, Veeco) and compared with that of an unpolished BE stent 
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laser cut from stainless steel 316L (Evasc Medical Systems Co., BC, Canada). Surface 

roughness of the RRR is measured for one cut face, where the machining is performed, 

and one base (lateral) face that is the surface of the Nitinol sheet used for fabrication 

(Figure 2.16, b). Measurements for the unpolished stent are performed on a base 

face. Table 2.2 presents the measurement parameters and the roughness measurements 

of these surfaces. 

Table 2.2. Surface roughness measurement parameters and values. 

Measurement Parameters 

Measurement Length (µm) 158 

Measurement Width  (µm) 118 

Measurement Mode Vertical Scanning Interferometry (VSI) 

Surface Measurements 

 RRR 
BE Stent 

 Cut Surface Base Surface 

Ra (nm) 580 560 433 

Rq (nm) 734 713 555 
 

 

Figure 2.17 shows the 3D surface profile of parts of the cut and the base surface areas of 

the RRR. As indicated by the average roughness measure (Ra), both the cut surface and 

the base surface exhibit similar roughness. Moreover, these values correspond with those 

of the unpolished BE stent. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.17. Surface profile of RRR. a) On the cut surface, b) on the base surface. 

II. RRR Patency 

In order to evaluate the patency of the RRR in an expanded state, a comparison between 

the cross-sectional impact of the RRR and a typical commercial stent (TAXUS Liberte 
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coronary stent, Boston Scientific, Boston, USA) is drawn in the following. The average 

effective diameter of a scaffold 
effective

D  may be expressed by: 

 
effective dilated lost

D D D  (2.9)   

where 
dilated

D  refers to the average external diameter of a scaffold (RRR or the commer-

cial stent) in the expanded state, and 
lost

D  refers to the average diameter lost as a result 

of the thickness of the strut (
s

T ). Given this relation, the patency gain, as a measure of the 

efficiency of the device to accommodate fluid flow, can be defined by: 

 
   

 

2

C effective
P

T dilated

100%
A D

G
A D

 (2.10)   

where 
C

A  is the average CSA patent to fluid flow, and T
A  is the mean cross-sectional 

area of the implanted scaffold. According to our experimental measurements, for which 

more detail is provided in the next section, the average truss height of the commercial 

stent loop is 107 µm, which is in correspondence with the average strut thickness of 100 

µm available in the literature [207]. This results in a patency gain of Gp = 90.603% for the 

commercial stent.  

For the RRR, given it retains a fully or nearly fully expanded state after deployment, a 

high estimate on the average strut thickness can be calculated. Accounting for the extra 

strut thickness from an overlap length and teeth height, this estimate is calculated by: 

   
      
   

h l l
s,avg s,flat

l l

1
2

nt t O
T T

R R
 (2.11)   

where 
s,flat

T  = 0.065 mm is the thickness of the fabricated RRR strip where it does not have 

any teeth (Figure 2.14), n = 9 is the total number of teeth in a final structure, 
h

0.1 mmt  

is the height a tooth, 
l

0.1 mmt  is the length of a tooth, l
O  is the overlapping length of 

the two ends of the ring (~0.54 mm) and l
R = 15 mm is the total length of the RRR. Substi-

tution into equations (2.11), then (2.9) and (2.10) results in the patency gain Gp = 93.67% 

that shows a 3.3% improvement over the commercial stent. 

2.4.3  Experimental Results 

As mentioned in the previous section, two of the most important and competing trade-

offs of an effective stent design are firstly high radial resistance against compressive forc-
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es, and secondly expandability within rated angioplasty pressures [76, 77]. In this sec-

tion, the expandability of the fabricated RRR by an angioplasty balloon and its resilience 

against recoil are experimentally evaluated. For these tests, the RRR is first manually 

down crimped to a mean outer diameter of 3 mm so that it can be easily inserted into a 

commercially available silicone-based mock vessel (Dynatek Dalta Scientific Instruments, 

MO, USA). A mock vessel with an inner diameter of 4  0.2 mm and radial compliance of 

6‒8%, comparable to human arteries, is used for this experiment. Next, the ring is 

threaded by a deflated balloon (TAXUS Liberte MONORAIL, Boston Scientific, Boston, 

USA) with a nominal expanded diameter of 4.5 mm. Having this ensemble residing in-

side the mock vessel, the balloon is gradually inflated by increasing the hydrostatic pres-

sure inside while measuring the outer diameter of the mock vessel at the deployment site 

of the RRR. These measurements are implemented with a calliper (ABSOLUTE Digimat-

ic, Mitutoyo, USA) taking the average of four measurements at each pressure stage up to 

7 atm. Figure 2.18 shows the RRR, balloon, mock vessel assembly at different conditions 

imaged during this test. 

 

 

 

(b) 

 
(a) (c) (d) 

Figure 2.18. Balloon expansion of RRR in vitro a) Pre-inflation state, showing the RRR inside the 

mock vessel threaded by the balloon, b) Balloon filled with deionized water, inflated by 

raising the pressure to 3 atm resulting in 4.7-mm mean outer diameter, c) Pressure 

raised to a maximum of 7 atm resulting in 5-mm mean outer diameter, d) Balloon de-

flated and retracted from the mock vessel resulting in 4.93-mm mean outer diameter. 

Average values of the RRR and the mock vessel diameter obtained from measurements 

just before (5 mm) and after the deflation (4.93 mm) of the balloon indicate less than 3% 

recoil in the CSA, significantly lower than those of commercial stents reported in the lit-

erature reaching as high as 16–30% [101] or 13% [185]. 

As indicators of performance, radial stiffness and bending compliance of stents are of 

paramount importance [76]. As per the RRRs, bending compliance is highly dependent 

Guide wire

Mock 
Artery

RRR

Balloon
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on the hosting stent structure. Over the past decade, a number of methods to evaluate 

the radial strength of stents have been reported [211, 212]. To assess the radial stiffness of 

the RRR, a sample with the mean outer diameter of 4.6 mm is tested using the set-up 

shown in Figure 2.19. The reaction forces of the sample from radial deformations im-

posed by a force probe are measured using a digital force gauge (DS2-2, Imada Inc., IL, 

USA) with 1-mN resolution held on a precision vertical linear stage. 

 

 
(b) 

 
(a) (c) 

Figure 2.19. Radial loading test setup. a) Vertical positioning of the sample under the force 

probe, b) RRR mounted in a groove of the sample holder to constrain it from axial tilt-

ing, c) two-column sample of the commercial stent mounted on the sample holder by 

adhesive. 

At the first step, the sample is compressed by the probe up to 500 µm in 10-µm dis-

placement substeps while recording the reaction forces. In the next step, the relaxing 

forces are recorded while reversing the displacement of the probe. For comparison, a 

short section of a commercial BE stainless steel 316L stent (TAXUS Liberte coronary 

stent, Boston Scientific, Boston, USA) is also tested using the same set-up and loading 

procedure. This section contains two loops of the original stent mesh. The reason for 

comparison between a single RRR and two loops of a commercial stent is to draw a fair 

comparison between two scaffolds with same effective widths that include a scaffold 

comprised of two columns of around 100-µm-thick commercial stent and a single loop of 

200-µm-thick RRR. Therefore, while minimizing the effect of difference in strut width, 

other differentiating factors between the two structures including material properties 

and design, as outlined in Table 2.3, are considered.  

Applied Force 
Direction

Probe Tip

Sample Holder
Sample fixed by adhesive

Sample 
(Stent or RRR)

Stage 10 mm
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The thickness and width values in Table 2.3 include mean value of four measurements 

conducted under microscope. As both samples in this set-up are not encompassed by 

any vessel, it is referred to as the free-holding test. 

Table 2.3. Properties of RRR and commercial stent samples for compression test. 

 RRR Commercial Stent 

Number of Columns 1 2 

Avg. External Diameter 4.6 4.57 

Max Expansion Pressure (Atm) 7 8 

Strut Width (µm) 200 113 

Strut Thickness (µm) 65 107 

Material Martensite Nitinol Stainless Steel 316L, drug Coated 

Modulus of Elasticity (GPa) 40 193 

Loop Design 
Sliding ring with 

interlocking teeth. 

Z-shaped slotted tube, alternating 

bridges between adjacent loops. 
 

 

The reaction force vs. displacement measurement results for the RRR and the commer-

cial stent are presented in Figure 2.20. As indicated, the RRR demonstrates significantly 

higher radial stiffness overall, despite the fact that martensite Nitinol is considerably 

softer than stainless steel 316L, Table 2.3. At 500 µm displacement, the reaction force 

from the RRR is ~2.8× greater than that of the commercial stent. Comparing highest 

slopes of the two trends during exertion of forces, it is also noticeable that the RRR exhib-

its early rigidity against the compressive forces causing rapid increase of reaction forces 

vs. displacements compared with the commercial stent trend. Additionally, as observed, 

the RRR exhibits a comparable elastic recovery to the commercial stent. 

An important observation from this experiment is that before the loading cycle, there 

was a small gap between the two outmost interlocking teeth of the RRR, Figure 2.19 (b). 

This gap causes the fast development of strain as observed in the beginning of the load-

ing cycle in Figure 2.20 up to radial displacement ~80 µm (point A). Upon the interlock of 

the two teeth, reaction forces developed from the RRR start to grow rapidly as demon-

strated by the graph of Figure 2.20. This gap arises due to the testing condition where the 

RRR is held free. 

To evaluate the device under circumferentially distributed compressive forces, a condi-

tion very similar to actual in vivo settings that is likely from the contractions and recoil of 

the vessel and/or a hosting stent mesh, an in vitro stiffness test is conducted in this sec-

tion wherein the is RRR deployed inside a mock vessel (Figure 2.21). Using a balloon in-
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flated at 7-atm pressure, the RRR is expanded resulting in an external diameter 4.9 mm 

including thickness of the mock vessel. Due to the recoil of the mock vessel, the RRR 

rests in an expanded state with no gap between the interlocked teeth, unlike the case in 

the free-holding test. 

 
Figure 2.20. Radial loading test results, free-holding. Radial stiffness of the RRR in comparison 

with a commercial BE stent (CM Stent) made of stainless steel 316L. 

This leads to the measurement results presented in Figure 2.21 (c) where reaction forces 

start to grow rapidly from the beginning of the loading cycle, demonstrating the RRR’s 

full ability to resist external forces and minimize recoil at the expanded state. This can be 

further confirmed comparing values of reaction forces of the RRR at 100 µm radial dis-

placement in Figures 2.20 and 2.21 (c), denoted by point A. Comparison of reaction forces 

for similar displacement values from Figures 2.20 and 2.21(c) demonstrates exertion of 

relatively higher radial forces from the RRR in the in vitro case in comparison with the 

free-holding case. This is likely due to the presence of the additional layer of the vessel 

around the device increasing the effective stiffness of the assembly. Moreover, upon un-

loading the RRR exhibits similar elastic recovery observed from the commercial stent2 in 

the free-holding test. Considering the easier conformity, higher yielding point against 

compressive radial forces and comparable elastic recovery of the RRR (comparing Fig-

ures 2.20 and 2.21), it clearly outperforms the commercial stent in these aspects despite 

utilizing the softer martensitic Nitinol compared to the stainless steel in the commercial 

stent. The above results verify the effectiveness of the developed RRR device as a poten-

                                                   
2
 TAXUS Liberte coronary stent, Boston Scientific, Boston, USA 
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tial add-on to the existing stents to improve their recoil resilience while minimally affect-

ing longitudinal flexibility and deployment procedures.   

 

 

(a) 

 
(b)  (c) 

Figure 2.21. Radial loading test results, in vitro. Radial stiffness measurement of the RRR de-

ployed in an artificial (mock) vessel, a) overview of the sample under force probe before 

loading, b) overview of the deformed sample after completion of the load-unload cycle, 

c) reaction force values vs. probe displacement. 

2.5  Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, design modelling and fabrication of a viable recoil resilient luminal sup-

port for stenting applications was investigated. The proposed structure called recoil resil-

ient ring (RRR) is fabricated by µEDM technology cutting planar shapes from Nitinol 

sheets of 200 µm in thickness. The simple planar design and subsequent shaping and 

training methods used, facilitates batch processing and mass production of the struc-

tures. To be compatible with today’s standard stenting tools and procedures, first-order 

simple geometries of the RRR were modelled to demonstrate expandability using an an-

gioplasty balloon while maintaining structural integrity. Under circumferential compres-

sive pressures, the FEA results indicated only 3.4% loss of CSA for the RRR that is 13× 

less than that of a typical balloon expandable stent. After removal of the pressure the bal-

loon expandable stent lost 34% of its CSA due to plastic deformations while the RRR re-

covered completely.  
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The fabricated RRR was then subjected to experimental in vitro expansion and stiffness 

tests. The free radial stiffness test measurements indicated 2.8× higher radial rigidity of 

the RRR compared to that of a two-column stainless steel commercial stent. Considering 

the lower modulus of elasticity of Nitinol in martensitic state compared to stainless steel, 

and the comparable thickness and width of the RRR and commercial stent, the higher 

radial strength of RRR is delivered by the proposed design and interlocking mechanism. 

The in vitro radial stiffness tests also demonstrated comparable elastic recovery of the 

RRR to the commercial stent. The proposed RRR is balloon expandable in vitro by 5‒7 

atm pressure, well in the range of recommended in vivo pressures. The change in mean 

CSA after balloon deflation, showed to be < 3% for the RRR compared to the reported 

mean value of 13‒30% associated with commercial stents. 

Given RRR’s attractive specifications such as low deployment footprint (low width and 

thickness) and its high radial strength, a series of RRRs can potentially integrated inside 

a stent mesh through single connection points, providing further scaffolding to specific 

areas and to the stent as a whole, while not sacrificing expandability or longitudinal flex-

ibility. Considering these benefits compared to the added local thickness inside a stent 

due to the RRR’s profile, the proposed structures bring a good trade-off between flexibil-

ity, deliverability, and resilience.  

Investigation of the detailed study of the hemodynamic changes of the deployment area 

after deployment of the proposed structure in comparison with a commercial stent and 

their effect on increasing neointimal hyperplasia, are the next important subjects. These 

subjects are discussed extensively in Chapter 3 utilizing computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD). Furthermore, use of SMA in the martensitic temperature range opens a path to 

other actuation and expansion methods such as application of heat or electric current as 

an extension of this work that are discussed in Chapter 4 of the thesis. 
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Chapter 3. Hemodynamic Risk Assessment by Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Hemodynamic Risk Assessment by 

Computational Fluid Dynamics 
   

cute luminal gain after percutaneous intervention 

comes with the price of risk of later restenosis. Hemo-

dynamic changes due to the presence of a stent play a 

key role in occurrence of restenosis. In particular low wall shear 

stress levels at the treated lesion site have been associated with in-

creased risk of neointimal hyperplasia. In this chapter, the pro-

posed recoil resilient ring (RRR) of Chapter 2 is extensively 

studied utilizing capabilities of computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD). Comparisons are then made between the proposed struc-

ture and a commercial stent to provide further insight into the 

hemodynamic performance indicators of the RRR. Moreover, di-

mensional analysis studies are conducted to demonstrate the effi-

cacy of an RRR-integrated stent to deliver a hemodynamic 

response comparable to current stent technology. These results 

provide an insight into the effect of dimensional changes of fluid 

domains on the hemodynamic response of luminal scaffolds. 

  

A 

Chapter 3 
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3.1  Abstract 

Stents that are one of the most prevalent biomedical implants that provide permanent 

scaffolding as a treatment to constricted lumens. Lumen refers to the cavity inside a ves-

sel that is normally filled with flowing blood. In Chapter 2, a novel recoil resilient ring 

(RRR) to reduce stent recoil and its subsequent side effects is introduced. The RRR is an 

overlapped open ring with asymmetrical interlocking sawtooth structures. Teeth from 

opposite ends of the ring can slide against each other during expansion while interlock 

step by step to keep the expanded structure upon compression. In Chapter 2, high radial 

strength of the RRR is demonstrated via numerical and experimental studies outlining its 

potential to reduce recoil. Particularly, RRR’s superior radial resilience is demonstrated 

in comparison with a commercial stent. 

Apart from the acute changes and effects such as luminal gain and vascular wall injury, 

following their deployment, stents introduce changes to the fluid regime. These effects 

can potentially result in abnormal biological effects leading to restenosis as outlined in 

Chapter 1. In this chapter, 3D CFD models are utilized to study and compare the effect of 

deployment of three different luminal supports that are subject to a physiological pulsa-

tile fluid flow. These supports include a nominal balloon-expandable (BE) stent, a 

standalone RRR and an RRR-integrated BE stent. The supports are first studied in two 

fluid domains including a straight domain with no side branches and a branched do-

main consisting of a proximal and a distal branch. The results are then compared with 

corresponding fluid domains of unscaffolded healthy arteries with uniform inner diame-

ters through the deployment area. The fluidic response of the healthy vessel represents 

the reference behaviour of a vessel that may be used as a general benchmark for assess-

ment of new luminal supports.  

Utilizing a transient analysis framework, hemodynamic indicators including spatial and 

temporal distribution of wall shear stress, fluid drag force and flow supply of the branch-

ing arteries are investigated. In all these indicators, oscillatory behaviours are observed. 

Compared with the other two supports, the standalone RRR demonstrated a super he-

modynamic response with the least extension of region subject to low wall shear stress 

(LWSS) (< 0.5 Pa) and the least deviation of the outlet flow rates from a healthy fluid do-

main. Although, marginal differences between the transient LWSS distribution results of 
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the RRR-integrated stent and the standalone stent are observed in a straight vessel, the 

temporal average values show minimal difference in the deployment area (< 3%) and the 

entire fluid domain (< 1%). In a branched fluid domain these transient differences be-

come minimal. Fluid drag force results show efficacy of the withholding forces by at least 

14 times greater than drag forces to cease migration or displacement of any of the sup-

ports. Dimensional analysis results in the branched fluid domains demonstrated even 

slight improvement of the LWSS in the deployment area of the RRR-integrated stent in 

smaller-diameter lumens and with longer overlap lengths from the two end of the RRR 

(higher strut thickens to luminal diameter ratios) compared to similar standalone stent 

deployment cases by 1%. Branching and main outlet flow results of the RRR-integrated 

and the standalone stents show close correspondence with a cumulative difference of 2%. 

These results demonstrate the merit of the standalone RRR and RRR-integrated stent as 

viable luminal implants with minimal potential fluidic penalties compared to the current 

state-of-the-art stenting devices. 

3.2  Introduction 

Since the introduction of coronary stenting in 1990, it has received significant praise and 

attention from both the medical and engineering communities [43]. Providing a chronic 

support against luminal constrictions, stents, which mostly resemble tubular meshes, 

have found their way in numerous ducts and lumens through the body [46-48] and more 

specifically in coronary arteries [213]. Despite their widespread use, these implants often 

fail to achieve 80‒60% of the cross sectional area (CSA) of their expanding balloon [101]. 

This phenomenon, referred to as stent recoil, is one of the leading risk factors of in-stent 

restenosis [102, 187].  

To address stent recoil, a recoil resilient luminal support is introduced in Chapter 2. The 

new scaffold called the recoil resilient ring (RRR) [103] is an overlapping open ring with 

asymmetric sawtooth structures that facilitate expansion in one direction and interlock 

upon compression. This device may be utilized either as a standalone support or inte-

grated with the current state-of-the-art stents to provide further resilience against recoil 

while not sacrificing the stent’s longitudinal flexibility. The merit of the proposed RRR 

for decreasing recoil, henceforth recoil related complications, has been demonstrated in 
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Chapter 2 and [103] through extensive numerical modeling and experimental evalua-

tions.  

Optimum scaffolding and minimal stent profile, thus minimal alterations of hemody-

namics after deployment, are competing objectives that present a significant challenge in 

stent design. Physiological recurrence and progression of atherosclerotic plaques in the 

stented lesions is a complicated phenomenon yet to be understood properly [158, 214]. 

Despite these facts, a number of studies have demonstrated the effect of geometrical 

properties of stents as a critical indicator in occurrence and development of restenosis 

[162, 165, 215, 216].  

Factors such as distribution of low wall shear stress (LWSS) after deployment of stents 

appear to present viable initiation causes for the development of atherombose and ather-

osclerotic formations [158, 217, 218]. Stent struts that protrude against the flow of blood 

into the lumen may introduce vortices and stagnation zones that directly influence the 

spatial and temporal distribution of wall shear stress. As reported by the significant 

amount of research in the literature [158, 161, 214, 219-222] these changes are highly de-

pendent on the geometrical properties of stents such as the length and most importantly 

the struts dimensions and configuration, among others. Upon approach of fatty cells to 

the vessel walls, the shear stress, which is dictated by the fluid regime, determines ad-

herence of these cells to the walls. As a result, regions with lower shear stress are more 

prone to accumulation of fatty tissue [222-224]. Particularly, a correlation between LWSS 

(< 0.5 Pa) and early intimal thickening leading to restenosis has been discovered [204, 

205, 216]. On the other hand, high and moderate wall shear stress is considered to be 

beneficial against proliferation of intimal cells [225-227]. The in vivo and in vitro studies 

further confirmed the influence of stent structures on wall shear stress distribution, 

which can result in restenosis and thrombus formation in the deployment area [159, 164, 

216, 228]. Consequently, with any new stent structure, the study of its effect on the fluid 

regime after deployment is of paramount importance. 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling has the advantage of flexibility and re-

peatability compared to the experimental methods. Moreover, it can provide detailed 

insight into critical flow parameters at the deployment region close to the stent struts and 

the arterial walls where it is very hard, if not impossible, to acquire such data experimen-
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tally. These benefits led to a growing number of studies investigating the effect of differ-

ent stent designs on the distribution of LWSS as a primary predictor of restenosis utiliz-

ing CFD [158, 160, 214, 218-220, 229]. Among the aforementioned studies, to the best of 

our knowledge, only one studied the distribution of LWSS in a healthy vessel as a 

benchmark while their comparisons were made in a flat and limited geometry [222]. In 

contrast, other studies were solely dedicated to the comparison between different stent 

designs and their effect on LWSS. Furthermore, study of hemodynamic alterations such 

as changes to flow supply of branches before or after a deployment site, in comparison 

with a healthy domain, may provide useful information that can be used for future struc-

tural improvement of stents [230]. 

Therefore, to study the hemodynamic effects of the proposed RRR in Chapter 2 [103], po-

tential restenosis risk factors such as distribution of wall shear stress and fluid supply to 

different paths after deployment of the RRR as a stand-alone or integrated luminal sup-

port, are extensively investigated in this chapter through transient 3D CFD models.  

3.3  Materials and Methods 

In this study, the luminal fluid of choice is blood whose flow is considered laminar and 

incompressible with density   1060  kg/m3. Due to relatively low magnitudes of flow 

velocity arteries with respect to the luminal diameter and composition of water, these are 

reasonable assumptions. The flow is governed by the equations of conservation of mass 

and momentum expressed by Equations (3.1) and (3.2) respectively. 

 . 0V  (3.1)   



 


     


. 2 . 0

p

t

V
V V D  (3.2)   

where V denotes the fluid velocity,   is the fluid density, p is fluid pressure, µ is dynam-

ic viscosity and D is the tensor of rate of deformation [230]. These equations are solved 

by the commercial CFD package ANSYS CFX (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg PA, USA) that 

allows for coupling the velocity and pressure fields in a transient analysis framework ac-

counting for changes in blood flow during cardiac cycles.  

In order to account for the non-Newtonian characteristics of the blood, the Carreau mod-

el is employed [214, 229, 231]. Viscosity of the blood approaches the constant Newtonian 
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value at high shear rates by this model and it provides adequate information for model-

ling the blood behaviour [229]. Using this model, the dynamic viscosity, µ, is expressed 

by: 

       



 
      

( 1)
2 2

0
1

n

 (3.3)   

where 
0
 and 


 are the viscosities at zero and infinite share rates respectively, whereas 

  and n are material dependent constants. For blood, these parameters are determined 

by fitting the fluidic flow experimental data to the Carreau model [214, 229, 231], result-

ing in 
0
 = 0.25 kg/ms, 


= 0.0035 kg/ms,   = 25 s and n = 0.25. In Equation (3.3),   is 

the shear rate calculated by the solver using the second invariant of the strain rate tensor 

expressed by: 
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where u, v and w are the corresponding x, y and z components of the velocity vector V in 

equations (3.1) and (3.2). As mentioned before, there is a strong relation between late 

restenosis and the distribution of LWSS that is adopted as the primary criterion for pre-

diction of risk of restenosis in our analyses. Having solved for equations (3.3) and (3.4), 

the wall shear stress magnitude is calculated by multiplication of shear rate and dynamic 

viscosity.  

The studies in this chapter are divided into three major parts, each seeking to investigate 

and compare hemodynamic response of the three types of luminal supports shown 

in Figure 3.1. These three luminal supports as shown in Figure 3.1 include: a) a 

standalone RRR, b) a standalone BE stent referred to as the standalone stent for the rest 

of this chapter, and c) an RRR-integrated BE stent referred to as the RRR-integrated stent 

for the rest of this chapter.  In Part 1, transient studies are conducted in unbranched fluid 

domains with a uniform reference luminal diameter of 4 mm. This value is consistent 

with the mean luminal diameter of human coronary arteries ranging from 1.5 to 5.5 mm 

[8, 9]. Performance measures such as LWSS distribution and fluid drag forces are investi-
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gated in this section. Results of the deployment of the supports of Figure 3.1 are then 

compared with those of an unscaffolded fluid domain representing a healthy vessel. 

In real conditions, stents can potentially be deployed in any area including before, after, 

in between or even inside branching areas, affecting the fluid regime inside their preced-

ing or succeeding branches. To account for these effects, the analysis is further extended 

into Parts 2 and 3, where each seeks to explore the effect of a luminal scaffold on the wall 

shear stress distribution in the deployment area (as well as the entire fluid domain) and 

flow rate changes in branching vessels. Part 2 investigates the impact of deploying three 

different luminal supports of Figure 3.1 into a section of a vessel with the reference lu-

minal diameter of 4 mm for the main branch where the deployment area is preceded and 

succeeded by two hypothetical branching vessels. Referred to as proximal and distal 

branches respectively, both these branching vessels maintain a luminal diameter ratio of 

¾ with respect to the main branch. This selection criteria is deemed reasonable and also 

has been adopted in the literature before [230].  

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 

Figure 3.1. Geometry of the three different supports. a) Standalone RRR, b) standalone two-

column BE stent (standalone stent), c) RRR-integrated BE stent (RRR-integrated stent). 

The first two are expanded so the provided inner diameter matches the lumen’s refer-

ence diameter. The third support is expanded to the point where the inner diameter of 

the BE stent mesh is equal to the lumen’s reference diameter. 

The proximal branch creates a -45 ° angle whereas the distal branch creates a 45 ° angle 

with the longitudinal axis of the main branch. Results of the scaffolded fluid domains 

including distribution of LWSS and flow supply of the main and side branches are then 

compared with those of an unscaffolded branched domain representing a healthy vascu-

lar domain. To further investigate sensitivity of the results to the dimensional assump-

tions of the scaffolds and the deployment area, typically in smaller arteries, a 

comparative dimensional analysis study is conducted in Part 3. In this part, results of 
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deployment of an RRR-integrated stent with different fluid domain and RRR overlap 

configurations are compared with those of a standalone stent deployment. This is to in-

vestigate the effect of integration of an RRR into a stent in comparison with the use of a 

standalone stent that is the current state-of-the-art modality. Table 3.1 presents the di-

mensional and material characteristics of the three different supports. In this table, Avg. 

Diameter (Din,avg) refers to the mean inner diameter of the support after deployment. 

Table 3.1. Material and geometrical characteristics of the three luminal supports.  

 Standalone RRR Standalone Stent RRR-Integrated Stent 

Material Nitinol Stainless Steel 316L Nitinol & Stainless Steel 316L 

Structure 
Overlapping Ring 

with asymmetric teeth 

Slotted tube mesh, W-

shaped struts with bridges 

Overlapping ring implanted 

inside the stent mesh 

Num. of Columns 1 2 RRR x1, Stent columns x2 

Strut Width (Ws) 0.2 mm 0.11 mm x2 0.2 mm x1 , 0.11 mm x2 

Strut Thickness (Ts) 0.1 mm 0.1 mm 0.1‒0.2 mm 

Avg. Diameter (Din,avg) 4 mm 4 mm 3.8‒4 mm 
 

 

3.3.1  Models Development 

Expanded computational geometries of the supports and the vascular domains are de-

veloped using the computer-assisted design (CAD) tool SolidWorks (Solidworks Corp., 

Velizy, France). Next, the fluid domains are constructed by filling all luminal cavities 

with volumetric solids which are then meshed by ANSYS. Figure 3.2 shows the fluid 

domains and the corresponding deployment areas of corresponding with the three sup-

ports of Figure 3.1. The arterial walls are all considered as rigid solids with even surfaces 

and uniform thickness disregarding atherosclerotic formations. Domains before and after 

the deployment areas are extended to result in fully developed flows for all cardiac ve-

locity profiles before entering the deployment area (Parts 1) and distal branches (Parts 2 

and 3). At all the outlets a zero-gauge pressure boundary condition is specified with a no 

slip boundary condition for external surfaces of the scaffolds and the luminal walls.  

Flow simulations are carried out using a transient analysis framework while applying a 

pulsatile blood flow to the inlet. The ANSYS CFX solver is utilized to solve 

tions (3.1) and (3.2) based on a three-dimensional finite volume method. To increase ac-

curacy of the final results, convergence criterion for the residuals of continuity and 

velocity is set at 10-5 that is an order of magnitude lower than that of the solver’s default. 

The time-varying inlet blood flow waveform is adopted from literature [219], that was 
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acquired from velocity measurements in a canine coronary artery at resting conditions. 

For all simulations the three-cycle waveform shown in Figure 3.3 is applied to the inlet. 

Nevertheless, due to the oscillatory nature of the results shortly after the completion of 

first cycle, results of the last cycle are reported here. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

   
(c) (d) (e) 

Figure 3.2. Fluid domain configurations of the CFD analysis. a) Straight and, b) branched fluid 

domains with healthy deployment areas, c) standalone RRR deployment area, d) 

standalone two-column stent deployment area, e) RRR-integrated stent deployment ar-

ea. Domains at the inlet and outlet of main branch are extended to form a fully devel-

oped flow, full extent of these areas are not shown here. 

3.3.2  Discretisation 

The mesh in the deployment area, specifically close to the vascular and stent walls is 

more refined than those of the rest of the fluid domain. All vascular walls are first 

meshed with thin layer hexahedral elements close to the walls, while the rest of the do-
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main, including the deployment area, is meshed with a combination of hexahedral and 

free tetrahedral elements. To acquire a reliable mesh density, in three separate steady-

state studies three velocity magnitudes including the highest, the lowest and the time-

average velocity of the waveform in Figure 3.3 are applied to the inlet respectively. 

 
Figure 3.3. Inlet flow profile. Simulations are performed for three cycles and the results of the 

last one are reported. The average value is used for mesh sensitivity analysis. 

 

 

(b) 

 

(a) (c) 

Figure 3.4. Discretization of the fluid domain. a) Entire domain preview, b) close-up view of the 

refined mesh at the deployment area, c) close-up view of the inlet and the boundary lay-

er hexahedral elements close to the luminal walls. Majority of the domain is meshed us-

ing conformal tetrahedral elements due to the curved and sharp angled geometries. 

In each study, starting from a base mesh density, multiple refinement levels were de-

fined wherein any subsequent level increased the number of elements by a factor of 2 

compared to its preceding level. Should the difference between the wall shear stress re-
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sults of two consecutive levels fall below 3%, the last refinement level was chosen as the 

new base refinement level for further analysis using the aforementioned three velocity 

magnitudes. Next, using the refined mesh, in a transient analysis timesteps were reduced 

in multiple iterations till the wall shear stress values difference in corresponding 

timesteps from one refinement to the next was less than 3%. This approach resulted in 

around 3.8 million elements for each model with a timestep size of 0.03 sec. Figure 3.4 

shows the discretisation of the fluid domain after meshing of the branched domain of 

RRR-integrated stent using ANSYS meshing utility highlighting the use of hexahedral 

layer elements close to the walls and the refined meshing in the deployment area. The 

rest of the domain is discretised by the highly conforming tetrahedral elements. Use of 

these elements is more pronounced around the curved geometries of the stent mesh and 

the sharp angles of the sawtooth structures of the RRR. 

3.3.3  Dimensional Analysis 

The RRR is designed to match a range of different luminal and target lesion diameters 

reducing the costly custom production runs and resizing for every specific vessel. This 

resizing capability of the RRR leads to partial expansions, thereby overlapping of the the 

two end of the RRR, in vessels or lesions with reference luminal diameters smaller than 

that of a fully expanded RRR. To further investigate the hemodynamic changes made by 

the integration of a stent with an RRR in vessels with different diameters and different 

overlap lengths from the two ends of the RRR (Figure 3.5) further comparative CFD 

studies are conducted in Part 3. Table 3.2 presents the dimensional characteristics of 

these models. Overlap length in this table refers to the remaining number of teeth from 

the support end of the RRR to its fully expanded state.  

Table 3.2. Dimensional configurations of the fluid domain for sensitivity study. 

Characteristic Configuration Case 

 1 2 3 4 

 

5 6 7 8 

Luminal Support RRR-Stent Stent RRR-Stent Stent 

Main Branch Diameter (Din_m) 2.6 mm 3.2 mm 

Prox. & Dist. Branch Diameters (Din_b) 1.95 mm 2.4 mm 

Overlap Length (Steps) 6 3 1 -- 6 3 1 -- 
 

 

In the smallest interlocked expanded state of the ring, 6 teeth from the support end are 

overlapped by the slide end, while in a fully expanded state of the RRR, an overlap of 
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one step is maintained. This is to ensure a safe interlock and resilience against recoil. 

These states of the RRR and the configuration cases of Table 3.2 are shown in Figure 3.5. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 3.5. Dimensional configurations of the dimensional analysis. a) RRR in the fully ex-

panded state, overlap length of 1 step, b) RRR partially expanded and interlocked with 

overlap length of 3 steps, c) RRR partially expanded and interlocked with overlap length 

of 6 steps, d) fluid domain with reference luminal diameter of the main branch and the 

expanded stent mesh equal to 3.2 mm, e) fluid domain with reference luminal diameter 

of the main branch equal to 2.6 mm. In all these cases, the diameter ratio of ¾ between 

diameter of side and main branches is maintained. 

Due to the considerably high time and performance costs of these studies, only a limited 

number of all possible configurations are studied. The ¾ ratio between the inner diame-

ters of the side branches with respect to the main branch is maintained in all these cases. 

Results from these studies are compared with those of the deployment of a standalone 
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stent as the current state-of-the-art percutaneous intervention standard. In all configura-

tion cases of Table 3.2, the support structures (standalone stent or RRR-integrated stent) 

are expanded to the extent that the inner diameter of the expanded stent mesh matches 

that of the lumen’s reference diameter in the main branch. All models are run on a Dell 

Precision workstation with two quad-core Xeon processors and 20 GB of RAM. On aver-

age, every simulation run finished in 24 hours for three cardiac cycles. The post pro-

cessing time required 3 hours of operation, on average, to extract data of interest for all 

time instances and around 40 GB of disk space to store each model. 

3.4  Results and Discussion 

3.4.1  Part 1 – Unbranched Fluid Domain 

In this section hemodynamic performance measures such as LWSS distribution and fluid 

drag force as a result of deployment of the three supports of Figure 3.1 into unbranched 

fluid domains, Figure 3.2 (a), are presented.  

I.  LWSS in Unbranched Fluid Domains 

Wall shear stress results are reported for the walls, on the luminal side of the vessel, that 

are not covered by the support struts. For better comparison, the ratio of the wall area 

subject to LWSS (< 0.5 Pa) to the total wall area is presented for both the deployment area 

and the entire fluid domain. The results after completion of simulations for three consec-

utive waveform cycles demonstrated the sufficiency of one cycle to allow for stabilisation 

of changes in the initial conditions. Therefore, the results for the last cycle are presented 

henceforth.  

Transient ratio of areas subject to LWSS in the deployment area and the entire fluid do-

mains of Figure 3.2 (a) in the third cardiac cycle are shown in Figure 3.6. As observed 

from these figures, the lowest ratios of areas subject to LWSS, for all deployment scenari-

os, are more prevalent at higher velocity magnitudes. This is expected as an increase in 

the velocity translates into an increase in the velocity gradient close to the walls, thereby 

increasing shear rate and shear stress. Moreover, at these higher velocities, greater differ-

ences between the LWSS ratios of all the cases in the deployment area are observed com-

pared to other time instances with lower velocity magnitudes. Of the three supports, the 
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RRR exhibits the closest correspondence to the LWSS distributions of the healthy vessel 

profile while the stent and the RRR-integrated stent show a similar trend with marginal 

difference between the two during the first half of the cycle.  

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.6. LWSS distribution in unbranched fluid domains. a) Ratio of area subject to low wall 

shear stress in the deployment area, b) ratio of area subject to low wall shear stress in 

the entire fluid domain of the unbranched fluid domains. 

Temporal average values of the LWSS ratios in the deployment area and the entire fluid 

domain in a cardiac cycle are presented in Figure 3.7. Given the high radial resilience of 

the RRR as demonstrated in Chapter 2 [103], it also exhibits a superior hemodynamic be-

haviour compared to the standalone stent by decreasing the LWSS ratios in both the de-

ployment area and the entire fluid domain as indicated by Figures 3.6 and 3.7. 

 
Figure 3.7. Temporal average of LWSS in unbranched fluid domains. RRR exhibits ratios closest 

to the healthy lumen. RRR-integrated stent and the standalone stent show similar be-

haviours in the entire fluid domain with marginal increase for the RRR-integrated stent 

compared with the standalone stent in the deployment area. 

Moreover, an RRR-integrated stent, with an effective inner diameter less than that of a 

standalone stent (due to the addition of the RRR’s profile) and higher recoil resilience 
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(due to the presence of RRRs with high radial resilience) exhibits a similar ratio of LWSS 

in the deployment area (increased by 3%) and in the entire domain (decreased by 1%). 

Figures 3.11 to 3.14 present spatial distribution of LWSS (< 0.5 Pa) in the deployment area 

and the entire domain of the three supports and the healthy vessel at selected time in-

stances of the third cardiac cycle as denoted in Figure 3.8. As demonstrated in these fig-

ures, wall shear stress at time instances (1), (2), (3) and (5) exceeds 0.5 Pa in the healthy 

domain providing a protective mechanism against deposition of fatty cells. This trend is 

similar in both deployment and the entire area of the healthy domain that is represented 

by empty wireframes in Figures 3.11 to 3.14. Spatial contour plots from these figures are 

in agreement with the LWSS ratio values presented in Figure 3.6. 

 
Figure 3.8. Selected time instances of third cardiac cycle. Selected instances are used for spatial 

contour plots. 

A justification for the difference between the LWSS ratios of the RRR-integrated and the 

standalone stents in the unbranched fluid domains may be given using the definition of 

the shear stress as a result of multiplication of the dynamic viscosity and the shear strain 

rate. Given the non-Newtonian shear thinning behaviour of the blood as expressed by 

Equation (3.3), magnitudes of the shear strain rate and dynamic viscosity are inversely 

proportional. This relation results in areas with lower values of shear strain rate become 

mainly adjacent to portions of the fluid with higher values of dynamic viscosity as 

shown by Figure 3.9 demonstrating contour plots of the dynamic viscosity and shear rate 

for the standalone stent at time 0.15 sec (time instance 2 of Figure 3.8). Distribution of 

dynamic viscosity and shear rate strain for time 0.15 sec, in the deployment area of the 

RRR-integrated stent is presented in Figure 3.10. Comparison between this figure 

and Figure 3.9 clearly indicates an increase in the average value of shear strain rate in the 

standalone stent deployment area compared to the RRR-integrated stent.  
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(a)  (b)  

Figure 3.9. Inverse relation of the dynamic viscosity and shear rate, standalone stent. a) Distri-

bution of dynamic viscosity and, b) shear strain rate in the deployment area of the 

standalone stent at time instance 2. Higher shear rates occur at unscaffolded regions 

away from the stent struts with the highest values at the proximal and distal ends. 

  
(a)  (b)  

Figure 3.10. Inverse relation of the dynamic viscosity and shear rate, RRR-integrated stent. a) 

Distribution of dynamic viscosity and, b) shear strain rate in the deployment area of the 

RRR-integrated stent at time instance 2. Higher values of shear rate occur at areas with 

the least amount of scaffolding closer to the distal end. Highest shear rates appear in the 

area close to outer surface of the RRR due to high velocity gradient at this region. 

This is despite the increase in the highest values of shear strain rate in the RRR-

integrated stent in comparison with the standalone stent. The shear strain rate in Equa-

tion (3.4) is inversely proportional to the length of the velocity boundary layer that trans-

lates into direct proportionality to the velocity gradient in the radial direction. To study 

the effect of the boundary layer and the velocity gradient, two virtual planes at the radial 

cross-section of the deployment area, one close to the proximal end and the other close to 

the distal end of the deployment area as marked in Figure 3.10 (b) are considered. 
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(1) 

    

 

(2) 

    

 

(3) 

    

 

 (a) (b) (c) (d)  

Figure 3.11. LWSS contour plots, deployment area of unbranched domains, instances 1‒3. LWSSS distribution in the deployment area of, a) the 

standalone RRR, b) the standalone stent, c) the RRR-integrated stent and, d) the unscaffolded domain representing a healthy vessel. Inlet is in 

the left for all images. Empty wireframes in column (d) denote wall shear stress > 0.5 Pa in the healthy vessel. 
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(4) 

    

 

(5) 

    

 

(6) 

    

 

 (a) (b) (c) (d)  

Figure 3.12. LWSS contour plots, deployment area of unbranched domains, instances 4‒6. LWSSS distribution in the deployment area of, a) the 

standalone RRR, b) the standalone stent, c) the RRR-integrated stent and, d) the unscaffolded domain representing a healthy vessel. Inlet is in 

the left for all images. Empty wireframe in (5,d) denote wall shear stress > 0.5 Pa in the healthy vessel. 
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(1) 

    

 

(2) 

    

 

(3) 

    

 

 (a) (b) (c) (d)  

Figure 3.13. LWSS contour plots, entire area of unbranched fluid domains, instances 1‒3. LWSS distribution in the entire domain of, a) the 

standalone RRR, b) the standalone stent, c) the RRR-integrated stent and, d) the unscaffolded domain representing a healthy vessel. Inlet is in 

the left for all images. Empty wireframes in column (d) denote wall shear stress > 0.5 Pa in the healthy vessel. 
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(4) 

    

 

(5) 

    

 

(6) 

    

 

 (a) (b) (c) (d)  

Figure 3.14. LWSS contour plots, entire area of unbranched fluid domains, instances 4‒6. LWSS distribution in the entire domain of, a) the 

standalone RRR, b) the standalone stent, c) the RRR-integrated stent and, d) the unscaffolded domain representing a healthy vessel. Inlet is in 

the left for all images. Empty wireframes in (5,d) denote wall shear stress > 0.5 Pa in the healthy vessel. 
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Contour plots of the velocity profile distribution in these two cross-sectional planes for 

the standalone and RRR-integrated stents at time 0.15 sec are shown in Figure 3.15. In 

this figure, 
Prox,Stent

L  and 
Dist,Stent

L  refer to initial length of the boundary layer close to the 

vascular walls at the proximal and distal ends of the standalone stent respectively. 

Moreover, 
Prox,RRR-Stent

L  and 
Dist,RRR-Stent

L  refer to the similar corresponding parameters at 

the RRR-integrated stent ends. To further elucidate changes in the velocity magnitudes, a 

path starting from the luminal wall extending to the centroid of the lumen is defined on 

the distal planes as shown in Figure 3.15. Velocity magnitudes along this path at time in-

stance 0.15 sec are presented in the graph of Figure 3.16. 

(a) 

  
          Proximal         Distal 

(b) 

  
          Proximal         Distal 

Figure 3.15. Radial gradient of velocity and shear strain rate. a) Velocity contour plots at the 

proximal and distal ends of the standalone stent and, b) the RRR-integrated stent. All re-

sults are reported at time instance 0.15 sec. 

From Figure 3.15, it is clear that the initial phase of the boundary layers at the proximal 

and distal ends of the standalone stent are of equal distance and equal to that of the 

proximal end from the RRR-integrated stent. In contrast, this length is relatively longer 
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at the distal end of the RRR-integrated stent resulting in lower velocity gradient in the 

radial direction as demonstrated in Figure 3.16, thus lower shear strain rates. 

 
Figure 3.16. Velocity magnitudes along a radial path. Selected radial path starts from luminal 

wall and extends to the centre of lumen. This path lies on the radial cross-sectional plane 

at the distal end of deployment area denoted by the dashed line in Figure 3.15. 

As mentioned before, by increasing shear strain rate, values of dynamic viscosity start to 

decrease. Nevertheless, the decay rate of dynamic viscosity is lower than the growth rate 

of the shear strain rate that effectively results in a marginal increase in the values of the 

wall shear stress in the standalone stent deployment area at this time instant. This effect 

can be observed by the relatively lower ratio of area subject to LWSS in the standalone 

stent deployment area compared with the RRR-integrated stent at time 0.15 sec as shown 

in Figure 3.11 (2). The difference between the values of shear rate, consequently dynamic 

viscosity, start to vanish after time instance 3 (0.27 sec) resulting in closely matched 

trends of the LWSS ratios and distributions as indicated by Figure 3.6. The convergent 

trends after time 0.27 result in relatively close correspondence of the temporal average 

ratios of LWSS for the standalone and the RRR-integrated stents as demonstrated 

in Figure 3.7. 

II. Drag Force in the Unbranched Domains 

Stents that are implanted in vessels are always exposed to drag forces experienced from 

the flow of fluid inside the lumen. On the other hand, the frictional forces between the 

stent and the vascular walls, namely the withholding forces, keep the stent in place. It is 

important to keep the withholding forces higher than the drag forces at all times to elim-

inate chances of stent displacement or migration and subsequent related complications 
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[232]. The importance of these forces is even more emphasized in aortic aneurysms and 

stent-grafts implantation [233]. 

Figure 3.17 (a) shows the comparative results of the fluid drag force experienced by the 

three luminal supports in the primary direction of the flow velocity. This direction is 

along the longitudinal axis of the fluid domain. In order to evaluate the significance of 

these forces in comparison with the withholding forces for each of these supports, the 

reference vessel in Figure 3.2 (a) is gradually expanded up to 0.1 mm radially in order to 

accommodate a support with mean inner diameter of 4 mm and strut thickness of 0.1 

mm as demonstrated by Figure 3.17 (b). Computational model of the vessel consists of a 

uniform hollow cylinder with the reference inner diameter of 4 mm, thickness of 0.5 mm 

and an isotropic linear elastic material model with modulus of elasticity of 1.5 MPa [234]. 

The final pressure, 15 KPa, represents the pressure exerted on a support by the vascular 

walls after deployment. We refer to this pressure as the withholding pressure. 

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.17. Drag force comparison in a unbranched fluid domain. a) Drag forces experienced 

by the supports in a cardiac cycle, b) pressure vs. radial displacement of the vessel dur-

ing expansion to accommodate the supports, at 0.1 mm radial expansion, the average 

inner diameter of deployment area is equivalent to the reference inner diameter of the 

vessel. The vessel exerts a 15 KPa pressure on the deployed support at this state. 

Adopting a generic uniform frictional coefficient of 0.06 between the vessel and scaffolds 

[232, 235], withholding forces are calculated multiplying the contact surface areas by the 

withholding pressure. Safety margin results of all supports, Table 3.3, derived from divi-

sion of the withholding force by the maximum drag forces, show margins at least by an 

order of magnitude large. This ensures, strong adherence of all the supports to the de-

ployment region even at the highest velocities of the blood flow.   
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Table 3.3. Drag and withholding forces comparison in an unbranched fluid domain. 
 

 
Standalone  

RRR 

Standalone  

Stent 

RRR-integrated  

Stent 

Contact Surface Area (mm2) 0.25 9.77 9.77 

Withholding Force, Fwh, (mN) 0.2 8.8 8.8 

Max. Drag Force, Fd, (µN) 13.6 43 58 

Safety Margin = Fwh /Fd x17 ×204 ×151 
 

3.4.2  Part 2 – Branched Fluid Domain  

In this part, in addition to the hemodynamic indicators discussed in Part 1 and their 

comparison, other indicators such as flow supply changes to different branches due to 

the presence of supports are presented. 

I. LWSS in Branched Fluid Domains 

Figure 3.18 (a) presents the ratio of vessel area subject to LWSS over time for both the de-

ployment area and the entire branched fluid domains (Figure 3.2 ,b) of the three supports 

of Figure 3.1. As indicated by these trends, the standalone RRR stands out among the 

other two supports exhibiting the lowest ratio of area subject to LWSS thus reducing risk 

of restenosis. The healthy vessel LWSS results provide a reference for optimal fluidic per-

formance of a support in these comparisons. In Figure 3.18 (a), the largest difference be-

tween ratios of areas subject to LWSS between the scaffolded and healthy cases occur at 

the time intervals where the flow adopts high velocity magnitudes and velocity gradients 

such as at time 0.16 sec (the diastolic perfusion) and 0.4 sec (systolic heart injection). 

Moreover, compared with the trends of an unbranched domain in Figure 3.6 (a), it is no-

ticed that the difference between the RRR-integrated and the standalone stents subsides 

to lower values in the branched fluid domain. Resultantly, the integration of the RRR 

with the BE stent does not show a significant effect on the LWSS distribution factors as 

indicated by the closely intertwined trends of LWSS ratio for these two supports. Com-

parison between the LWSS results from an unbranched domain and the ones from the 

branched vessel in this section reveals elevated ratios of LWSS in both the deployment 

and entire area of the latter for all cases. This indicates more tendency of treated lesions 

close to or at branching areas to subsequent neointimal hyperplasia and restenosis in 

comparison with lesions of unbranched domains. These results are in very good agree-

ment with conclusions made in previous studies [230, 236-238]. At low inlet velocities, all 
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the eight trends of Figure 3.18 converge to significantly higher ratios of areas subject to 

LWSS. Moreover as shown by Figure 3.18 (b), of the three supports, LWSS ratios in the 

entire domain associated with the standalone RRR and the RRR-integrated stent exhibit 

minimal deviation from the trend in a healthy vessel compared with a standalone stent. 

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.18. LWSS distribution in branched fluid domains. a) Ratio of area subject to LWSS in 

the deployment area and, b) the entire fluid domain. RRR-integrated stent and 

standalone stent show very similar profile in the deployment area with better conform-

ance of the RRR-integrated stent to the healthy vessel behaviour in the entire domain. 

Figures 3.20 to 3.23 present the spatial distribution of LWSS (< 0.5 Pa) in the deployment 

area and the entire fluid domains of the three supports and the healthy vessel at time in-

stances of Figure 3.8. Comparison between these plots and those of Figures 3.11 to 3.14 

reveal closer spatial distribution of the LWSS between the RRR-integrated stent and the 

standalone stent in the branched domains. Moreover, as observed in Figure 3.21, at time 

instance 5, the RRR-integrated stent exhibits areas of higher WSS between the struts (de-

limited by the stent struts where the ring is implanted) compared to the standalone stent. 

This resulted in a less ratio of areas subject to LWSS as is also indicated in Figure 3.18 (a). 

This is likely due to the increased velocity of the flow capped between the RRR and the 

luminal wall at lower inlet velocities.  

Empty wireframes of the unscaffolded domain at time instances (1), (2) and (3) of Figure 

3.20 (d) indicate WSS > 0.5 Pa that is the reference behaviour of the healthy vessel. Once 

again, comparison between LWSS distribution plots of Figures 3.20–3.23 and those of 

Figures 3.11–3.14 indicates higher extension of areas with LWSS in branched-domain de-

ployment scenarios compared with the unbranched-domain deployment counterparts. 

These results are in agreement with the reported values in Figure 3.18. 
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II. Drag Force and Output Flow Rate 

Axial fluid drag forces experienced by each of the supports in a cardiac cycle are shown 

in Figure 3.19. Given the constant withholding forces in Table 3.3, the resultant safety 

margins for the RRR, standalone stent and the RRR-integrated stent are increased to ×29, 

×339 and ×243 respectively. These values demonstrate the efficacy of the withholding 

forces to cease any migration or displacement of all the supports. 

 
Figure 3.19. Drag force comparison of the scaffolds in branched domains. High ratios of with-

holding force to drag force in all supports ensure no displacement or migration of the 

supports over time. 

As mentioned before, one of the most important performance measures of stents in 

branching vessels is the change in the flow supply of main and side branches after de-

ployment. In order to compare flow rate deviation in the main, proximal and distal 

branches the of the scaffolded domains of Figure 3.2, in comparison with the healthy 

case, first output flow ratio of the main and side branches are shown in Figure 3.24 (a). 

Output flow ratio of a branch is express by: 

 
,support

in

FR 100
i

i

f

f
 (3.5)   

where ,supporti
f  for i = 1, 2 and 3 refers to the output flow rate of the proximal, distal and 

main branches respectively and in
f  refers to the inlet flow rate. The deviation of flow rate 

of each of these cases from the healthy case, as expressed by Equation (3.6), is presented 

in Figure 3.24 (b). In this equation, ,healthyi
f for i = 1, 2, and 3 refers to the output flow rate 

of the proximal, distal and main branches of the healthy vessel.  


 

,support ,healthy
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i i
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(1) 

    

 

(2) 

    

 

(3) 

    

 

 (a) (b) (c) (d)  
 

Figure 3.20. LWSS contour plots, deployment area of branched domains, instances 1‒3. LWSS distribution in the deployment area of, a) the 

standalone RRR, b) the standalone stent, c) the RRR-integrated stent and, d) the unscaffolded domain representing a healthy vessel. Inlet is 

the left for all images. Empty wireframes in column (d) denote wall shear stress > 0.5 Pa in the healthy vessel. 
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(4) 

    

 

(5) 

    

 

(6) 

    

 

 (a) (b) (c) (d)  

Figure 3.21. LWSS contour plots, deployment area of branched domains, instances 4‒5. LWSS distribution in the deployment area of, a) the 

standalone RRR, b) the standalone stent, c) the RRR-integrated stent and, d) the unscaffolded domain representing a healthy vessel. Inlet is 

the left for all images. 
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(1) 

    

 

(2) 

    

 

(3) 

    

 

 (a) (b) (c) (d)  

Figure 3.22. LWSS contour plots, entire area of branched fluid domains, time instances 1‒3. LWSS distribution in the entire domain of, a) the 

standalone RRR, b) the standalone stent, c) the RRR-integrated stent and, d) and the unscaffolded domain representing a healthy vessel. The 

inlet is the left for all images. 
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(5) 

    

 

(6) 

    

 

 (a) (b) (c) (d)  

Figure 3.23. LWSS contour plots, entire area of branched fluid domains, time instances 4‒6. a) LWSS distribution in the entire domain of, a) the 

standalone RRR, b) the standalone stent, c) the RRR-integrated stent and, d) and the unscaffolded domain representing a healthy vessel. The 

inlet is the left for all images. 
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.24. Flow rate comparison of proximal, distal and main branches. a) Output flow ratio 

of proximal, distal and main branches, b) output flow rate deviation of proximal, distal 

and main branches from similar corresponding branches of a healthy vessel. 

A lower output flow ratio compared to the healthy case in Figure 3.24 (a), thus a negative 

flow deviation in Figure 3.24 (b), indicates a reduction in the blood supply of the corre-

sponding branch whereas a higher ratio (a positive deviation) indicates an increase in the 

blood supply of the corresponding branch. For instance, in the majority of scaffolded 

cases except for the standalone RRR, reductions in the proximal branch output flow rati-

os are observed that are accompanied by the slight reductions, yet not with the same ra-

tio, in the output flow ratios of the distal branches. Consequently, due to the 
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conservation of mass, the flow supply to the main branches are slightly elevated as ob-

served by the comparison of flow rate deviation trends in Figure 3.24 (b).  

Apparently, any deviation from the healthy case, supplying more or less blood to a 

branch, is an undesired effect and is to be minimized in the design of luminal scaffolds. 

The cumulative (mean of absolute values) deviation of the flow supply of all branches of 

a scaffolded vessel from the corresponding branches of a healthy vessel is defined by:  




 

3
,support ,healthy

ma
1 ,healthy

abs( )1
FD 100

3

i i

i i

f f

f
 (3.7)   

where ,supporti
f  and ,healthyi

f  represent the parameters defined in Equations (3.6) and (3.7). 

These values, shown vs. time in Figure 3.25, are to provide the reader with an overall 

perspective of the blood supply changes resultant of the deployment of the aforemen-

tioned three scaffolds and more specifically to draw a comparison between the RRR-

integrated stent and the standalone stent as the current state-of-the-art luminal implant.  

 
Figure 3.25. Mean absolute flow deviation from a healthy branched vessel. Transient values 

over a cardiac cycle, RRR-integrate stent (RRR-Stent) and the standalone stent trends 

correspond closely over the entire cycle. 

As observed, once again the standalone RRR demonstrates its hemodynamic superiority 

over the other scaffolds causing the least amount of disturbance in the flow supply of 

different branches. Moreover the intertwined trends of the standalone and RRR-

integrated stents shows minimal effect of integration of the RRR into the stent mesh in 

terms of flow obstruction.  

Figure 3.26 summarises the temporal average values of the performance indicators dis-

cussed in this section over one cardiac cycle. As confirmed by the previous results, and 
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observed by the time-averaged values in this figure, the standalone RRR proves its he-

modynamic superiority over the other two scaffolds exhibiting minimal difference be-

tween its hemodynamic indicators and those of the unscaffolded (healthy) vessel. 

Moreover, the RRR-integrated stent shows a hemodynamic performance that closely 

matches that of the standalone stent. This is further confirmed by the small difference (< 

2%) in the average LWSS ratios in the deployment areas and absolute mean flow devia-

tions between these two structures.  

 
Figure 3.26. Temporal average values of hemodynamic indicators. Absolute (Abs.) mean flow 

deviation results are reported in comparison with the healthy vessel flow outputs. Of 

the three supports, RRR (standalone RRR) shows the least changes compared to the 

healthy vessel while the RRR-Stent (RRR-integrated stent) shadows the Stent 

(standalone stent) behaviour closely. 

3.4.3  Part 3 – Dimensional Analysis 

In Part 2 a detailed comparison between three luminal scaffolds including a standalone 

RRR, a standalone stent and an RRR-integrated stent was presented in a branched fluid 

domain with fixed dimensional assumptions for the scaffolds as well as the fluid do-

mains. To further investigate the sensitivity of hemodynamic performance measures to 

dimensional assumptions of the scaffolds and the fluid domains, further comparative 

studies are conducted in this section. The hemodynamic superiority of the standalone 

RRR in lowering the extension of areas subject to LWSS, decreasing fluid migration force, 

and lowering flow deviation compared with the other two scaffolds is predicted to car-

ryover despite the vascular size changes due to its smaller deployment footprint. On the 

other hand, in this section the emphasis is on the effect of integration of a regular stent 
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with the proposed RRR with different reference luminal diameters and different overlap 

lengths of the RRR. This objective is met through a comparative study between hemody-

namic performance indicators of the standalone stent as the current state-of-the-art vas-

cular scaffold and the proposed RRR-integrated stent. This is to provide more insight 

into the potential trade-offs of this new structure given its mechanical benefits detailed in 

Chapter 2 [103].  

First the results associated with the two general groups of cases of Table 3.2, cases 1‒4 

and cases 5‒8 are presented and compared. Next, the aggregated results from combina-

tion of all cases of 1‒8 are presented. These studies, while provide a framework for com-

parison of the performance of the proposed RRR-integrated stent with a standalone stent 

in different deployment diameters, they can also benefit researchers by providing a fur-

ther level of insight into the effect of dimensional assumptions of the fluid domains in 

the deviation of hemodynamic responses. 

I. Dimensional Assumptions and LWSS 

Ratios of luminal area subject to LWSS for the two separate groups of cases 1‒4 and cases 

5‒8 of Table 3.2 are shown in Figure 3.27 (a) for a cardiac cycle. As indicated, all the RRR-

integrated cases, cases 1‒3 and 5‒7, exhibit almost identical behaviours with very close 

to, sometimes even slightly less, ratios of areas subject to LWSS compared to those of the 

standalone deployment cases, cases 4 and 8. To provide a better comparison between the 

RRR-integrated cases and the standalone stents, the deviation of the area exposed to 

LWSS in RRR-integrated cases from the standalone stent cases can be expressed by: 


 RRR-Stent Stent

LWSS

Stent

AD 100
A A

A
 (3.8)   

where ARRR_Stent is the amount of area (in the deployment area or entire fluid domain) that 

is subject to LWSS in an RRR-integrated stent deployment case (cases 1‒3 or 5‒7), and 

AStent refers to the amount of area (correspondingly in the deployment area or entire fluid 

domain) subject to LWSS in a corresponding standalone stent deployment case (case 4 or 

8). Figure 3.27 (b) shows the values expressed by relation (3.8) in the deployment area of 

the two groups of cases 1‒4 and 5‒8 in a cardiac cycle. These results are in good agree-

ment with the ones given in [158]. In this work, the authors conducted a parametric 

study on a commercial stent design modifying the strut thickness while assuming the 
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pulsatile flow used in this chapter and reported a slight reduction in the ratio of the area 

subject to LWSS by 3% on average as the stent strut thickness was increased from 0.05 

mm to 0.15 mm. This conclusion is further confirmed by Figure 3.27 (b). As the ratio of 

the strut thickness to the reference luminal diameter increases (due to the integration of 

the RRR with the stent mesh, or increasing the overlap length, or reducing the reference 

luminal diameter) the LWSS ratio deviation values adopt greater negative values i.e. less 

luminal surface area is subjected to LWSS thereby reducing chances of restenosis. 

  

  
 (a)    (b) 

Figure 3.27. LWSS in the deployment area of cases 1‒8. a) Ratio of area subject to LWSS in the 

deployment area of cases 1‒4 and cases 5‒8, b) deviation of the ratio of areas subject to 

LWSS in the deployment area of cases 1‒3 and 5‒8 (RRR-integrated supports) from cases 

4 and 8 (standalone stent) respectively. 

As indicated by Figure 3.27 (b), the greatest negative deviation, thus the least LWSS ratio, 

is observed for the lowest reference diameter (2.5 mm) with the longest overlap length 

(case 1) at higher magnitudes and higher gradients of the velocity (diastolic perfusion 

and systolic heart injection). Apparently the extent of these benefits is limited to the 

point where further increase in the strut thickness starts to significantly alter flow supply 

to the main and side branches. Results of the effect of dimensional changes to the flow 
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supply of different branches are discussed in the following sections. Ratio of areas sub-

ject to LWSS in the entire fluid domains of the two groups of cases 1‒4 and 5‒8 are pre-

sented in Figure 3.28 (a). Once again, for better comparison of the RRR-integrated cases 

with the standalone stent deployment cases, deviations expressed by relation (3.8) for the 

entire fluid domain over time are presented in Figure 3.28 (b). The decreasing trend of 

areas subject to LWSS still continues for magnitudes of the velocity higher than the tem-

poral average of the flow profile in time intervals 0.1‒0.2 sec and 0.24‒0.3 sec for cases 1‒

3. For other intervals of all cases the deviation adopts positive values.  

  

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.28. LWSS in the entire fluid domains of case 1‒8.  a) Ratio of areas subject to LWSS in 

the entire domain of cases 1‒4 and 5‒8, b) deviation of the ratio of areas subject to LWSS 

in the entire domain of cases 1‒3 and 5‒7 (RRR-integrated stents) from case 4 and 8 

(standalone stents) respectively.  

II. Dimensional Assumptions, Drag Force and Flow Supply 

Figure 3.29 shows the fluid drag force experienced by each of the supports of the two 

groups of cases 1‒4 and 5‒8 in a cardiac cycle. Comparing these results with the with-

holding forces of the standalone stent and RRR-integrated stent in Table 3.3, it is evident 

that all the structures are ensured from any migration or displacements given the signifi-
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cantly higher withholding forces compared to the drag forces. By an increase in the over-

lap length, thus the deployment footprint, an increase in the fluid drag force is expected 

as confirmed by Figure 3.29. 

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.29. Drag Force Comparison, cases 1–8. By increasing the overlap length, the deployment 

footprint increases that results in an increase in the drag force by the fluid flow. 

As mentioned earlier, performance of luminal scaffolds is also mainly determined by the 

changes made to the flow supply of the main and side branches [80]. In this section, main 

and side branch flow supply of the RRR-integrated stent deployment cases of Table 3.2 

are compared with the corresponding standalone stent cases. Figure 3.30 (a) presents the 

output flow ratio, as defined by relation (3.5), of the proximal branch for the two groups 

of cases 1‒4 and 5‒8. As shown by these trends, all the RRR-integrated supports exhibit a 

very close behaviour to those of their corresponding standalone stent counterparts. To 

provide a better comparison between all these cases, the proximal outlet flow rate devia-

tions of the RRR-integrated stents from those of the corresponding standalone stents in a 

cardiac cycle are presented in Figure 3.30 (b). Outlet flow rate deviations in these figures 

are expressed by Equation (3.9): 


 

,RRR-stent ,stent

,RRR-stent

,stent

FD 100
i i

i

i

f f

f
 (3.9)   

 where 
,RRR-stenti

f  for i = 1, 2 and 3 respectively refers to the proximal, distal and main 

branch output flow rates of a fluid domain deployed with an RRR-integrated stent and 

,stenti
f  refers to the corresponding outlet flow rates of a fluid domain deployed with a 

standalone stent and identical reference diameters of the fluid domain of the RRR-

integrated stent. As indicated by this figure, integration of an RRR with a stent mesh 
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does not significantly alter blood supply to the proximal branch compared to a 

standalone stent, while increasing it by less than 6% at most at time interval 0.3‒0.4 sec 

indicated by Figure 3.30 (b). This value is expected to decrease in RRR-integrated sup-

ports with shorter overlap lengths that result in lower average thickness of the scaffold 

as observed in in this figure. 

  

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.30. Proximal branch to inlet flow rate ratio, cases 1‒8. a) Output flow rate ratio of the 

proximal branch of cases 1‒4 and 5‒8 to the inlet flow rate, b) output flow rate deviation 

of the proximal branch of cases 1‒3 and 5‒7 (RRR-integrated stent) from cases 4 and 8 

(standalone stent) respectively. 

The outlet flow ratios of the distal branch in a cardiac cycle for cases 1‒4 and 5‒8 are pre-

sented in Figure 3.31 (a). These results are complemented by the deviational results of 

the RRR-integrated supports from the standalone stents in Figure 3.31 (b) that are calcu-

lated by Equation (3.9) for i = 2 (distal branch). Comparison between Figures 3.30 (b) 

and 3.31 (b) shows an inverse correlation between the flow supplies of proximal and dis-

tal branches where an increase in the flow supply of one results a reduction in the other. 

Nevertheless this proportionality is not a one-to-one relation. For instance, the reduction 
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in the flow supply of the distal branch never exceeds 5% while flow surplus of the prox-

imal branch may reach as high as 6% (time interval 0.3‒0.4 sec). 

  

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.31. Distal branch to inlet flow rate ratio, cases 1‒8. a) Output flow ratio of the distal 

branch of cases 1‒4 and 5‒7, b) output flow rate deviation of the distal branch of cases 1‒

3 and 5‒7 (RRR-integrated stent) from cases 4 and 8 (standalone stent) respectively. 

As indicated by the main branch output flow ratios in Figure 3.32 (a) and the deviational 

results in Figure 3.32 (b), it is clear that the main branch flow supply undergoes the least 

changes compared to the proximal and distal ones. As shown by Figure 3.32 (b), these 

changes are limited to a maximum of 1.2% reduction in the downstream blood supply 

where case 1 reaches the end of a cardiac cycle at the lowest velocity of the blood flow. At 

higher velocities, the deviations for the cases 1‒4 stay relatively constant while undergo-

ing changes in the second half of the cardiac cycle. The mean cumulative results of the 

proximal, distal and main branch outputs of the RRR-integrated cases (case 1‒3 and case 

5‒7) with respect to their corresponding standalone stent case (cases 4 and 8 respectively) 

are presented in Figure 3.33. In order to capture the overall comparative behaviour of all 

these structures over a cardiac cycle, temporal average values of the performance 

measures discussed so far are presented in the histogram of Figure 3.34. 
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.32. Main branch to inlet flow rate ratio, cases 1‒8. a) Output flow ratio of the main 

branch of cases 1‒4 and 5‒8, b) output flow rate deviation of the main branch of cases 1‒

3 and 5‒7 (RRR-integrated stents) from cases 4 and 5 (standalone stent) respectively. 

The results given so far in Part 2 and 3 all indicate minimal hemodynamic effect of the 

presence of the RRR in a stent mesh compared to its current standalone stent counterpart 

assuming a realistic transient cardiac cycle. As mentioned before, in cases 1‒8, the intro-

duction of the RRR improved the LWSS distribution in the deployment area by slightly 

decreasing its average value by at most 1%. This reduction grows gradually as the ratio 

of strut thickness to the luminal diameter increases by first introducing the RRR, then 

increasing the RRR overlap length, and finally decreasing the reference diameter of the 

main branch. These results indicate even the beneficial effect, albeit small, of integration 

of the RRR in the LWSS distribution in the deployment area of branched lumens with a 

main branch reference diameter of less than 4 mm. 

In turn, the LWSS in the entire fluid domain is slightly increased by at most 0.6%. More-

over, contrary to the trend of the LWSS distribution in the deployment area, in the entire 

fluid domain, the average value of LWSS faintly increases as the ratio of strut thickness 

to luminal diameter grows by increasing the overlap length, or decreasing the reference 
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diameter of the lumen. Transient mean values and standard deviations of these measures 

over cases 1‒8 are further discussed in the next section.  

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.33. Mean absolute flow deviation. a) Mean absolute flow deviation of cases 1‒3 (RRR-

integrated stents) from case 4 (standalone stent), b) mean absolute flow deviation of cas-

es 5‒7 (RRR-integrated stents) from case 8 (standalone stent). 

The absolute mean flow deviation results for cases 1‒3 and 5‒7 in Figure 3.34 are report-

ed with respect to their corresponding standalone stent counterparts, cases 4 and 8 re-

spectively. Given these values, the effect of integration of RRR with a stent is almost 

negligible in the blood supply of different branches with a maximum deviation of 1.7% 

from the standalone stent cases. Moreover, for constant luminal dimensions (case 1‒4 or 

5‒8) increasing the overlap length of the RRR increases mean flow deviation values by at 

most 0.8%, while maintaining the same overlap profile and increasing the luminal diam-

eter from 2.6 to 3.2, increases the mean flow deviation by at most 0.3%.  

 
Figure 3.34. Temporal average values of hemodynamic indicators, cases 1‒8. Absolute mean 

flow deviation results of cases 1‒3 and 5‒7 are reported in comparison with cases 4 and 

8 respectively. Scaffolds pertaining to the same groups (cases 1‒4 or 5‒8) show very sim-

ilar hemodynamic responses. 
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III. Dimensional Assumptions, Final Notes 

The transient mean values of some of the performance measures discussed above, calcu-

lated over results of cases 1‒8, vs. time are given in this section. These results are com-

plimented by the standard deviation of these values to provide a predictive guideline on 

the expected changes in the values of hemodynamic indicators of a scaffolded vascular 

model in response to the changes in the dimensional properties of the model. As men-

tioned in the previous section, herein these changes include modifying luminal reference 

diameter, increasing the effect thickness of the scaffold by introduction of the RRR and 

changing its overlap length. Figure 3.35 (a) presents the mean value of LWSS ratios in the 

deployment area as well as the entire fluid domain for cases 1‒8 in a cardiac cycle.  

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.35. Temporal distribution of the mean LWSS ratios, cases 1‒8. a) Trends of the mean 

values of LWSS ratios for cases 1‒8 in the deployment area and the entire fluid domain, 

vertical bars at each time stamp represent the standard deviation (STD), b) temporal av-

erage of the standard deviation for the deployment area and the fluid domain. 

Length of vertical bars on each time stamp represent the standard deviation of all these 

values for cases 1‒8 with the temporal average values of standard deviation shown on 

the histogram of Figure 3.35 (b). As indicated by the low height of standard deviation 

bards for at the majority of time instances, and confirmed by the small difference be-

tween the temporal average values shown in Figure 3.34, the difference between the val-

ues of LWSS ratios for all cases 1‒8 at different time stamps is almost insignificant 

remaining unchanged through the cardiac cycle. Conversely, at time intervals with high 

velocity gradients, the LWSS ratio deviations marginally increase compared to the small-

er deviations at intervals with lower velocity gradients.  
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Mean and standard deviation values of the drag force for cases 1‒8 are shown in Figure 

3.36 (a) with the temporal average of the standard deviations presented in Figure 3.36 

(b). Contrary to the previous results, the differences between different cases are more 

prevalent during the first half of the cycle where the flow adopts its highest values. De-

spite these deviations, this trend clearly shows the efficacy of withholding forces to with-

stand stents against even the highest drag forces.   

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.36. Temporal distribution of mean drag force, cases 1‒8. a) Mean values of drag force 

for cases 1‒8 over time. The vertical bars represent the standard deviations at the corre-

sponding time stamps. Highest deviations occur at highest velocities, b) temporal aver-

age of standard deviation of drag forces of cases 1‒8. 

Mean values of output flow rate to inlet flow rate ratio of the proximal, distal and main 

branches for cases 1‒8 over time in a cardiac cycle are plotted in Figure 3.37 (a). A histo-

gram of the temporal average of standard deviations of these values is shown in Figure 

3.37 (b). As these trends indicate and confirmed by the temporal average values of Figure 

3.34, domain and scaffold dimensional changes have a trivial effect on the flow ratios of 

the outputs with the highest standard deviations occurring during the systolic phase 

(0.34–0.54 sec) where flow adopts lower velocities. In contrast, all the trends undergo 

little change at higher velocities of the flow at the diastolic phase (0–0.34 sec). 

3.5  Chapter Summary 

In this chapter computational fluid dynamics (CFD) of the new recoil resilient luminal 

support deployed as a standalone scaffold or integrated with a stent are studied. Hemo-

dynamic indicators such as temporal and spatial distribution of the low wall shear stress 

(LWSS), the drag force experienced from the fluid flow and the blood supply changes to 
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the main and side branches are extensively investigated. The results are compared with 

those of a standalone stent and an unscaffolded (healthy) vessel. Comparison with a 

standalone stent provides a benchmark, which represents the hemodynamic perfor-

mance of current state-of-the-art stents, while the results from a healthy vessel provide 

the reference performance for any luminal scaffold.  

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.37. Temporal mean flow ratios, cases 1‒8. a) Temporal distribution of the mean ratio of 

output flow rates of proximal, distal and main branches to the inlet flow rate. The verti-

cal bars represent the standard deviations at the corresponding time stamps. Highest 

standard deviations occur for lower flow velocities with little changes during the first 

half of cycle where the flow adopts higher velocities, b) temporal average values of the 

standard deviations for the proximal, distal and main branch. 

A realistic periodic flow profile is applied to the inlet of the models in an extensive series 

of transient 3D studies first comparing all the aforementioned configurations in un-

branched fluid domains followed by the studies in branched fluid domains. From the 

transient results of the unbranched fluid domains, the standalone RRR prevails having 

the best hemodynamic performance exhibiting the least ratio of areas subject to LWSS. 

Despite the slight difference between the LWSS ratios of the standalone stent and the 

RRR-integrated stent during the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle (first half), the differ-

ences settle to almost zero for the next half of the cycle. This results in close temporal av-

erage values of the LWSS in the deployment areas and identical values for the entire fluid 

domains. Comparisons of the withholding and drag forces for all the scaffolds show the 

efficacy of the former to keep them in place even for the highest flow velocity magni-

tudes over time. The standalone RRR remains as the best of the three supports in the 

branched domains resulting in the least branch flow supplies from the corresponding 
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branch flow supplies an unscaffolded (healthy) domain and the lowest ratios of areas 

subject to LWSS compared to the other two scaffolds. The temporal trends of LWSS ratio 

for the standalone stent and the RRR-integrated stent are closely intertwined through the 

entire cardiac cycle decreasing the difference to as low as 1% on average in the deploy-

ment area and identical values for the entire fluid domain.  

Deviation of output flow rates in the side and main branches of the standalone and RRR-

integrated stent domains from corresponding branches of a healthy vessel, follow similar 

trends. These results demonstrate the efficacy of the RRR-integrated stent to deliver a 

hemodynamic response at least as good as the current state-of-the-art stents considering 

its superior resilience benefits over the later as demonstrated by the high radial strength 

of the RRR in comparison to a commercial stent in Chapter 2. 

Sensitivity of the results to the dimensional assumptions of the fluid domains and 

scaffolds in the branched arteries is then studied. In these studies, hemodynamic per-

formance indicators of the RRR-integrated stents, with different overlap lengths from the 

two ends of the RRR and different reference luminal diameters, are compared with cor-

responding standalone stents. The results are in good agreement with the ones pertain-

ing to the branched domain analysis conducted earlier once again demonstrating a close 

resemblance between the hemodynamic behaviour of the standalone and the RRR-

integrated stents. Moreover, in the RRR-integrated stent deployment cases in smaller ar-

teries and with longer overlap lengths from the two ends of the RRR, less ratio of area 

subject to LWSS is observed compared to similar deployment cases of standalone stents. 

Comparison of all the study cases reveals small standard deviations for the LWSS ratios 

at the deployment area while becoming relatively greater for the LWSS ratios in the en-

tire fluid domain. Differences of the outlet flow ratios are insignificant for the high flow 

velocities while relatively increasing for lower velocity magnitudes. Temporal average 

values of the performance indicators show very little dependence of our results on the 

dimensional assumptions of the fluid domain and RRR’s overlap length showing the 

merit of both the standalone RRR and the RRR-integrated stent as viable biomedical im-

plants for luminal constrictions. 

So far Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrated mechanical benefits of the new RRR and its con-

formance with the current state-of-the-art stenting standards. High recoil resilience and 
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radial strength of the RRR in comparison with commercial stents as well as its deploy-

ment capability by current angioplasty balloon expansion technique was demonstrated 

in Chapter 2. Moreover, RRR’s hemodynamic implications after deployment and its con-

formance with current expected hemodynamic response of a luminal support were 

demonstrated here in Chapter 3. The interlocked, thus incremental, expansion mecha-

nism of the RRR, its high transformation temperature in comparison to its deployment 

environment (human body) temperature, it thermally trained expanded shape, and the 

shape memory effect of Nitinol can potentially be utilized for alternative expansion 

mechanisms. In chapter 4 these actuation mechanisms as alternatives or complimentary 

to the current expansion by an angioplasty balloon are investigate. 
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Chapter 4. Thermal Actuation of the Recoil Resilient Ring 

Thermal Actuation of the 

Recoil Resilient Ring 
   

part from balloon expansion mechanism discussed in 

Chapter 2, the recoil resilient rings (RRR) have the po-

tential to be actuated by application of heat. This is 

possible due to the shape memory effect of Nitinol utilized in fab-

rication of the RRRs. So far, these structures were considered in 

the more flexible martensite state of their material where plastic 

deformations are readily achieved. Nevertheless, as Nitinol un-

dergoes microscopic changes in response to thermal stimuli, it can 

recover high strain rates up to 10% in the austenite state promising 

alternative expansion mechanisms for the RRR. 

Therefore, in this chapter expansion of the proposed RRR in Chap-

ter 2 by application of heat, and later electrical currents is ex-

plored. To demonstrate feasibility of such alternative actuation 

mechanisms, extensive analytical and numerical studies are con-

ducted that are complimented by experimental studies. 

  

A 

Chapter 4 
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4.1  Abstract 

In the previous chapters scaffolding and hemodynamic benefits of the new RRR design 

were discussed through several experimental and numerical studies. The conformity and 

easy expansion of the RRR using current state-of-the-art angioplasty balloons were 

demonstrated in Chapter 2 where the superior radial resilience of the RRR was demon-

strated and compared to a commercial stent. In Chapter 3, the influence of the presence 

of the RRR as a standalone or integrated support on the extension of areas with low wall 

shear stress, as a harbinger of later restenosis, compared to current stent structures was 

demonstrated. The shape memory properties of Nitinol used for fabrication of the RRR 

and the specific thermally trained shape of the RRR at its expanded state may further be 

utilized to explore other methods of actuation such as by heat. Having a transformation 

temperature, higher than the deployment region’s temperature (body temperature), it is 

possible to force the normally martensite RRR into the austenite phase that can potential-

ly exert high radial expansion forces. In this chapter these possibilities are explored 

through several studies. First, a heat-induced expansion scenario in vitro is studied by 

initially ensuring safe operation temperature values that are experienced by a mock ves-

sel through theoretical, numerical and experimental studies. Our results indicate that the 

temperature of all parts of the mock vessel during application of heat to the RRR and be-

fore its expansion fall below the recommended operation range. Furthermore, free and in 

vitro expansion of the RRR via application of heat are observed and measured in an ex-

perimental study. Secondly, the radial forces exerted by a constrained RRR that is under 

stimuli of heat are measured experimentally. Finally, using the results from the first two 

parts, an alternative actuation mechanism by application of an electric potential across 

the RRR is proposed and examined through theoretical and numerical studies. At the 

end, further suggestions are given as a continuation of this work. 

4.2  Introduction 

Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) such as Nitinol are new generations of materials that have 

the ability to recover a pre-memorized shape when heated beyond a specific temperature 

referred to as the transformation temperature. At this state of the material, called austen-

ite phase, the crystallographic structure of the material starts to align beyond the starting 
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transformation temperature (
s

A ) and reaches its peak at a higher temperature referred 

to as the finishing temperature (
f

A ). This range of temperature is a characteristic of the 

material that heavily relies on the slight changes in the ratio of nickel compound com-

pared to the titanium as well as the preparation conditions of the raw material and the 

final device [94, 239]. Therefore, 
f

A  may be engineered for specific applications ranging 

from -200˚C to 110˚C. While cold, or below the transformation temperature, the SMA has 

a low yield strength rendering it easily deformable into new shapes through a combina-

tion of superelastic and plastic strains. This state of the material is called the martensite 

state. However, upon heating beyond the transformation temperature, the SMA under-

goes changes in its crystalline structure that promote the material recover its original 

shape while reaching the austenite phase. In this process, if the material is constrained, it 

exerts extremely large forces that may be utilized for actuation [95, 239].  

The stress-strain curve of a typical martensite SMA such as Nitinol is shown in Figure 4.1 

for both the martensite and austenite phases. Shape memory effect is illustrated 

by Figure 4.1 (a), when the temperature is well below the transformation temperature. In 

this state the material is easily deformable due to the low stiffness exhibited by an initial 

linear elastic curve followed by the superelastic response from point A to B resulting in 

large deformations for small values of stress. Upon unloading, part of the deformation is 

recovered through elastic recovery though leaving residual deformations at point C. 

Raising the temperature of the material above f
A  at this stage, induces a martensite to 

austenite phase shift causing the structure recover the leftover strain from point C to the 

initial shape. This effect is referred to as the one-way shape memory effect. 

Figure 4.1 (b), demonstrates the stress strain response of the Nitinol in the austenite 

phase while the temperature of the material is maintained above f
A . The forward path 

upon loading, demonstrates the high stiffness of the material at the early stages of stress-

ing, followed by the stress-induced forward phase transformation from austenite to mar-

tensite and the resultant superelastic response from point A to B. In this state, large 

deformations are achieved with small increases in stress. During unloading, the sample 

first exhibits an elastic recovery curve from point B to C, after which the stress- relieved 

reverse martensite transformation (martensite to austenite) is observed from point C to 

D. After finishing the loading and unloading cycle, Nitinol does not exhibit any residual 
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strain, nevertheless, due to the different paths of loading and unloading curves, a hyste-

resis loop is observed. 

  

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.1. Stress-strain curve of a shape memory alloy. a) Shape memory effect, superelasticity 

from point A to B followed by residual plastic deformations in the martensite state from 

B to C, by increasing the temperature beyond Af, the unconstrained material recovers its  

initial shape resulting in zero residual strains returning to 0 from C, b) superelasticity of 

the austenite material at temperatures beyond transformation temperature , T > Af, ma-

terial is stressed elastically to point A, then enters into stress induced martensite phase 

indicated by the superelastic response from A to B. Unloading from B to C starts the re-

verse phase transformation from martensite to austenite that is culminated in the super-

elastic recovery from C to D. 

It is important to note the difference between the martensite characteristics (more specifi-

cally stress levels) of the material due to temperatures lower than the transformation 

temperature compared with the stress induced martensite characteristics while the mate-

rial’s temperature is maintained above the transformation temperature. 

As discussed in the previous chapters, the flexible martensite operation of the RRR in vi-

vo is realized by choosing the transformation temperature of the Nitinol to be well above 

the human body’s temperature, 
f

A  45‒80 °C. In this state, due to the low values of 

modulus of elasticity and yielding stress, it is easy to shape the structure by plastic de-

formations. The benefits of these properties of the RRR are twofold. It makes both the 

crimping and balloon expansion possible at pressures lower than those required for BE 

stents as demonstrated in Chapter 2. Resilience of the RRR, on the other hand, is facilitat-

ed through the interlock mechanism, detailed in Chapter 2, which provides a strong 

scaffold after each tooth traversal withstanding forces up to 2.7 times more than those of 

a BE stent. The RRR’s martensite mode of operation necessitates the use of an external 
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expanding device such as an angioplasty balloon for deployment inside a duct. In con-

trast, given the high strain recovery of the austenite Nitinol by around 10% [95, 239], fur-

ther potential actuation and/or adjustment schemes would become beneficial either in 

conjunction with or as a replacement to the use of angioplasty balloon expansion. This 

mode of expansion may be used for subsequent radial adjustments after initial deploy-

ment, should restenosis or recoil occur in the future. 

4.3  Materials and Methods 

The RRR prototype introduced in Chapter 2 is micromachined from Nitinol sheets of 0.2-

mm thickness with the starting transformation temperature (As) ranging 50‒60˚C and a 

final transformation temperature ( f
A ) of 80˚C. Both these temperatures are well above 

the typical human body temperatures of 37˚C. It is important to note that the thermal ac-

tuation methods described in this section are not unique for any specific SMA and may 

be applied to Nitinol structures with lower 
f

A , e.g. 45‒50˚C, for safe operation in vivo. In 

order to study the actuation of the crimped RRR through thermal excitation and evaluate 

the capability of the outward forces to expand against vascular walls, two in vitro meth-

ods are proposed in this chapter. 

In the first method, using a heat transfer (HT) rod, temperature of a deformed (crimped) 

RRR in the martensite state is raised slightly above the transformation temperature f
A  

while suspended inside a mock vessel. Expansion of the RRR inside the mock vessel as a 

result of phase change from martensite to austenite followed by teeth interlock and sub-

sequent cooling is confirmed visually and through measurement of the outer diameter of 

the RRR in a free expansion scenario. Due to the high value of f
A  for the Nitinol sample 

available, and in order to ensure safe operation of the mock vessel in this setup while 

close to the HT rod, analytical, numerical and experimental studies were conducted to 

evaluate the distribution of heat in the mock vessel. Moreover, to quantify the radial 

forces exerted by a constrained crimped RRR, these forces are experimentally measured 

at different temperatures while Nitinol undergoes phase transformation from martensite 

to austenite. In the end, an alternative method is proposed for the generation of heat in 

an RRR utilizing an electric current and Joule heating in electronic components for actua-

tion of the ring.  
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For heat-induced in vitro actuation of the RRR, the setup demonstrated in Figure 4.2 is 

utilized that is comprised of two major parts, the base and the mock-rod assembly.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.2. Heat transfer setup model. a) Overview of the setup, heat is applied to the base and 

transferred through the rod to the RRR, separation between the rod and the mock, in 

addition to the crossflow from the cooling fan keep the mock vessel cool to maintain its 

properties, b) close-up overview of the mock-rod assembly with the Styrofoam cap re-

moved for better visibility of the RRR. The crimped RRR is mounted on top of the HT 

rod while suspended inside the mock vessel on top of which the Styrofoam cap is 

placed. Distance between the internal walls of the mock and the HT rod is maintained 

by two Styrofoam rings. 

The base is composed of a metallic block on top of which a 3-mm-thick HT rod is mount-

ed. Being exposed to heat, the base transfers the heat to the RRR via the rod. The mock-

rod assembly includes the 1-cm-long top part of the rod with a crimped RRR at the tip of 

the rod that are encapsulated by a Styrofoam cap at the top section of the mock-rod as-

sembly as shown by Figure 4.2. This assembly is enclosed by a short section of a mock 

vessel (Dynatek Dalta Scientific Instruments, MO, USA) while the rod is being separated 

from the vascular walls for safe temperature margins.  

Geometrical and material properties of Figure 4.2 are presented in Table 4.1. In this table, 

Lsty,r and Lsty,c and denote the equivalent axial length of the Styrofoam rings and cap re-

spectively. Average thermal conductivity of the RRR is derived from the mean values of 

thermal conductivity at martensite and austenite phase of Nitinol (Memry Corp., Ger-

many). The RRR is manually crimped and placed inside a short slice of the mock vessel 
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with an internal diameter of 4 mm and 6‒8% compliance that is comparable to the hu-

man arteries. The rod thickness (3 mm) has been chosen to maintain a safe distance be-

tween the circumference of the rod and the internal walls of the mock vessel. This 

distance provides a thermal shielding effect against heating of the mock vessel. 

Table 4.1. Geometrical and material properties of the mock-rod assembly. 

 Geometric Specifications Material Specifications 

 Property Value Unit Property Value Unit 

Heat  

Transfer 

(HT) Rod 

   Material Structural Steel 

Length = Lrod 10 mm Density 7854 Kg/m3 

Radius = r1 1.5 mm Specific Heat 434 J/kg.K 

   Thermal Conductivity krod 60.5 W/m.K 

Air at 

25 °C,  

1 atm 

   Material Air 

Length = Lair,r 0.6 mm Density 1.185 Kg/m3 

Length = Lair,d 0.2 mm Specific Heat 1004 J/kg.K 

Apprch. Velocity = Vflow 7 m/s Thermal Conductivity = kair 0.026 W/m.K 

Thickness = r2-r1 0.5 mm Prandtl Number (Pr) 0.7 -- 

   Kinematic Viscosity =   15.11 mm2/s 

Styrofoam  

Insulations 

Rings Thickness = Tsty,r 0.5 mm Material Polystyrene 

Rings Length = Lsty,r × 2 0.2 mm Density 55 kg/m3 

Radius = r2 0.4 mm Specific Heat 1210 J/kg.K 

Cap Length = Lsty,c 9.8 mm Thermal Conductivity = ksty 0.027 W/m.K 

Mock  

Vessel 

Inner radius = r2 2 mm Material Silicon 

Outer radius = r3 2.15 mm Density 1160 kg/m3 

Thickness = r3-r2 0.15 mm Specific heat 1670 J/kg.K 

Length = Lmock 20 mm Thermal Conductivity = kmock 0.15 W/m.K 

RRR 

   Material Nitinol 

Length = LRRR 15  mm Density 6450 kg/m3 

Avg. Thickness = tRRR 0.106 mm Specific Heat 322.2 J/kg.K 

Width = WRRR 0.2 mm Avg. Thermal conductivity 15 W/m.K 

   Avg. Electrical Resistivity 79 µΩ/cm 
 

 

The rod and the mock vessel are separated by two rings of expanded polystyrene 

(Styrofoam, DOW Chemical, Michigan, US). These rings, referred to as Styrofoam rings, 

provide the support against the displacement of the mock vessel in the axial, radial and 

circumferential directions in addition to limiting the amount of heat transferred to the 

mock vessel due to the low thermal conductivity of both the rings and the stagnant air at 

the separation chamber. In the top section of the mock-rod assembly, the RRR is covered 

by a solid cylinder of expanded polystyrene, referred to as the Styrofoam cap, inside the 

mock vessel providing an axial support for the RRR structure. This is to ensure axial 

alignment of the two overlapping ends of the RRR while at rest and during expansion. 
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This assembly is then exposed to the forced convection of a cross-flow from a fan in-

stalled at a distance of 2 cm. 

4.4  Theoretical Analysis 

As a first step to demonstrate the thermal shielding effect of this setup for safe use of the 

mock vessel (temperatures less than 50 °C), the following one dimensional heat transfer 

analysis has been conducted using the concept of thermal resistance [240]. Assuming a 

constant rate of heat transfer through a series of media, in such analysis the thermal re-

sistance corresponds to electrical resistance, temperature difference corresponds to elec-

tric potential difference, and the heat transfer rate corresponds to electric current. 

Drawing these analogies, the complex differential heat transfer problems transform into 

one-dimensional steady-state heat transfer problems. 

The general relation of heat transfer for all modes of transfer including conduction, con-

vection and radiation can be expressed using the thermal resistance notation as: 




thermal

T
Q

R
 (4.1)   

where Q  is the steady rate of heat transfer through a medium in Watts, T  in °C is the 

temperature gradient through the medium, and 
thermal

R  is the equivalent thermal re-

sistance in W/°C calculated as follows for different modes of heat transfer. For conduc-

tive heat transfer the thermal resistance cond
R  can be derived from Fourier’s law of 

conduction resulting in: 

 
cond

L
R R

kA
 (4.2)   

where L is the length of the medium in meters, k in W/m˚K is the thermal conductivity of 

the material and A is the area of the medium through which the heat is transferred. Al-

ternatively for convective heat transfer, thermal resistance is expressed by: 

 
conv

1
R R

hA
 (4.3)   

that follows from the general Newton’s law of cooling, where h is the convective heat 

transfer coefficient of the fluid in W/m2K and A is the surface area exposed to fluid in m2. 
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Finally, where there is a gas surrounding the solid objects, the radiation effects can be 

significant and may need to be considered. Once again, expressing heat transfer by the 

general Newton’s law of cooling, radiation thermal resistance can be written as: 

 
rad

rad

1
R R

h A
 (4.4)   

where 
rad

h  is the radiation heat transfer coefficient in W/m2K calculated by: 

  2 2

rad s surr s surr
( )( )h T T T T . (4.5)   

Both the surface temperature (
s

T ) and the surrounding temperature (
surr

T ) are in Kelvin. 

In this relation   denotes the grey-body emissivity of the object and   is the Stefan-

Boltzmann constant. Consider a radial cross-section of the mock-rod assembly as illus-

trate in Figure 4.3 (a) where the external surface of the mock vessel is exposed to a cross-

flow from the fan.  

 

 

(a)  (b) 

Figure 4.3. Cross-sectional overview of the mock-rod assembly. a) Mock vessel and the rod are 

separated through a distance of 0.5 mm by a combination of the Styrofoam rings and 

stagnant air, denoted by the insulation layer, b) the equivalent thermal resistance net-

work, T∞1 , T∞2 refer to constant temperatures of the rod and the room. Thermal resistance 

of the insulation layer (R1) can be derived from a weighted average of the total resistance 

of the stagnant air and the two Styrofoam rings.  

The mock vessel encompasses the HT rod while being separated from it by a cylinder of 

stagnant air trapped between two low-height rings of Styrofoam. Assuming the effect of 

heat radiation is very low compared to the conductive and convective heat transfer and 

taking the circumference of the rod as an isothermal surface along the longitudinal axis 

of the mock-rod assembly, the equivalent thermal resistance network of the mock-rod 
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assembly is shown in Figure 4.3 (b). In this figure, 
1

R  refer to the combined conductive 

thermal resistance of the stagnant air and the Styrofoam rings (insulation layer), 
2

R  re-

fers to the conductive thermal resistance of the mock vessel, and 
3

R  refers to the convec-

tive thermal resistance of the crossflow from the fan. 

Due to the close thermal conductivity of the stagnant air and the Styrofoam rings as 

shown in Table 4.1, weighted average value for the thermal conductivity of an insulation 

layer consisting of the stagnant air and the Styrofoam rings (
ins

k ) is calculated by: 

 
 

sty sty rod sty air

ins

rod

2 ( 2 )
0.26 (W/m C)

L k L L k
k

L
. (4.6)   

Therefore the effective thermal resistance of this insulation layer between the rod and 

internal walls of the mock vessel is: 



 
 
 

   

2

1

1

ins r

co d_in

od

n s

ln

173.13 ( C / W)
2

r
r

R R
k L

. (4.7)   

Given the uniform cylindrical shape of the mock vessel, the thermal resistance across this 

structure is: 



 
 
 

   

3

2

2 cond_mock

mock rod

ln

7.68 ( C / W)
2

r
r

R R
k L

. (4.8)   

Note that due to the assumption of one-dimensional heat transfer in the radial direction 

of the assembly, the heat transfer along the longitudinal axis of the mock vessel is ig-

nored and the effective length has become equal to the length of the portion of the vessel 

that runs along the rod (
rod

L ). A more detailed analysis considering heat transfer in the 

axial direction is given later in this section.  

As the external surface of the mock vessel is exposed to the forced convection of the fan, 

first it is necessary to calculate the convective cooling heat transfer coefficient of the air. 

The entire length of the mock-rod assembly in Figure 4.2 is subject to an external forced 

convection of a small microprocessor cooling fan providing a uniform approach velocity 

of around 7 m/s on average. This is when the fan is rotating at 70% of its maximum RPM 

capacity. These values are typical of current cooling fans mounted on top of microelec-

tronic components heat sinks.  
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Given the definition of the Nusselt (Nu) number [240], the convective heat transfer co-

efficient 
flow

h , can be calculated from: 


  



conv flow flow chr

cond air chr air

Nu
/

q h T h L

q k T L k
 (4.9)   

where 
conv

q  and 
cond

q  are convective and conductive rate of heat flux (the rate of heat 

transfer per unit time per unit surface area) respectively. The parameter 
chr

L  is the char-

acteristic length of the geometry. In the case of a crossflow over a cylinder, the character-

istic length is equal to the external diameter of the radial cross-section of the assembly, in 

this case the mock vessel. Value of Nusselt number depends on the regime of the fluid 

that can be determined by the Reynolds (Re) number defined as follows: 


  flow chrInertial forces

Re
Viscous forces

V L
 (4.10)   

where 
flow

V  is the upstream (approach) velocity and   is the kinematic viscosity of the 

fluid. The value of Re, mainly describes the fluid flow regime [240]. Given relation (4.9), 

the average Nusselt number for the laminar flow across the external surface of the mock 

vessel can be expressed by the empirical relation of Churchill and Bernstein [240]: 

 

  
     

     
  

4/5
5/81/2 1/3

cyl 1/4
2/3

0.62 Re Pr Re
Nu 0.3 1

282000
1 0.4 / Pr

 (4.11)   

where Pr is the dimensionless Prandtl Number of the fluid, a characteristic of the materi-

al properties of the fluid that is close to 1 for most of the gases. Substituting values given 

in Table 4.1 into equations (4.10), (4.11) then (4.9) results in the average effective convec-

tive heat transfer coefficient of 
flow

h  136 W/m2K that yields: 


   

3 conv

3 rod flow

1
54.55 ( C / W)

2
R R

r L h
. (4.12)   

Due to the presence of the thermal resistors in series, the total thermal resistance is simp-

ly the addition of all individual ones resulting in: 

    
total 1 2 3

235.35 ( C / W)R R R R . (4.13)   

Consequently, assuming the temperature of the rod and the room are kept constant at 

80°C and 20°C respectively, the rate of heat transfer though the rod, insulation layer, and 

mock vessel into the room evaluates to: 
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total

0.25 W
T

Q
R

. (4.14)   

Given the analogy between the electric current and the rate of heat transfer, and the con-

stant rate of heat transfer through all the layers of the media in Figure 4.3 (a), the uni-

form temperature at the internal walls of the mock vessel 
1

T  is calculated by: 


  

1 1 1
T T Q R  (4.15)   

where 
1

T  is the temperature of the HT rod assumed constant at 80 °C to ensure applica-

tion of temperatures above the transformation temperature of Nitinol to RRR and 
1

R  is 

the conductive heat resistance of the insulation layer evaluated by relation (4.7). This 

yields 
1

36 °CT , which is well below the thermal operating range of the mock vessel, up 

to 50 °C (Dynatek Dalta Scientific Instruments, MO, USA). 

The theoretical framework described in this section provides a good first estimate of 

temperature distribution in the radial direction of the cross-section of the mock-rod as-

sembly, yet it is limited in accuracy due to the following reasons. In an actual setup, the 

heat flux is fetched through the bottom of the rod resulting in heat dissipation in the lon-

gitudinal direction of the assembly as well as the radial direction. This actual scenario 

turns the heat transfer problem into a multi-dimensional problem governed by more 

complex differential equations.  

A better approximation of the heat transfer problem in this section may be derived from 

the theory of heat transfer from finned surfaces [240]. Choosing a differential volume 

along the assembly of Figure 4.2 (b) and adopting a uniform insulation layer with effec-

tive thermal conductivity equal to ins
k , the following energy balance equations can be 

written for the bottom section of the rod-mock assembly along the longitudinal axis (x-

axis) of the differential volume shown in Figure 4.4, 

          in cond out cond comb
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Q x Q x Q x Q x x Q x . (4.16)   

In this equation, 
in

( )Q x  is the rate of heat transfer into the differential volume from the 

cross-sectional surface of the rod at distance x, and 
out

( )Q x  is the compound rate of heat 

transfer out of the differential volume in both longitudinal, 
cond

( )Q x x , and radial, 

comb
( )Q x , directions.  
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Figure 4.4. Fin analysis of the heat transfer assembly. Heat transfer along a differential volume 

of the mock-rod assembly. The uniform insulation has a weighted average thermal con-

ductivity of the stagnant air and the Styrofoam rings defined in relation (4.6). Heat 

transfer in the rod is in both the axial (base to tip) and radial (rod to air) directions while 

in the insulation layer it is assumed to be dominated in the radial direction. 

The thermal resistance network of the differential volume for heat loss in the radial di-

rection is similar to the network described in Figure 4.3 with an equivalent length of Δx 

that yields: 




 2
comb

comb

( )
( )

T x T
Q x

R
 (4.17)   

where 
comb

R  is the combined thermal resistance of the differential volume in the radial 

direction composed of the following components: 

  
comb cond_ins cond_mock conv

R R R R , (4.18)   
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ln /
,

2

r rA
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x k
 , (4.19) 

 


 


3 2

cond_mock
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ln /
,

2

r rB
R B

x k
 , (4.20) 


 


conv

3 flow

1
,

2

C
R C

x r h
 . (4.21) 

By substitution and rearranging Equation (4.16), taking the limit when   0x  and us-

ing Fourier’s law of heat conduction along the rod [240], differential Equation (4.22) de-

scribes the heat transfer along the bottom section of the mock-rod assembly starting from 

the base of HT rod up to its tip. In this equation, c
A  is the cross-sectional area of the rod 

and D is the sum of A, B and C from equations (4.19) to (4.21). 
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2

2
rod c 2

( )( )
0

T x Td T x
k A

Ddx
 (4.22)   

To account for the effect of heat loss from the top section of the assembly, extension from 

the tip of the rod to the tip of the mock vessel, an appended length, 
added

L  in 

tion (4.23), can be added to the length of rod (
rod

L ). This allows for the top of the assem-

bly to be considered as a perfectly insulated surface [240]. Therefore, the total length of 

the assembly can be expressed by: 

 
total rod added

L L L . (4.23)   

The added length can be evaluated by equating the expected rate of heat transfer from 

the tip of the rod to the rate of heat transfer through the added length of the assembly 

and considering the tip of the resultant longer assembly as a perfectly insulated tip. This 

can be expressed by: 

 
   

    
     


total

rod

rod tip 2 rod 2
out,tip added

total_tip

( ) ( )
L

L

T x T T x T
Q Q dx

R D
 (4.24)   

where rod tip
( )T x and 

rod
( )T x  respectively refer to the temperature of the rod at the tip of 

the rod and a coordinate between 
rod

L  and 
total

.L  An upper, yet close, approximation for 

added
Q may be found by assuming a uniform temperature for the rod along the added 

length, from 
rod

L  to 
total

L , that is equal to rod tip
( )T x . This results in: 

 
    

     
     

rod tip 2 rod tip 2

out,tip added

total_tip added

( ) ( )

/

T x T T x T
Q Q

R D L
, (4.25)   


added

total_tip

D
L

R
 (4.26) 

where 
total_tip

R is the effective thermal resistance of the assembly along the appended 

length. Value of this resistance may be evaluated considering the following assumptions. 

Due to the high thermal conductivity of the RRR and its small dimensions in comparison 

with the rest of the assembly, its thermal resistance can be ignored for these evaluations. 

From Figure 4.2 (b), it is apparent that the heat dissipation from the tip of the rod is 

mainly by means of two general media one being the insulation layer above the rod that 

is composed of the short column of stagnant air surrounding the RRR and the Styrofoam 
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cap cylinder above it, and the other being the extension of the mock vessel at the top sec-

tion of the assembly.  

Once again, due to the close values of thermal conductivity of the stagnant air and poly-

styrene, it is reasonable to assume a uniform insulation cylinder for the top section of the 

assembly by a weighted average value for the thermal conductivity. Using a similar fin 

analysis for the top section of the assembly and assuming the axial direction of the insu-

lation cylinder as the main direction of heat transfer by conduction in this media, the 

thermal resistance network of Figure 4.5 can be established from the tip of the rod.  

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.5. Thermal resistance network at the top section of mock-rod assembly. a) Heat is dis-

sipated by the mock and the cylinder of insulation above the tip. Dominant mode of 

transfer in the insulation zone is conduction in the axial direction followed by the con-

vective heat transfer at the top. Heat transfer through the mock resembles that of a plate 

fin subject to a flow, b) equivalent thermal resistance network composed of the parallel 

resistors from the mock and the insulation cylinder. Thermal conductivity of the insula-

tion is from a weighted average of the stagnant air and polystyrene. 

As shown by this figure, axial direction is considered as the dominant direction of heat 

transfer through the insulation cylinder. This is followed by the convective heat transfer 

from the top of the assembly resulting in two thermal resistors in series ins
R and top

R  as 

shown in Figure 4.5 (b). Values of these resistors can be evaluated by: 


top

ins

ins,top c,ins

L
R

k A
, (4.27)   


top

top c,ins

1
R

h A
 (4.28)   
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where top
L = 10 mm refers to the length of the top section of the mock-rod assembly 

in Figure 4.2 (b) and 
c,ins

A refers to the cross-sectional area of the insulation cylinder 

shown in Figure 4.5 (a). 

To find the convective heat transfer coefficient of air at the flat top of the assembly ( top
h ) 

equations (4.9) and (4.10) can be used. In this case Nusselt number at the top of the as-

sembly, as the result of the laminar flow (Re < 5 × 105) over the flat circular cap of the 

Styrofoam cylinder in Figure 4.5 (a) can be expressed by: 

    
0.5 1/3top top

top top air

air

Nu 0.664 Re Pr
h L

k
, (4.29)   





 
 
 



2
flow

top

2
Re

r
V

 
(4.30)   

where  
2

/ 2r  is the average characteristic length of the circular cap at the top of the as-

sembly that is subject to the forced convection of the fan. 

To calculate the effective thermal resistance of the mock vessel (
mock

R ) shown in Figure 

4.5, the heat transfer analysis in fin structures defined by the differential equation of rela-

tion (4.22) can be utilized. In this case, as shown by the differential volume in Figure 4.5 

(a), the heat flux that enters at axial distance x, cond,mock
( )Q x , is equal to the sum of the flux 

that exits through conduction, 
cond,mock

( )Q x x , and convection, conv,mock
( )Q x . Solving for 

the differential equation and assuming that the mock temperature at the very top reaches 

the environment temperate (
2

T ), rate of heat transfer through the mock vessel is ex-

pressed by: 

   
  

1/2

mock flow mock mock c,mock mock tip 2
( )Q h P k A T x T  (4.31)   

where mock
P and 

c,mock
A  refer to the periphery and the cross-sectional area of the mock 

vessel respectively. Temperature difference between the bottom of the mock (at top sec-

tion of the mock-rod assembly, Figure 4.2, b) and the room temperature,



mock tip 2

( )T x T , 

can be expressed in terms of the temperature of the rod at this point and the thermal pa-

rameters A, B and C found using Equations (4.19) to (4.21) resulting in the equalities giv-

en in Equations (4.32) and (4.33).  
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T x T T x T
p x p x

A B C B C
 (4.32)   

 


   
  

mock xtip 2 rod tip 2
( ) ( )

B C
T x T T x T

A B C
 (4.33)   

In Equations (4.32) the newly defined parameter p  is the rate of heat transfer along a 

medium per unit length of the medium in the axial direction. Substituting into rela-

tion (4.31), the effective thermal resistance of the mock (
mock

R ) is: 

  
  

   

1/2

mock

flow mock mock c,mock

1A B C
R

B C h P k A
. (4.34)   

Given thermal resistance network of the tip shown in Figure 4.5 (b), total effective ther-

mal resistance from the tip is then expressed by: 

 



 

mock air top

total_tip

mock air top

( )R R R
R

R R R
. (4.35)   

By substitution into the relations given so far and solving for T(x) and applying the ini-

tial conditions the temperature at position x from the base of the rod at the rod surface 

can be expressed by: 



 

   
  

total

2 2

total

cosh ( )
( ) ( )

cosh( )b

L x
T x T T T

L
 (4.36)   

where 
b

T  is the temperature of the rod at the base of the mock-rod assembly as shown 

in Figure 4.4 and α is expressed by: 


 

  
 

1/2

rod c

1

k A D
. (4.37)   

In order to find the temperature at different axial distances from the base of the mock-

rod assembly along the radial direction, such as the internal surface of the mock vessel, 

using relation (4.17), the rate of heat transfer per unit axial length of the assembly in the 

radial direction can be defined by: 




 2
comb

( )
( )

T x T
p x

D
 (4.38)   

where ( )T x  is temperature of the surface of the rod at axial distance x from the base of 

the mock-rod assembly as shown in Figure 4.4. Given the steady rate of heat transfer 
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through all the layers of media in the radial direction, temperature at the internal surface 

of the mock vessel at axial distance x from the base of the mock-rod assembly can be ex-

pressed by: 

 
1 comb
( ) ( ) ( )T x T x p x A  (4.39)   

where A is the thermal resistance per axial unit length of the assembly in the insulation 

region from the base to the tip of the rod as defined in (4.19). 

4.4.1  Results 

Figure 4.6 shows the temperature distribution on the internal and external surfaces of the 

mock vessel along the longitudinal axis of the assembly up to the tip of the rod.  

  

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.6. Temperature distribution along walls of mock vessel. a) Temperature distribution 

along the longitudinal axis of the mock-rod assembly on the internal and, b) external 

surfaces of mock vessel. The Uniform Analysis overestimates the internal temperature 

as it gets closer to the deployment area of the RRR at x = 10 mm.  

The data is reported for the two approaches adopted in this section. “Uniform Analysis” 

results refer to the results of the one-dimensional analysis assuming an isothermal sur-

face along the length and circumference of the rod and the “Fin Analysis” results refer to 

the differential analysis based on the theory of heat transfer in fins. The average line 

shows the average values over the results of the Fin Analysis. As indicated by this figure, 

while the uniform analysis overestimates the temperature by at most 1˚C at the deploy-

ment area of the RRR (rod tip), yet both the internal and external walls of the vessel do 

not surpass the mock vessel’s nominal temperatures (< 50˚C). 

Figure 4.7 (a) presents the temperature distribution along the longitudinal axis of the HT 

rod from the base of the mock-rod assembly. As indicated by the tip temperature from 
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the fin analysis of the assembly, this temperature falls below the 
f

A  of the Nitinol RRR 

by the applied 80˚C temperature at the base. Therefore, to compensate for this loss, high-

er temperatures are required at the base. Figure 4.7 (b) shows the temperature of the rod 

using higher values of 
base

T  85˚C in the fin analysis and 
base

T  81˚C in the uniform 

analysis to ensure raising the temperature of the tip, therefore RRR, above 
f

A . These re-

sults further highlight the importance of considering the axial heat transfer and tempera-

ture loss by using the more detailed fin analysis outlined in this section to acquire the 

adequate mock-rod assembly base temperature for actuation of the RRR. 

  

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.7. Temperature distribution along heat transfer (HT) rod. a) Temperature distribution 

along the longitudinal axis of the mock-rod assembly on the outer surfaces of the rod for 

Tbase = 80˚C for both the uniform and fin analysis, b) temperature distribution along the 

longitudinal axis of the mock-rod assembly on the outer surfaces of the rod when Tbase = 

81˚C for the uniform analysis and Tbase = 85˚C for the fin analysis. Higher temperatures 

are to ensure that the RRR temperature reaches Af. 

Given these new higher temperatures of the base, temperature distribution on the inter-

nal and external surfaces of the mock vessel along the axial direction of the mock-rod as-

sembly are shown in Figure 4.8. As indicates, a safe mock vessel temperature margin by 

at least 13˚C is still maintained. In the next section rigorous numerical analyses are con-

ducted in order to evaluate the theoretical results presented in this section. First a sim-

plified analysis that readily utilises the convective heat transfer coefficients derived in 

this section is proposed, followed by a coupled field analysis incorporating computa-

tional fluid dynamics and heat transfer wherein the aforementioned parameters are di-

rectly calculated by the solver.   
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.8. Temperature distribution along walls of mock vessel, high temperature input. 

Mock-rod assembly base temperature is raised by 1˚C in the uniform analysis and by 

5˚C in the fin analysis to ensure martensite to austenite phase transformation of the 

RRR. These results indicate maintaining the structural integrity of the mock vessel 

demonstrated by the low temperatures along its internal walls (< 50˚C). 

4.5  Numerical Analysis: Uniform Heat Transfer 

The theoretical framework that is detailed in the previous section provided a first step 

towards demonstrating safe operation of the mock vessel in the heat transfer setup 

shown in Figure 4.2. The limitations of these approaches are as follows: comparison of 

the uniform and the fin based analysis underlines the importance of inclusion of heat 

transfer in the axial direction due to the conceivable thermal resistance of structural steel 

in the axial direction and the localized heat source at the base. Comparison of these re-

sults clearly shows overestimation of both the vessel and RRR temperatures by the uni-

form analysis and necessitated the more elaborate approach of fin analysis. Furthermore, 

due to the complex fluid regime close to the external walls of the mock vessel, Nusselt 

number at this area is not always constant.  

This is primarily due to the fact that an external flow a across circular shape involves 

flow separation that is difficult to handle analytically. Particularly, Nusselt number starts 

with high values at the front side of the cylinder that is straight against the flow (stagna-

tion zone) then drops as the thickness of the boundary layer increases from front to the 

sides. This trend is then followed by an abrupt increase at the sides where the flow sepa-

ration and intense mixing occurs (the wake region). The Nusselt numbers calculated in 

the previous section are average values resultant of numerous experimental attempts 
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[240]. Moreover, in order to reduce the complexity of the differential equations in the fin 

analysis a uniform insulation layer was assumed whose thermal conductivity was calcu-

lated from the weighted average values of the stagnant air and the Styrofoam rings. Due 

to the lower thermal conductivity of the stagnant air compared with the polystyrene, it is 

expected that the temperature of the mock vessel around the Styrofoam rings increases 

slightly that calls for further analysis. Consequently, in order to account for these details 

and their effect on the distribution of temperature on both the RRR and the walls of the 

mock vessel further numerical studies are required. 

In this section, a 3D steady-state heat transfer analysis is conducted by means of finite 

element analysis (FEA). In these studies the energy balance equations of the constant 

heat transfer are solved by the commercial FEA package ANSYS heat transfer (ANSYS 

Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). For a steady-state thermal analysis in ANSYS, the degrees of 

freedom are limited to temperatures T that are solved for by the matrix equation: 

[ ( )]{ } { ( )}K T T Q T  (4.40)   

where the [ ]K  refers to the matrix of the thermal conductance of materials (reciprocals of 

thermal resistance). Fixed temperatures applied to a model represent the constraints and 

boundary conditions on the system [241]. In this case, the general modes of heat transfer 

are solved for by giving the corresponding parameters such as the convective heat trans-

fer coefficient and thermal conductivity as inputs of the problem. Therefore, the empha-

sis is more given on the distribution of temperatures and heat flux through different 

layers of the media in the mock-rod assembly. Due to adoption of a uniform average 

convective heat transfer coefficient, the study proposed in this section is referred to as the 

“Uniform Analysis”. A more rigorous approach incorporating the computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) of the cross flow is presented in the next section referred to as the “Con-

jugate Analysis”. 

4.5.1  Materials and Methods  

The rod, stagnant air, Styrofoam rings and the mock vessel are modelled as concentric 

cylinders with the dimensional parameters given in Table 4.1. Extension of the rod from 

the base of the mock-rod assembly to the base of the heat transfer setup is discarded to 

simplify the model. Figure 4.9 shows the components of the 3D model for this analysis 
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along with the applied boundary conditions. Isotropic thermal conductivities of the ma-

terials of the model are chosen to be consistent with the values in Table 4.1. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.9. Geometry of the 3D thermal analysis model. a) Overview of the model, dimensional 

and material properties of the model are given in Table 4.1. Convective cooling bounda-

ry conditions are applied based values of heat transfer coefficients derived from the the-

oretical analysis outlined in the previous section, b) closes-up view of the deployment 

area with the Styrofoam cap removed for better visibility of the RRR. 

A base temperature of 85˚C is applied to the rod at the base of the mock-rod assembly, 

where the heat flux is supplied to the assembly in the experimental setting. The external 

walls of the circumference of the mock vessel are subjected to convective cooling with an 

effective heat transfer coefficient of 136 W/m2K as calculated by equations (4.9) to (4.11) 

in the previous section. A planar convective cooling is also applied to the top of the as-

sembly with heat transfer coefficient of 185 W/m2K derived from equations (4.29) 

and (4.30) of the previous section. The assembly in Figure 4.9 is first developed in Solid-

Works (SolidWorks Corp., Velizy, France), then imported into ANSYS. To ensure accura-

cy of the results and their independence from the mesh size, a mesh sensitivity analysis 

was conducted before reporting the results. Six levels of mesh refinement were first de-

fined with the mesh size reduced by a factor of two at each level in comparison to the 

previous one across sensitive areas such as the rod, mock vessel, insulation layers and 

the RRR. Given that the difference between the maximum values of interest (tempera-

ture) from one refinement level to the next fell to less than 3%, the third level comprised 

of 103,000 elements was chosen to report the final results. All the regular shapes such as 

the rod, Styrofoam rings and cap, the mock vessel and the stagnant insulating air be-

tween the mock vessel and the rod, were primarily meshed with hexahedral elements. In 
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contrast, due to the non-rectangular sawtooth structures of the RRR, it is meshed with 

both tetrahedral and hexahedral elements. To better capture temperature gradient across 

the RRR, a further level of refinement was defined for this domain resulting in four and 

three elements across its width and thickness respectively. Meshing across the mock ves-

sel’s thickness is also further refined compared to the rod and the insulation layers to 

better capture the temperature gradient across its thickness. Figure 4.10 presents an 

overview of the meshed geometry. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.10. Discretised mock-rod domain. a) Axial cross-sectional overview of domain, all the 

components are meshed with regular hexahedral elements except for the column of air 

at the top section of the assembly and the RRR, b) detailed view of the refined meshing 

across the thickness and width of the RRR to better capture the temperature gradient in 

this region. Mock vessel is hidden for better visibility of the components. 

Simulations are run for the full 3D model. This approach was necessary due to the 

asymmetrical shape of the RRR and its overlapping ends from the two sides as shown 

in Figure 4.10 (b). Simulations are run on a Dell Precision workstation with two quad-

core Xeon processors and 20 GB of RAM. 

4.5.2  Results  

Temperature contour plots shown in Figure 4.11 (a) demonstrate the uniform distribu-

tion of temperature circumferentially at any given radial distance from the centre of the 

mock-rod assembly while gradually decreasing in the axial direction. Temperature dis-
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tribution along the longitudinal axis of the HT rod, from the base of the mock-rod as-

sembly to the rod tip, is presented in Figure 4.11 (b) in comparison with the analytical 

results from the previous section. As expected, due to the heat loss in the radial direction, 

the top end exhibits a lower temperature averaged at 82˚C. As indicated by this figure, 

the analytical approach (fin analysis) is able to predict the temperature at the tip with 

0.6% accuracy on average, showing its merit for first hand calculations. 

 

 

(a)   (b) 

Figure 4.11. Temperature distribution in the axial direction of the rod. a) Contour plots of tem-

perature along the HT rod, temperature distribution in the circumferential direction at 

any radial coordinate is uniform. The drop towards the tip is due to the fin effect, b) 

temperature distribution along the longitudinal axis of the rod from the base to the tip 

in comparison with the fin analysis results. The simulation trend closely follows the ana-

lytical trend demonstrating an average accuracy of at least 0.6% for the fin analysis. 

Vector plots of the heat flux along the mock-rod assembly are shown in Figure 4.12 (a) 

with the close-up view near the external layers of the domain (mock vessel). As this fig-

ure shows, although the majority of heat being transferred in the rod is in axial direction, 

in the insulation layers (Styrofoam rings or stagnant air) and mock vessel, heat transfer is 

dominant in the radial direction. This effect is further confirmed by the flux distribution 

values in Figure 4.12 (b) that are reported along the radial report path highlighted 

in Figure 4.12 (a). As demonstrated by the higher flux values along the radial path, the 

axial heat flux starts with a very high value that is on the surface of the rod then sudden-

ly drops to values close to zero. On the other hand, the radial flux values start with a rel-

atively small value on the surface of the rod followed by higher values along the radial 

distance. These results further validate the assumption taken in the previous section re-
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garding the primary direction of the heat transfer in the insulation and mock vessel lay-

ers in the calculation of 
comb

R . 

  

(a)  (b) 

Figure 4.12. Heat flux in the mock-rod assembly. a) Vector plots of the heat flux along the mock-

rod assembly, close-up image at the insulation and mock vessel layers shows primary 

direction of heat transfer in the radial direction, b) radial and axial heat flux along the 

flux report path highlighted in part (a), high axial heat flux is observed at the surface of 

the rod then followed by close to zero flux along the radial path. Radial flux on the sur-

face is first low then becomes the dominant mode of heat transfer along the path in the 

insulation and mock vessel domains.  

Figure 4.13 (a) shows the temperature contour plots on the internal and external walls of 

the mock vessel. As expected before, the regions of Styrofoam implantation demonstrate 

higher temperatures relative to the areas at the proximity of stagnant air. That is due to 

the higher thermal conductivity of polystyrene than that of the stagnant air (Table 4.1). 

This effect is not reflected in the theoretical results by the assumption of a weighted av-

erage value for the entire insulation region between the mock and the rod. These results 

demonstrate better efficiency of numerical simulations in predicting localized regions of 

higher temperature. As shown by the radial cross-sectional contour plots of Figure 4.11 

(a), temperature distribution in the circumferential direction shows to be uniform. There-

fore, temperature values along paths running parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 

mock-rod assembly on the internal and external walls of the mock vessel are presented 

in Figure 4.13 (b) in comparison with the analytical results. As demonstrated all the in-

ternal temperatures fall below the safe range of mock vessel ensuring its integrity of the 

structure during application of heat to the crimped RRR. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

Figure 4.13. Temperature distribution along internal walls of mock vessel. a) Contour plots of 

temperature along the internal and, b) external walls of the mock vessel. Styrofoam im-

plantation zones show relatively higher temperatures due to the higher thermal conduc-

tivity of polystyrene compared to stagnant air. Temperature in the circumferential 

direction is uniform with a 0.15˚C standard deviation, c) temperature distribution along 

the longitudinal axis of the mock-rod assembly. Marginal jumps in the overall trends 

correspond to the zones of Styrofoam implantation.  

Temperature distribution contour plots on the surface of the simplified RRR at the tip of 

the rod are shown in Figure 4.14 (a). As indicated by these results, the lowest tempera-

ture of the RRR is well above the highest transformation temperature ( f
A ) by at least 

1.5˚C ensuring austenite mode of operation of the RRR. To further examine distribution 

of temperature inside the RRR’s body, temperatures along the paths along the circumfer-

ence, thickness and the width of RRR are reported in Figure 4.14 (b). The horizontal axis 

in this figure denotes normalized length of the path. As indicated by this figure, high 

temperatures are uniformly distributed in all directions with standard deviation values 

of the temperature in the thickness, width and circumferential directions around 0.08, 

0.02 and 0.14˚C respectively. 

The numerical results in this section provide a better estimation of the temperature dis-

tribution along the internal walls of the assembly. In comparison with the analytical 

model, the numerical model in this section had the advantage of closer examination of 

the areas at the proximity of the Styrofoam rings. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, use 

of an average Nusselt number for the flow across the assembly lacks adequate details to 

find the absolute highest temperatures that can be experienced during the heat-induced 

expansion tests. Moreover, due to the simplified heat transfer formulations of these anal-
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yses, only thermal resistance values are looked into for every element missing other in-

formation such as density and specific heat. Therefore, in this section, a more compre-

hensive model of the assembly in Figure 4.2 including the flow regime and detailed 

material properties is considered.  

  

(a)  (b) 

Figure 4.14. Temperature distribution in the simplified RRR. a) Contour plots of temperature on 

the external faces of the structure. The lowest temperature observed is higher than the 

transformation temperature of the Nitinol, which guarantees the austenite phase of op-

eration of the RRR, b) temperature values in the circumferential, thickness and width di-

rection of the RRR. Low deviations from the average value show a uniform distribution 

of temperature in all directions of the structure.  

4.6  Numerical Analysis: Conjugate Heat Transfer 

In this study, equations of balance of momentum and energy are solved simultaneously 

to acquire a more realistic view of heat dissipation, and temperature distribution along 

the assembly that is subject to the crossflow of the cooling fan in Figure 4.2 (a). Moreover, 

results from this model provide an opportunity to validate the assumptions made in the 

previous sections regarding the air stagnation zones between the rod and the Styrofoam 

insulation bodies. 

4.6.1  Materials and Methods 

The 3D model of the mock-rod assembly composed of the rod, Styrofoam rings, and the 

mock vessel are adopted from the previous section with the material and dimensional 

properties given in Table 4.1. The assembly is then enclosed by a chamber of fluid air. 

The gap between the Styrofoam rings, the rod and the mock vessel is also filled with flu-
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id air. The realistic crimped model of the RRR is laid at the tip of the rod surrounded by 

the stagnant air and capped by the Styrofoam cap. Figure 4.15 demonstrates the 3D 

model of conjugate heat transfer setup and the applied boundary conditions. 

 
Figure 4.15. FEA model of the mock-rod assembly in a fluid chamber. Air is considered as in-

compressible. Turbulent models are enabled for the model due to the high values of 

Reynolds number. Dominant modes of heat transfer include thermal conduction and 

convection while ignoring effect of radiation. A normal, approach velocity is applied to 

the inlet with a zero gauge pressure to the outlet. 

As shown by this figure, the mock-rod assembly of Figure 4.2 (b), is enclosed by a cham-

ber of air with the height, width, and length of 100 mm, 80 mm and 80 mm respectively 

that extend the region by 10 times the characteristic dimension (external diameter of 

mock vessel) of the assembly from all sides. Sensitivity analyses were conducted to in-

vestigate the dimensional assumptions of the fluid chamber on the values of critical in-

formation of interest such as the RRR’s average temperature and the mock vessel’s 

highest temperature values. Our results indicate that a chamber larger than the afore-

mentioned does not incur any changes in these values. To provide a more realistic model 

of the fan’s effect at close proximity of the assembly, a cylinder with a 3-mm diameter is 

sculpted out of the fluid and extended to a distance of 10 mm from the mock-rod assem-

bly. At this location, the wall facing the assembly is chosen as the inlet that is subject to a 

flow of air with a normal approach velocity of 7 m/s and a constant temperature of 20˚C 

(room temperature). The opposite face of the inlet is then assigned as the outlet accom-
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modating outflow of temperature through convection while all the other surfaces are as-

signed as fluid walls. All the cavities between the solid bodies of mock vessel, rod, 

Styrofoam rings, and the RRR are filled with fluid air considering their velocity and tem-

perature as degrees of freedom in calculations. At the contact surfaces (intersection re-

gions) of solid bodies to other solid bodies or fluid domains, interfaces are introduced to 

account for the wall effect as well as heat transfer through them.  

The isotropic material models of Table 4.1 are adopted for the solid materials that are 

considered as rigid bodies. Rigid body assumption is considered reasonable for this 

model due to the fact that no solid body deflections or movements were observed during 

the experimental results.  

The flow field is generated by solving for the equations of conservation of mass and 

momentum in the x, y and z directions expressed by: 

 . 0V , (4.41)     

 
  

       
 

2

air
. p

t

V
V V V f  (4.42)   

where the vector quantity V is the velocity of the fluid,   is density, p  is pressure, f rep-

resents body forces acting on the fluid, and air  stands for the dynamic viscosity of air. 

Simultaneously, the model solves for the thermal balance of the mock-rod assembly and 

the air flowing in the chamber. Dominant modes of heat transfer are conduction (in the 

assembly) and convection in the cooling air (via the external walls of the assembly) while 

ignoring the effect of heat radiation. The temperature field across all the contact surfaces 

is assumed to be continuous disregarding contact resistance. These equations are solved 

using stabilized finite volume formulations for fluid flow by the commercial CFD pack-

age ANSYS CFX (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg PA, USA) in a steady-state analysis. Physical 

properties of air such as thermal conductivity, heat capacity and density are defined by 

the uniform properties given in Table 4.1. Due to the subsonic velocities, air is modelled 

as an incompressible fluid, yet because of the high Reynolds numbers (Re ≈ 2000) Shear 

Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model is enabled for the fluid domain.  

At the outlet a zero gauge pressure is applied while a no slip condition is introduced at 

all solid surfaces (zero velocity at walls). Data of interest in this analysis is the tempera-

ture distribution across different parts of the assembly, more specifically on the internal 
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walls of the mock vessel and surface temperate of the RRR. Independence of the fluid 

regime from the fluid chamber dimensions is later demonstrated in this section by the 

low velocity gradients close to the walls of the chamber. 

To ensure accuracy of the results, a mesh sensitivity analysis is conducted prior to the 

final reports. In this study successive mesh refinement levels are defined, each reducing 

the size of the fluid and solid elements by 50%, thereby increasing the number of ele-

ments by a factor of 2. Critical information such as highest temperature of the mock ves-

sel, lowest temperature of the ring, average distribution of temperature along the axial 

direction of the rod and velocity profile around the circumference of the assembly, more 

particularly appearance of the flow wake region, were compared from one level to the 

other. As soon as the highest difference between these values fell below 3%, the corre-

sponding refinement level was chosen for reporting the results. The geometry is meshed 

with both tetrahedral and hexahedral elements, shown in Figure 4.16, majority of which 

belong to the former due to different part sizes and irregular shapes around the RRR 

sawtooth structures. Mesh size was chosen to be smaller in and around the assembly in 

the fluid region, shown in Figure 4.16 (b), with a slow inflation rate throughout the fluid 

domain to accommodate smoother convergence of the results and better capture of the 

fluid flow close to this region. Following this objective, close to the walls of the mock 

vessel assembly a hexahedral boundary mesh with multiple layers is generated. The final 

mesh consisting of around 2,000,000 elements is shown in Figure 4.16 with close-up view 

near the assembly in parts (b) and (c).  

Convergence criterion for the residuals of heat, mass, momentum and turbulence are all 

set to 10-5 that is one order of magnitude lower than the solver’s default. The total num-

ber of iterations for completion is set to 800 and the solver is due to iterate to the last one 

even if it reaches the target residual accuracy. This is to ensure stability of results over a 

number of iterations. Models are simulated on a Dell Precision workstation with two 

quad-core Xeon processors clocked at 2.6 GHz and 20 GB of RAM. Runtime for the final 

model is about 16 hours to finish.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.16. Discretization of the fluid solid domain for conjugate heat transfer. a) Overview of 

the model consisting of 2,000,000 elements, b) close-up of the mock-rod assembly with 

refined fluid mesh close to the assembly and the refined mesh of the solids, c) close-up 

of the assembly around the deployment area with the refined boundary mesh close to 

the mock vessel walls. The mesh in the RRR domain is further refined to capture tem-

perature gradient across thickness.  

4.6.2  Results 

Convergence of the residuals of heat, mass, momentum and turbulence to the predeter-

mined target values over computational iterations is demonstrated in Figure 4.17 (a–c). 

As indicated by these figures, all the residuals fall below the objective error (10-5) after 

600 iterations, before completion of the last iteration, and continue to decrease over time. 

Stability of the final results is further confirmed by the graph of the maximum tempera-

ture of the mock vessel presented in Figure 4.17 (d). As indicated by this trend, the mock 

vessel’s highest body temperature levels out after the 300th iteration at 46.4˚C with mini-

mal fluctuations till completion of the last iteration. Due to the difference in the values of 

the local Nusselt number and the resultant non-uniform distribution of temperature at 

the circumferential direction of any of the radial cross-sections of the mock-rod assem-

bly, four different paths are chosen to report temperature results in the axial direction. 

These paths that divide the circumference of the assembly into four quadrants include, 

one facing the inlet (front path), one facing the outlet (rear path), one at 90˚ angle from 
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the front path at the right side of the assembly (right path), and one at -90˚ angle from 

the front path at the left side of the assembly (left path). 

  

 (a)  (b) 

  

 (c)  (d) 

Figure 4.17. Convergence plots of the conjugate heat transfer analysis. a) Mass and momentum 

convergence plots for the fluid chamber, b) heat transfer residuals for all domains, c) 

shear stress transport (SST) turbulence residuals for the fluid chamber. All the residuals 

fall below the objective error (10-5) after iteration 600, d) maximum temperature of the 

mock over the course of solution converges to a steady value at 46.4˚C after the 300th it-

eration. 

Temperature contour plots on the external walls of the HT rod are shown in Figure 4.18 

(a) with the values of temperature along the four longitudinal paths presented in Figure 

4.18 (b). As indicated by these trends and the radial cross-sectional contour plots at the 

longitudinal distance of 5 mm from the base, the temperature distribution along the rod, 

maintains a uniform circumferential distribution highlighted by Figure 4.18 (a). Moreo-

ver, compared with the results obtained from the previous sections, particularly Figure 

4.11 (b), it is apparent that the analytical and the uniform numerical analysis results both 

underestimate the tip temperature by at most 1˚C while all methods show temperatures 
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of the tip higher than the final transformation temperature of the RRR ensuring its trans-

formation into the austenite phase in an experimental setup. 

  

(a)   (b) 

Figure 4.18. Temperature distribution along the rod, conjugate heat transfer. a) Contour plots of 

temperature along the HT rod, temperature distribution in the circumferential and radi-

al direction of the rod is uniform, b) temperature values along the four axial paths of 

front, rear, left and right. Lowest temperature at the tip stands higher than the RRR’s fi-

nal transformation temperature (Af). 

In order to demonstrate the efficacy of the assumed dimensions for the fluid chamber as 

well as the stagnation of air at the region enclosed between the HT rod, mock vessel and 

Styrofoam rings and at the region between the HT rod’s tip, mock vessel and the 

Styrofoam cap, velocity contour plots at selected horizontal and vertical cross-sectional 

planes are presented in the following. Contour plots of the flow velocity in a horizontal 

plane of the fluid chamber of Figure 4.15 at height Y = 10.1 mm from the base of the as-

sembly is shown in Figure 4.19. At this height, the cross-sectional plane passes through 

the RRR’s deployment site providing insight into the fluid regime of the entrapped air 

around the RRR. As demonstrated by this figure and confirmed by the velocity values 

along path 1 in the graph of part (b), the fluid at the RRR deployment region is in com-

plete stagnation and conduction is the dominant mode of heat transfer through this me-

dium. This figure also clearly shows the advent of wake region at the rear end of the 

assembly after the flow separation region at the sides. More details may be observed 

from the magnitudes of velocity along the report paths of part (a) vs. the z coordinate as 

demonstrated in Figure 4.19 (b) from the origin of the coordinate system that is assumed 

at the centre of the base of the mock-rod assembly. 
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(a)       (b) 

Figure 4.19. Velocity profile at the horizontal cross-section of the fluid chamber. a) Contour 

plots of velocity magnitudes in the fluid domains, fluid is in complete stagnation at the 

RRR deployment zone. Fluid exhibits very small velocity magnitudes at a great distance 

from the fluid boundary walls relative to the chamber’s dimensions showing the efficacy 

of dimensional assumptions in the horizontal direction for this analysis, b) velocity val-

ues along paths 1, 2 and 3 from part (a), velocity gradients at distances greater than 30 

mm from the centre of the assembly are close to zero, denoted by the horizontal velocity 

trends that are maintained to the extent of the boundaries of the chamber (walls). 

As indicated by these trends, the profile along Path 1 starts with zero magnitudes that 

correspond with the stagnant air in the deployment zone and the short boundary layer 

adjacent to the external wall of the mock vessel abruptly followed by higher magnitudes 

that eventually start to decline at distance 15 mm from the origin. This trend is then fol-

lowed by very low velocity magnitudes that extend to the walls of the fluid chamber 

from distance 30 mm, Figure 4.19 (b). The very low velocity gradients for the relatively 

long distance from 30 mm to the chamber’s wall surface indicate adequacy of the fluid 

region’s width to capture the fluid behaviour around the mock in a larger environment 

such as a room. Wall shear stress values equal to zero at the vertical walls of the chamber 

that are denoted in Figure 4.19 (a) further complementing this statement.  

The velocity profile snapshot at a vertical plane at the centre of the fluid region is 

demonstrated in Figure 4.20. The close-up image near the mock-rod assembly highlights 

the stagnant air zones that are trapped between the mock vessel and polystyrene insula-

tion layers as well as the flow wake region at the rear side of the assembly. Differences in 

the magnitudes of velocity at different circumferential and axial points of the mock-rod 

assembly denoted by the contour plots of Figures 4.20 and 4.19 demonstrate the expected 
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fluctuations in the local Nusselt numbers. This highlights the necessity of conjugate heat 

transfer analysis to better capture circumferential temperature distributions. 

  

(a)      (b) 

Figure 4.20. Velocity profile at the vertical cross-section of the fluid chamber. a) Contour plots 

of velocity magnitudes in the fluid domains, stagnant air regions are highlighted in the 

close-up image. Small velocity magnitudes are observed for a relatively long distance 

from the chamber walls. These results coupled with zero wall shear stress values at the 

boundary walls of the chamber show independence of the results to the vertical dimen-

sions of the fluid chamber, b) velocity magnitudes along paths 1 and 2 highlighted in 

part (a). Low velocity values and near-zero gradients after distance 40 confirm the effi-

cacy of the dimensional assumptions in the vertical direction. 

Velocity magnitudes along the two paths in part (a) of Figure 4.20 are plotted in part (b) 

of this figure. The paths start at a height equivalent to the tip of the rod (Y = 10 mm) and 

extend to the ceiling of the region at Y = 60 mm. As indicated by the steady trends after 

distance 40 mm, the velocity exhibits close to zero gradients that are maintained up to 

the boundaries of the chamber. These observations are further confirmed by the zero 

wall shear stress values at the floor and ceiling boundary walls denoted in Figure 4.20 

(a). The aforementioned results in addition to the horizontal trends of Figure 4.19 (b) fur-

ther validate the adequacy of the fluid chamber dimensions in capturing the real physi-

cal interactions of the mock-rod assembly and the cooling fan in a room. 

Distribution of temperature along the internal surfaces of the mock vessel by contour 

plots and values along the four axial paths of the front, rear, left and right, which are 

snapped to the internal surface of the mock vessel, are shown in Figure 4.21. As demon-

strated by these plots, areas of lower Nusselt number (lower fluid velocity nearby) and 

close to the heat source at the base, show relatively higher values of temperature. Conse-
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quently the temperature at the rear bottom end of the mock-rod assembly reaches the 

highest values that are still safely below the mock vessel’s nominal operating tempera-

tures. Higher temperature values close to the Styrofoam rings are still observed that is 

due to the lower thermal resistance of these objects compared to stagnant air. 

Temperature values along the four axial paths in Figure 4.21 (b), further confirm the non-

uniform distribution of temperature in the circumferential direction highlighting the im-

portance of inclusion of fluid effects into the simulations of heat transfer that incorporate 

convection. Temperature values of Figure 4.21 (b) are reported for the entire length of the 

assembly where RRR is deployed at distance 10 mm from the base of the assembly that is 

located at the origin. 

 

 

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.21. Temperature on mock vessel internal walls, conjugate heat transfer. a) Temperature 

contour plots along the internal walls of the mock vessel. Subject to the local Nusselt 

number, circumferential distribution of temperature is not uniform and adopts relative-

ly higher values at the rear end of the assembly, b) temperature values along axial paths 

at the front, rear, left and right side of the internal walls of mock vessel. 

As indicated by these results, the temperature at the top half of the mock vessel (distance 

10 mm onwards) drops rapidly to room temperature, validating the assumptions made 

in the theoretical framework for this section of the mock, refer to page 132. Due to the 

high convective heat transfer coefficients at the front, temperatures experienced from this 

regions fall below the uniform temperature values from the previous section. Neverthe-

less, temperatures adopt relatively higher values at some local points at the rear bottom 

of the assembly that are at the farthest distance from the deployment area. Temperature 

distributions on the external walls of the mock vessel are shown in Figure 4.22. These re-
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sults, once again confirm the operation of the mock vessel for the short duration of the 

thermal expansion, 2‒3 sec, within its nominal temperature range. 

 

 

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.22. Temperature on mock vessel external walls, conjugate heat transfer. a) Contour 

plots of temperature distribution along the external walls of the mock vessel, b) temper-

ature values along the front, rear, left and right axial paths. 

As mentioned before, one of the most important objectives of these studies is to ensure 

phase transformation of the crimped martensite RRR into austenite by raising the tem-

perature of this structure above the final transformation temperature ( f
A ) of Nitinol. 

Temperature contour plots on the external surfaces of the RRR are shown in Figure 4.23 

(a) complimented by the temperature values reported along different paths of the RRR 

in Figure 4.23 (b). As shown, the RRR, being uniformly heated, is in the austenite mode 

of operation by its lowest internal temperature being above 
f

A  80˚C.  

The numerical models presented in this section laid the foundation for further investiga-

tion of several parameters such as expansion mechanism of the RRR inside the mock ves-

sel, and the radial forces exerted by the crimped RRR while transforming from 

martensite to austenite. While complementing the previous theoretical and numerical 

analyses, it is important to note the limitations of the conjugate heat transfer study in this 

section. As mentioned in the materials and methods section, the effect of thermal contact 

has been ignored due to lack of such physical information. This simplification is justified 

by the fact that by the introduction of thermal contact between the solid parts such as the 

rod, Styrofoam rings, and mock vessel, the desired shielding effect would even further 

increase, which effectively results in distribution of less temperature values in the mock 

vessel. Given the higher surface area of the tip of the rod compared to that of the RRR, 
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and due to the stagnation of the fluid at this region, the assumption to ignore the thermal 

resistance between the RRR and rod is reasonable as the thermal resistance between 

these two parts is yet smaller than other means of heat transfer at the region such as the 

mock vessel and the stagnant air. Moreover, the material properties of the parts in this 

numerical analysis are mainly derived from literature and datasheets that belong to the 

tests conducted on the bulk materials. Therefore, it is impossible to acquire the exact val-

ues for these properties in different test conditions and shapes of components that might 

render slight sources of error in the final results. 

 

 

(a)   (b) 

Figure 4.23. Temperature distribution in the RRR, conjugate heat transfer. a) Temperature con-

tour plots on the external surfaces of the RRR, b) temperature values along the circum-

ference, width and thickness of the RRR. 

To complement the numerical results of the conjugate heat transfer study, further exper-

imental studies are conducted in the following sections. In these studies, first the internal 

and external temperatures of the mock vessel in the setup of Figure 4.2 is measured in a 

number of accessible points, then the expansion results of the crimped martensite RRR 

by application of heat and while undergoing phase transformation into austenite are 

presented. In the end the radial expansion forces exerted by a constrained RRR under the 

stimuli of heat are measured and presented. 

4.7  Experimental Results 

In this section heat-induced expansion mechanics of the RRR are experimentally studied 

and, where relevant, comparisons are drawn with the results of the previous sections. 

The physical setup of the heat transfer model in Figure 4.2 is shown in Figure 4.24. The 

base is first laid on top of a hotplate (Cimarec, Barnstead International, Iowa, USA) with-
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out the RRR, and the temperature of the rod close to the bottom Styrofoam ring shown 

in Figure 4.24 (c) is measured using a digital thermocouple (OMEGA HH802U, OMEGA 

Engineering, INC., Connecticut, USA) while increasing the temperature of the hot plate 

to reach around 85˚C. This temperature corresponds with the parameter 
b

T  at the base of 

the mock-rod assembly in Figure 4.2 (b). At this stage the temperature of the hotplate has 

reached around 100˚C. 

   

(a)  (b)    (c) 

Figure 4.24. Heat transfer setup. a) Overview of the setup, b) close-up view of the mock-rod as-

sembly with the Styrofoam cap removed for better visibility, c) close-up view of the de-

ployment area with the crimped RRR at the tip of HT rod. The mock vessel is removed 

for better visibility. The RRR is semi-down-crimped to the HT rod diameter. 

At this equilibrium state, temperature of the external surface of the mock vessel is meas-

ured using the thermocouple at eight different points. Two points per each of the axial 

paths at the front, rear, left and right of the mock vessel as defined in the previous sec-

tions are chosen for these measurements. On each path one point is chosen towards the 

bottom of the assembly (close to the bottom Styrofoam ring in Figure 4.24, c) while the 

other is chosen close to the RRR’s deployment area (close to the top Styrofoam ring 

in Figure 4.24, c). The 2-mm-long tip of the sensing probe is fixed axially along the sur-

face using an adhesive tape. Histograms of Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 present the meas-

ured temperature values at the aforementioned acquisition points on the external surface 

of the mock vessel in comparison with the numerical and analytical results obtained in 

the previous sections. Figure 4.25 shows the temperature values at points close to the 

base of mock-rod assembly, whereas Figure 4.26 shows temperatures at the points close 

to the deployment area of the RRR (deployment region of the mock-rod assembly). The 
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Avg. values in these figures refer to the average of a series of values at each acquisition 

point along a 2-mm axial path (equivalent to the length of the probe tip) on the external 

surface of the mock vessel.  

 
Figure 4.25. Temperature of the external surface of mock vessel, base. The (Avg) values refer to 

the average of a number of values at the acquisition points at the base along 2-mm axial 

paths on the external surface of the mock vessel starting from base of mock-rod assem-

bly (from x = 0 mm to x = 2 mm). This axial length is equal to the length of the sensing 

probe. 

In these figures, “Uniform” refers to the results from the uniform numerical analysis in 

Section 4.5, “Fin Anal.” refers to the results from the theoretical analysis using theory of 

crossflow over finned surfaces in Section 4.4 and “Conjugate” refers to the results from 

the conjugate heat transfer analysis conducted in Section 4.6. Comparison between the 

temperature values from the conjugate heat transfer analysis and the experimental 

measurements in these figures demonstrates the capability of the former to effectively 

capture the temperature distribution in these acquisition points.  

In Figure 4.25, the lower temperate levels at the front, left and right points from the con-

jugate heat transfer and the experimental measurements in comparison with the results 

from uniform numerical analysis and the theoretical fin analysis are associated with the 

high local Nusselt numbers at these areas as discussed in the previous section. Following 

a similar trend, due to the lower local Nusselt number of the back flow at the rear end of 

the assembly, higher temperature values are measured form both the conjugate heat 

transfer and the experimental results in comparison with the other studies where an av-

erage convective heat transfer coefficient is used for the crossflow. 
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Figure 4.26. Temperature of the external surface of mock vessel, deployment area. The (Avg) 

values refer to the average of a number of values at the acquisition points at the base 

along 2-mm axial paths on the external surface of the mock vessel starting from tip of 

the rod assembly (from x = 10 mm to x = 8 mm). This axial length is equal to the length 

of the sensing probe. 

As indicated by Figure 4.26, the differences between the experimental measurements, 

uniform numerical analysis, conjugate heat transfer analysis and the theoretical fin anal-

ysis studies become markedly lower towards the deployment region of the assembly 

which is more prominent for the rear, left and right acquisition points. Nevertheless, the 

relatively high Nusselt numbers at the front side of the assembly results in lower tem-

perature readings from the conjugate heat transfer analysis and the measurements com-

pared with the uniform numerical and the theoretical fin analysis results. Values from 

Figures 4.25 and 4.26, once again, confirm the operation of the mock vessel within nomi-

nal temperature ranges minimizing the effect of temperature in the integrity of the re-

sults in the next section. 

4.7.1  Heat-induced Actuation in vitro 

The thermally treated shape of the RRR has a mean inner diameter of 4.1 mm and any 

deformations causing less than 10% strain in the martensite phase will be retrieved when 

the temperature is raised above the transformation temperature. One such deformation 

may be a manual crimping wherein the diameter is decreased for deployment inside a 

vessel. Mechanics of the expansion by heat are studied in the following sections by three 

studies. First the expansion of the RRR is visualized inside and outside a mock vessel, 

and then expansion forces are measured while increasing the temperature of the RRR in 

the second study. Using the setup shown in Figure 4.24 with the RRR in the deployment 
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region, when the temperature of the mock-rod base passes around 80˚C (
f

A ), the RRR 

fully expands inside the lumen that is demonstrated in Figure 4.27.  

  

 

(a)  (b) (c) 

Figure 4.27. In vitro thermal expansion of the RRR. a) Front view, the mock is removed from the 

rod assembly while the Styrofoam cap is left in place. The slight overstretch of the mock 

vessel at the RRR’s deployment area indicates expansion of the RRR and the interlock of 

sawtooth structures from the two overlapping ends of the RRR, b) ISO view and c) top 

view of the mock vessel with the expanded interlocked RRR. For a better indication of 

expansion compare with Figure 4.24. 

The slight overstretch of the mock vessel in the deployment region of the mock vessel 

in Figure 4.27 (a) in addition to comparison of parts (b) and (c) of Figure 4.24 with the 

corresponding parts of Figure 4.27 clearly indicate expansion of the RRR inside the mock 

vessel up to a mean inner diameter of 4.1 mm and the interlock of the sawtooth struc-

tures from the two ends of the RRR. 

4.7.2  Heat-induced Actuation in Free Expansion 

To further investigate the mechanics of expansion by heat, free expansion of the ring in 

response to raising its temperature is investigated. The RRR is first manually crimped to 

an average external diameter of 3 mm then laid on a hot plate while gradually increasing 

the temperature from room temperature (20˚C) up to 80˚C in steps of 5˚C. At every step, 

10 seconds is lapsed to ensure the RRR reaching equilibrium temperature close to that of 

the hot plate. Figure 4.28 shows a series of images taken during the heat-induced free 

expansion of the RRR starting from the crimped state at room temperature ( T  20˚C) up 

to the fully expanded sate at T  80˚C.  
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T = 20˚C T = 50˚C T = 55˚C T = 60˚C 

 
 

 

 

T = 65˚C T = 70˚C T = 75˚C T ≥ 80˚C 

Figure 4.28. Free expansion of the RRR under heat stimuli. RRR is down-crimped to a mean ex-

ternal diameter of 3 mm at room temperature T = 20˚C, then temperature is raised in 5˚C 

steps. Up to 50˚C there is no significant change in diameter (less than 10% expansion) af-

ter which RRR starts to expand up to 80˚C.  

External diameter of the RRR at each temperature step is measured by a calliper (ABSO-

LUTE Digimatic, Mitutoyo, USA) and reported by taking the average of four measure-

ments. Graph of the external diameters of the RRR at different temperatures of the hot 

plate (thus RRR) is presented in Figure 4.29.  

 
Figure 4.29. Average external diameter of RRR vs. temperate. No significant change in diameter 

up to 50˚C after which the diameter increases steadily up to 65˚C. Most of the changes 

between 65 and 75˚C occur at the internal diameter as observed in Figure 4.28. External 

diameter becomes constant after 80˚C. 

As indicated by this figure, for T = 20–45˚C there is very little change in the diameter (less 

than 3%), then the RRR starts to expand at 50˚C where the phase transformation starts to 

occur. From 50˚C up to 80˚C the external diameter increases almost constantly in all 
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temperature steps except between 65˚C and 75˚C where most of the shape changes occur 

in the internal diameter, more specifically with the tooth traversal and interlock between 

70 and 75˚C. Given the situation after deployment of the RRR where it is under compres-

sive forces of a vessel, these intermediate stages of change in the internal diameter mani-

fest themselves as perceivable changes in the external diameter. That is due to the more 

uniform expansion of RRR from the two overlapping ends as a result of the constraining 

forces from the vessel. The RRR reaches its maximum external diameter around 4.3 mm 

at 80˚C with no change after that. 

4.7.3  Heat-induced Actuation Force 

The free and in vitro heat-induced expansion results of the previous section demonstrat-

ed the capability of the RRR to respond to thermal stimuli and the sufficiency of expan-

sion forces to overcome the compressive forces of a mock vessel. This was observed by 

the slight over-expansion of the mock vessel after deployment of the RRR utilizing heat. 

Nevertheless, to provide the reader with better quantitative results and further character-

ise the fabricated RRR, the force measurement setup of Figure 4.30 is implemented.  

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.30. Actuation force measurement setup. a) Setup overview, b) close-up image from the 

probe area. Heating plate is coated with a conductive copper layer heated by resistive 

heating. The RRR is mounted on top of the heating plate by an adhesive. At the bottom, 

the heating plate is separated from the stage by two layers of glass slides to decrease 

heat dissipation into the stage. RRR is crimped and clamped by the force probe, and the 

expansion forces as a result of phase transformation are recorded.  

This setup is comprised of three major components including, an RRR, a heating plate 

and a digital force gauge (DS2-2, Imada Inc., IL, USA). The RRR, down-crimped to an 

external diameter of 3-mm in room temperature, is mounted on top of the heating plate 
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by an adhesive. The RRR is thermally trained to an expanded shape with mean inner di-

ameter of 4.1 mm that is achieved in the previous section at the final transformation 

temperature of 
f

A  80˚C, well above the room temperature (around 20˚C). Heating 

plate, separated from the base of the force gauge by two layers of glass slides, is com-

prised of a 3×2 cm rectangular block machined from a 100-mm in diameter P-type wafer 

(University Wafer, Boston, Massachusetts, USA) that is coated with a thin layer of copper 

(Cu). The 20-µm Cu layer is electroplated on top of the wafer with a 50-nm intermediate 

adhesive layer of Cr. 

Passing a direct current through the heating plate, its temperature starts to rise due to 

energy loss through the conductive layer governed by Joule’s heating law expressed by 

the balance of rate of energy at equilibrium: 

  
    

   
 

plate room2

electric electric,plate thermal

thermal,plate

T T
Q I R Q

R
. (4.43)   

In this relation, Q  refers to the rate of generation (consumption) of energy per second. 

Moreover, electric,plate
R  refers to the total electrical resistance of the conductive layer of the 

heating plate, and thermal,plate
R  refers to the total thermal resistance of all the components 

that are in contact with the heating plate. Variables plate
T  and 

room
T  refer to the average 

temperature of the plate and room respectively. 

At the initial stage, the force probe is lowered in the axial height down to the level of the 

external diameter of the RRR. At this height, further downward motion of the probe in-

curs a rapid increase in the reaction forces from the RRR (Figure 4.30, b). Then the probe 

is elevated slightly by 100 µm by the displacement stage to compensate for the vertical 

thermal expansion of other components in the setup such as the heating plate, glass 

slides, the probe tip and base. To show adequacy of this distance, an upper limit for the 

linear vertical expansion of these components may be calculated by the equation of linear 

thermal expansion [242] expressed by: 

  
initial linear

L L T  (4.44)   

where L  denotes change in length, 
initial

L  represents the initial length in the axis of in-

terest (vertical axis in this case), and 
linear

 is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion 
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(CTE). To find an upper limit we may assume the highest average temperature of the 

heating plate for all the other components in the setup including probe’s tip and stage, 

the glass slides and the heating plate. This is an overestimation of temperatures for all 

these components due to the high thermal resistance (thus shielding effect) of glass slides 

and the cooling of the components through natural convection. Nevertheless, such an 

overestimation ensures reduction of noise data which may incur due to the linear expan-

sion of these components.  

According to the results of experimental measurements, outlined below, in order to raise 

the RRR’s temperature up to 85˚C, the heating plate’s temperature requires reaching 

around 113˚C on average. Substituting dimensional and material properties of the com-

ponents given in Table 4.2 into Equation (4.44), a higher value for the cumulative vertical 

expansion of the probe tip, probe stage, heating plate and glass slides amounts to around 

43 µm. Consequently, the 100-µm separation zone well accommodates for such vertical 

linear expansions.  

Restraining the probe at the specified height above the external surface of the RRR, tem-

perature of the heating plate is gradually increased by increasing the direct current in 

0.1-A steps. A 10-sec delay is given at each step to allow all components reach thermal 

equilibrium then the expansion (reaction) forces from the RRR are recorded by the aver-

age value of two readings from the force gauge with 1-mN resolution.  

Table 4.2. Vertical expansion of components in heat-induced actuation setup. 

 Probe Tip 
Probe 

Stage 

Wafer 

Substrate 
Cu Layer 

Glass 

Slide 

Material 
Stainless 

Steel 

Stainless 

Steel 
Silicon Copper Glass 

CTE (1/˚C) × 10-6 11 [242] 11 [242] 3.2 [243] 17 [242] 9 [242] 

Axial Height (mm) 20 20 1 0.02 1×2 

Upper ΔT (˚C) 93 93 93 93 93 

Vertical Expansion (µm) 20.5 20.5 0.3 0.03 1.7 

  Total Vertical Expansion (µm) 43 
 

 

Temperature of the heating plate at the proximity of an electrical contact is measured by 

a digital thermocouple (OMEGA HH802U, OMEGA Engineering, INC., Connecticut, 

USA). Temperature distribution at the surface of the heating plate close to the mounting 

point and the RRR is recorded by an infrared (IR) camera (Jenoptik VarioCam HiRes 1.2 

M, Jena, Germany). The camera is first calibrated with the digital thermocouple by com-
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parison of temperature measurements from the Nitinol sheet that the RRR is machined 

from. Temperature of the ring is reported by the average values of three points whereas 

temperature of the heating plate close to the RRR’s mounting region is reported by the 

average of values of 2 points denoted in Figure 4.31. 

   

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.31. Temperature distribution on the heating plate and RRR. a) Temperature contour 

plots on the surfaces of the heating plate, RRR and the force probe. Highest temperature 

values are observed close to the data acquisition point of the digital thermocouple, b) 3D 

close-up from the RRR region with the highlighted data acquisition points. Points 1, 2 

and 3 are used for reporting RRR’s temperature and points 4 and 5 are used for report-

ing heating plate’s temperature close to the mounting point of RRR. 

The current through the heating plate is increased gradually till the average temperature 

of the RRR reaches 85˚C. After this stage the Cu layer in the heating plate starts to break 

down due to the high concentration of electrical currents specifically close to the proxim-

ity of interconnections. In Figure 4.31 (a) heat distribution on the surfaces of the RRR and 

the heating plate is shown from the early stages wherein the RRR starts to exert radial 

forces. The IR camera is initially focused on the RRR. Data acquisition points for both the 

RRR and the heating plate are denoted in part (b) of this figure. Points 1 to 3 are used to 

report the temperature of the RRR whereas pints 4 and 5 are to report the temperature of 

the heating plate at the close proximity of the RRR. Highest temperature values are ob-

served towards the two edges of the heating plate where the electrical connections are. 

These temperature values are captured by the digital thermocouple.  

Figure 4.32 shows values of the RRR’s radial force vs. its average temperature. As 

demonstrated, up to 40˚C the radial forces exerted by the RRR are negligible after which 
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they start to increase slightly up to 55˚C. Then, at the interval of 55–65˚C these forces in-

crease rapidly which are associated with the microscopic transformation of Nitinol from 

martensite to austenite. This increasing trend of radial forces continues with a relatively 

lower slope up to 75˚C where it starts to level out by reaching the end of phase transfor-

mation (
f

A ). These results are in good agreement with the free expansion observations of 

Section 4.7.2. The linear portion of this trend between 55˚C and 65˚C may potentially be 

utilized for a heat-induced expansion method. This is suggested due to the predictable 

linear radial force vs. temperature response of the RRR at this region. The high values of 

forces reported in this section, complemented by the free expansion results of Figure 

4.28, confirm capability of the RRR to expand in response to the stimuli of heat as an al-

ternative to the balloon expansion detailed in Chapter 2. Moreover, it proposes new po-

tentials for different in vivo expansion mechanisms, one of which is explored in the 

following section through application of an electric potential across the RRR.  

  

(a)  (b) 

Figure 4.32. Expansion forces of thermal actuation. a) Expansion forces of the crimped and con-

strained RRR and average temperature of the heat base close to the RRR mounting point 

vs. average temperature of RRR. At temperatures of the RRR around 75˚C, the expansion 

forces start to plateau and reach their highest at 85˚C by 790 mN, b) highest temperature 

of the heating plate vs. the applied electric current. At 6 A, the Cu layer in the heating 

plate breaks down.  

4.8  Electro-Thermal Actuation 

As described before, the thermal actuation methodology detailed in the previous sections 

is primarily targeted for in vitro experiments and to demonstrate the capabilities of the 
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RRR as an actuator. Gradual expansion of the RRR in vivo, on the other hand, first re-

quires a Nitinol compound with a lower, and safer, transformation temperature and sec-

ondly it calls for more attractive means of in vivo actuation with smaller footprints. The 

current SMA based stents are primarily made of Nitinol with 
f

A  temperatures that are 

lower than the human body temperature [95]. Therefore, while outside the body, in room 

temperature, these stents are in the martensite state wherein they are effortlessly 

crimped into a constraining sheath. Upon delivery to the lesion site the sheet is retracted 

and the warmed, thus microscopically transformed, stent retrieves its thermally trained 

(expanded) shape. Remained in the austenite phase for the rest of its lifecycle, the ex-

panded stent then exerts a low chronic outward force against internal walls of the vessel 

to maintain patency of the lumen. 

The RRR proposed in this thesis, is to operate mainly in its martensite state after de-

ployment. Consequently, thermal actuation (expansion) is to occur at temperatures high-

er than that of the human body. To devise a safe actuation temperature, lower f
A  may be 

engineered via either changes in the compositional ratio of nickel and titanium or a 

thermal treatment process [95, 96, 239]. Expansion by a bulky apparatus such as an angi-

oplasty balloon or the heat transfer rod in the previous sections is not desirable in gen-

eral as outlined under stenting objectives in Chapter 1. However, the conductive 

properties of Nitinol alloy and Joule heating may further be utilized in a heat-induced 

actuation method. To explore this potential and to provide recommendations for future 

work, in this section a theoretical and numerical framework is presented to further inves-

tigate the capabilities of the RRR. 

4.8.1  Theoretical Framework 

The energy dissipated by the electrical resistance of a conductor subject to an electric 

filed may be expressed by Joule’s first law: 


electric electric electric

Q V I  (4.45)   

where 
electric

Q  is the rate of energy dissipated through resistive heating, electric
V  is the elec-

tric potential across the resistive conductor and electric
I  refers to the current passing 

through it. Given the conductive properties of the Nitinol alloy (Table 4.1), this phenom-

enon may be utilized for thermal actuation of the RRR by application of an electric po-
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tential across the two ends of the ring (Figure 4.33). Moreover, by conservation of energy 

and using the constant heat transfer relation of (4.1), the thermal resistance network 

in Figure 4.33 is established. 

 
Figure 4.33. Electro-thermal actuation of the RRR. Heat inside the RRR is generated through re-

sistive heating then transferred to the surrounding tissue (mainly blood). Equivalent 

thermal resistance network with effective thermal resistance. Here TRRR and Tbody refer to 

the constant temperature of the RRR and body (typically 37˚C) after heat balance.  

To increase biocompatibility and hemocompatibility of luminal implants, deposition of 

thin layers of coating that do not alter bulk properties of stents have been practiced 

shortly after the advent of alloy based stents [79, 244, 245]. Polymer coatings exhibit a 

strong adhesion to the stent surface while introducing minimal changes to the mechani-

cal properties of stents. These attributes in addition to high biocompatibility to reduce 

thrombus formation and inflammatory responses from the body, made polymers as 

attractive choices for stent coating [87]. Parylene conformal coating boasts a number of 

properties that render it appealing for a range of biomedical device applications. These 

properties include providing an excellent moisture, chemical and dielectric barrier, min-

imal increase in weight and volume, its lubricity, strong adhesion to a wide range of sub-

strate materials, flexibility, hydrophobicity, corrosion resistance and most importantly 

biocompatibility [111, 125, 246, 247]. More recently, this polymer has been adopted as a 

vehicle of drug delivery in development of drug-eluting (DE) stents [79, 248]. 

Therefore, to provide better surface conformance with the blood stream, in addition to 

add an electrical insulation barrier between the two conductive bodies of blood and RRR, 

surfaces of RRR may be coated by a thin layer of parylene-C (≈100 nm) by deposition in 
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vacuum [247, 249]. For the first-hand calculations of this section, blood is considered as a 

homogenous fluid with the material properties [250, 251] presented in Table 4.3 along 

with the properties of parylene-C. 

Table 4.3. Material properties of blood and parylene-C. 

  Blood Parylene-C 

 Unit Value 

Average Viscosity Pa.s 0.0037 -- 

Thermal Conductivity W/m.K 0.5 0.082 

Density kg/m3 1060 0.0013 

Prandtl Number -- 25 -- 

Specific Heat J/kg.K 3850 712 

Avg. Electrical Resistivity  Ωcm 150 6×1016 
 

 

Heat dissipation from the RRR is first by means of conduction in the parylene-C layer, 

and then convective cooling effect of the blood stream. As a result, RRR’s equations of 

balance of energy may be written using equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.45) resulting in: 

 

 

   
    
   

   

2

RRR bodyin out

electric

elec,RRR thrm,body thrm,blood

thermal

T TV V
Q Q

R R R
, (4.46)   

  
thrm,blood cond,parylene conv,blood

R R R  , (4.47)   

 


coating

cond,parylene

parylene RRR,conv

L
R

k A
 , (4.48)   

 


conv,blood

blood RRR,conv

1
R

h A
. (4.49)   

Equation (4.46), 
thrm,blood

R  refers to the effective thermal resistance from the RRR to the 

blood stream. This thermal resistance consists of the two components in series including 

the conductive thermal resistance of the parylene-C coating expressed by cond,parylene
R  in 

Equation (4.48), and the convective thermal resistance of the blood stream expressed by

conv,blood
R  in Equation (4.49). Due to the very small thickness of the parylene layer (


coating

L 100 nm) relative to the dimensions of the RRR, it is reasonable to assume a con-

stant conduction surface area through its conduction length (thickness). This results in 

Equation (4.48) where 
RRR,conv

A  refers to the total surface area of the RRR. The variable 

elec,RRR
R  in Equation (4.46) refers to the total electrical resistance of the open ring experi-

enced by the electric current from the two ends of the RRR evaluated by Equation (4.50). 
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elec,Nitinol RRR

elec,RRR

RRR,cs
A

L
R  (4.50)   

In this equation 
RRR

L  and 
RRR,cs

A  refer to the total length and average cross-sectional area 

of the RRR in Figure 4.33 respectively and 
elec,Nitinol

 refers to the average electrical re-

sistance of Nitinol given in Table 4.1. In order to find the effective convective heat trans-

fer coefficient of the blood, 
blood

h , average velocity of blood is calculated from the time-

varying waveform from Chapter 3 [219] presented in Figure 3.3. The average heat trans-

fer coefficient of the blood stream may be estimated by Churchill and Bernstein relation 

given in Equation (4.11) where the Reynolds number is evaluated by: 




 

avg,blood chr blood

blood

Re 6.3
V L

 (4.51)   

where 
blood

refers to the average viscosity of the blood given in Table 4.3, avg,blood
V  is the 

time-averaged flow velocity denoted in Figure 3.3. In this equation, 
chr

L  refers to the 

characteristic length of the RRR that may be estimated by a structure of a circular cross-

section. This length is estimated equating the periphery of the rectangular cross-section 

of the RRR to a circular cylinder expressed by: 

          RRR RRR RRR cylinder chr
2P W t P L  (4.52)   

where 
RRR

W  and 
RRR

t  respectively refer to the width and average thickness of RRR given 

in Table 4.1. Evaluating the Nusselt number, the convective heat transfer coefficient of 

blood can be expressed by: 

 blood
blood

chr

Nuk
h

L
≈ 12000 W/m2K. (4.53)   

For the theoretical and numerical studies of this section, a Nitinol material with a low 

transformation temperature 
f

A 45˚C and a narrow offset between s
A  and f

A  around 

2˚C may be adopted as mentioned above. Consequently, substituting blood
h into Equa-

tion (4.46), the required electrical potential across the RRR to raise its temperature from 

its initial state (body temperature≈37˚C) to f
A  is approximately 0.64 V. Given this low 

value of actuation voltage, and current advances in remote radio frequency (RF) actua-

tion schemes, further studies to demonstrate actuation utilizing interrogation methods 

may be conducted in the future.  
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The analytical method in this section provided a good first hand estimate on the required 

amount of electromotive forces to induce thermal actuation in an RRR with a low 
f

A . 

Nevertheless, these calculations are prone to inaccuracies due to the following reasons: 

The empirical formulation of Nusselt number from Churchill and Bernstein is primarily 

defined for cross-flows over cylindrical structures. Nevertheless, due to the lack of such 

unique formulation for structures of rectangular cross-sections this model is employed 

for our estimations in this section. Moreover, the cross-sectional area of the RRR struc-

ture is not uniform along its length with differences occurring at the sites of sawtooth 

structures, whereas uniform assumptions are made here for both calculations of the elec-

trical resistance and Reynolds number. In physiological conditions, blood exhibits non-

Newtonian behaviour with a shear thinning effect at areas with high shear rates that is 

not included in the calculations of this section. Most importantly, as mentioned in the 

previous sections, local Nusselt number around an object that is subject to cross-flow is 

variable and depends on the complicated flow patterns around it. These limitations call 

for a more detailed analysis including these parameters into consideration. As a result, to 

complement the results of this section, a detailed multiphysics numerical analysis cou-

pling electromagnetics, heat transfer and fluid transfer effects into account is presented 

in the following section. 

4.8.2  Numerical Analysis 

Numerical analysis has the advantage of providing a robust approach to highlight in-

formation of interest in a problem while taking numerous what-if scenarios into account 

before any costly fabrication and/or experimental results. The following section outlines 

the methods and results of electrical heating of a crimped stand-alone RRR inside a ves-

sel that is subject to a blood flow profile.  

I. Materials and Methods 

The 3D model of a crimped RRR inside the deployment area of a mock vessel is demon-

strated in Figure 4.34. The RRR is crimped down to an average external diameter of 3-

mm that is subject to the luminal flow of a vessel with a reference internal diameter of 4 

mm. As an initial condition, both the blood and the RRR are considered at constant tem-

perature of 37˚C.  
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The 3D model of RRR in Figure 4.34 is developed in SolidWorks (SolidWorks Corp., 

Velizy, France) then enclosed by the fluid domain. The entrance and exit lengths of the 

fluid domain are both extended to ensure a fully developed flow regime before it reaches 

the RRR, and before it exits the domain. Due to the low Reynolds numbers of the internal 

flow of the lumen and of the cross-flow over the rectangular cross-section of the RRR, the 

flow is considered laminar and incompressible. At the entrance, an inlet flow with aver-

age velocity of 0.11 m/s and constant temperature of 37˚C is introduced while the oppo-

site opening is defined at the outlet allowing for the outflow of the heat and fluid with a 

zero-gauge pressure. A 0.64-V electric potential is applied across the two ends of the RRR 

as demonstrated in Figure 4.34.  

 
Figure 4.34. Geometry of the electro-thermal analysis, deployment area. The RRR is crimped 

down to 3-mm in external diameter inside a vessel of 4-mm in internal diameter. The 

RRR is completely enclosed by the blood passing through the lumen that is subject to an 

average velocity. Further extension of the fluid domain at the inlet and outlet to form a 

fully developed flow is not shown here.  

The RRR is considered as an electrically insulated body from the blood by the 100-µm-

thick layer of parylene-C coating described in the previous section. All the shared surfac-

es between the RRR and the fluid are introduced as fluid-solid interfaces taking both flu-

idic and energy interactions into account. At these surfaces the thin material interface 

model is enabled taking into account the thickness and material properties of the 
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parylene-C layer. All surfaces other than the inlet and outlet are defined as fluid walls 

with the no-slip boundary condition for the fluid at these regions. 

Equations of the flow and thermal balance are solved by the commercial CFD package 

ANSYS CFX (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg PA, USA) as described in the previous section in 

addition to the electromagnetism balance equation of Joule heating. The non-Newtonian 

characteristics of the blood is accounted for employing the Carreau model [214]. This 

model has proved to capture adequate information for modelling the behaviour of blood 

in CFD models [229] where the dynamic viscosity is expressed by: 

      



 
      

( 1)
2 2

0
1

n

. (4.54)   

In this equation, 
0
= 0.25 kg/ms and 


= 0.0035 kg/ms refer to the viscosities at zero and 

infinite shear rates respectively. Furthermore,   = 25 s and n = 0.25, are material depend-

ent constants where the corresponding values are derived from cross-fitting of experi-

mental data and the Carreau model [214, 229, 231]. 

Maximum and average temperature values in the RRR and over its surfaces are used as 

the primary data of interest for the mesh sensitivity study. In this study, multiple levels 

of element refinement are defined. Each level reduces the size of elements by a factor of 

0.5 on average from the previous level then monitors the change in the aforementioned 

values of temperature in the RRR. The refinement level that results in less than 3% differ-

ence in these values compared from the previous level is chosen for final reports.  

The mesh in the RRR is refined with a faster pace, reducing the element sizes by a factor 

of 0.2 at each refinement level. Discretization of this domain starts from a threshold re-

sulting in a minimum number of three elements across the thickness of RRR to capture 

temperature gradient more accurately. Cross-sectional view of the final mesh consisting 

of around 1,600,000 elements in the deployment area is demonstrated in Figure 4.35 with 

the detailed view of the region close to the RRR structure. The fluid domain is primarily 

meshed by tetrahedral elements that exhibit superior conformance around the angled 

teeth of the RRR, while the RRR is mainly meshed by the more regularly structured hex-

ahedral elements, Figure 4.35 (b) and (c). As indicated by this figure, the fluid region ad-

jacent to the RRR surfaces is more refined to better capture the effect of velocity gradient 

on shear rate and the resultant heat transfer rate over these surfaces. Simulations are run 
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on a Dell Precision workstation with two quad-core Xeon processors and 20GB of RAM. 

Convergence criterion for electromagnetism, heat, mass and momentum error residuals 

are all set to 10-5 that is an order of magnitude less than that of the solver’s default value. 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.35. Discretization of the fluid solid domain, electro-thermal analysis. a) Overview of 

the deployment are of the model consisting of 1,600,000 elements, b) close-up image of 

area close to the slide end of the RRR with the refined mesh close to the RRR surface, c) 

close-up image of the slide end of the RRR highlighting the refined mesh across the 

width and thickness of this structure. The fluid and RRR are primarily meshed with 

hexahedral and tetrahedral elements respectively. 

II. Results 

As demonstrated by the convergence plots of Figure 4.36, the solution exhibits a stable 

behaviour with a constant trend of decline in the error residuals and the average RRR 

temperature plateauing at the very early stages of the process. The average body tem-

perature of RRR vs. iteration number plotted in Figure 4.36 (d) indicates phase transfor-

mation in the Nitinol of choice with 
f

A  45˚C that results in heat-induced expansion of 

the RRR. Temperature distribution contour plots on the external surfaces of the RRR are 

shown in Figure 4.37. As demonstrated by this figure, the highest temperatures appear at 

the overlap length of the RRR and away from the outer surfaces of RRR that are adjacent 

to the internal walls of the vessel. This effect increases the safe operation of the RRR in 

electro-thermal actuation method. 

In order to provide a better assessment of the range of temperatures achievable over 

different electrical potential values, results of a parametric study are presented in this 

section. In this analysis, the electric potentials ranging from 0.3 V to 0.9 V with step sizes 
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of 0.02 V are applied across the RRR while the highest, lowest and average body temper-

atures in the RRR are reported, Figure 4.38. The average temperature values are present-

ed in comparison with the results from the analytical study, Figure 4.38 (b). 

  

 (a)  (b) 

  

 (c)  (d) 

Figure 4.36. Convergence plots of electro-thermal analysis. a) Mass and momentum, b) energy 

and, c) electromagnetism residuals convergence to the target value of 10-5, d) RRR aver-

age body temperature through simulation iterations, it levels out at early stages of the 

simulation demonstrating stability of the results. 

Close correspondence of the average RRR body temperatures between the analytical and 

numerical results clearly demonstrate the efficacy of the analytical approach to capture 

the overall performance of the RRR. Despite the increasing trend of difference between 

the localized highest and lowest temperatures at higher electrical potential values, the 

average body temperature results indicate the spatially uniform distribution of heat in 

the RRR structure that ensures reaching targeted final transformation temperatures. The 

localized temperature differences may be associated with the different local values of 

Nusselt number as a result of different flow patterns around the RRR’s body. The slightly 

lower average temperatures of RRR from the numerical results in comparison with the 
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analytical results, at most (0.3% at for 0.9 V electrical potential) is most likely due to the 

shear thinning effect of blood (reduction in viscosity) close to the RRR walls, that in-

creases the Reynolds number thereby the convective heat transfer coefficient. 

 

 

Figure 4.37. Temperature distribution in RRR, electro-thermal analysis. Temperature contour 

plots on the external surfaces of the RRR, max temperatures appear at the overlap 

length close to the outlet. Temperature of the surfaces of RRR adjacent to the luminal 

walls maintains levels within the average temperature values (45˚C), thereby not exceed-

ing the nominal values. 

  

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.38. Parametric study of electro-thermal analysis. a) Max and min values on the external 

surfaces and in the body of the RRR in different potential levels, b) average body tem-

perature of the RRR for different values of electric potential in comparison with the ana-

lytical approach. The analytical method is very well capable of predicting RRR body 

temperature in different potential levels. 

This effect is demonstrated in Figure 4.39 where contour plots of shear strain rate and 

dynamic viscosity at a radial cross-section of the axial centre of the model in Figure 4.34 

are presented. 
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.39. Shear thinning effect of blood, electro-thermal analysis a) Max and min values on 

the surface and in the body of the RRR in different potential levels, b) average body 

temperature of the RRR for different values of electric potential for both the numerical 

and analytical approach. The analytical method is very well capable of capturing the 

overall status of the RRR in different potential levels. 

The analytical and numerical studies in this section demonstrated another potential ac-

tuation mechanism of the RRR utilizing resistive heating of Nitinol by application of an 

electrical potential across the length of RRR. These results provide a foundation for fu-

ture experimental studies including in vitro trials. These studies may further extend into 

characterizing different energy harvesting and delivery methods to the RRR, including 

but not limited to piezoelectric and wireless energy delivery and interrogation tech-

niques. One, such approach may utilize the Eddy currents generated in a conducting 

loop (such as the RRR given a conduction path between the interlocked teeth is provid-

ed) that are generated by an oscillating magnetic field (RF signal). In such scenario, the 

efficiency of the fields may be enhanced considering the natural frequency of the RRR. 

Secure on-demand actuation is a necessity in all these approaches deserving extensive 

future studies. 

Furthermore, the current study is limited in assuming an average velocity value over 

time that may be improved by a transient analysis adopting the actual waveform 

of Figure 3.3 for a better understanding of maximum achievable temperatures and their 

safety in vivo. The studies in this section considered the case where the RRR is in its ini-

tial stages of expansion where the assumption of no contact with vascular walls is rea-

sonable. Nevertheless, upon expansion of the structure and proximity of the outer 
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surfaces of the RRR to the luminal walls, both the flow pattern as well as heat conduction 

parameters may undergo dramatic changes. Where the RRR is in contact with the vascu-

lar walls, its outer surfaces will no longer be exposed to the blood stream and heat trans-

fer from these surfaces becomes primarily through conduction into the adjacent vascular 

tissue. Inclusion of these effects in addition to consideration of different luminal and 

RRR dimensional assumptions may be performed in several separate studies. 

4.9  Chapter Summary 

Following the numerical and experimental studies of Chapter 2 on mechanics of the ex-

pansion of RRR using an angioplasty balloon, alternative expansion mechanisms were 

explored in this chapter. Utilizing the shape memory effect of Nitinol that is used in the 

fabrication of RRR, the RRR’s thermally trained shape in the fully expanded state, its in-

cremental interlocked expansion mechanism and choosing the transformation tempera-

ture of Nitinol higher than the deployment region’s temperature (body temperature), it 

is possible to accommodate controlled, incremental expansions through application of 

heat. In this chapter, these possibilities were explored and demonstrated through rigor-

ous theoretical, numerical and experimental studies. To ensure exposure of the mock 

vessels used in the in vitro studies to a controlled and safe range of temperature, first 

analytical models using the theory of thermal resistance and crossflow over circular 

patterns were developed. By extension of these models to the more complex analytical 

models of finned surfaces, boundary conditions to supply adequate transformation, thus 

actuation, temperature (> 80˚C) to the RRR were calculated, while maintaining tempera-

ture of the deployment mock vessel within the recommended range (< 50˚C). In order to 

evaluate the analytical results, further numerical studies were conducted in multiple 

steps where each succeeding step validated results of the predecessor while increasing 

complexity of the models and decreasing the number of known assumptions. Starting 

from a single field static thermal analysis, these studies were then extended to multi-field 

analyses including conjugate fluid and heat transfer models. 

Close correspondence of the numerical and analytical results, demonstrates the merit of 

our theoretical analysis in predicting proper initial conditions and their resultant effects. 

Nevertheless, localised changes to the fluid regime and the resultant temperature distri-
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bution, necessitated use of the detailed numerical analysis presented in this chapter to 

provide more insight into the mechanics of distribution of temperature in the RRR and 

its surrounding components. 

Expansion of the RRR in response to the thermal stimuli is then evaluated by in vitro and 

free expansion experimental results. The incremental expansion of the RRR by applica-

tion of heat was observed and measured in a free expansion study complimented by the 

expansion observations from the in vitro study. Moreover, radial forces exerted by a con-

strained RRR under gradually increasing temperature stimuli are measured in an exper-

imental study demonstrating the capability of RRR to exert high radial forces while 

actuating by heat. The resultant radial force vs. temperature trend demonstrated a region 

of linear relation between these two parameters, promising a controlled alternative ex-

pansion mechanism. That is suggested due to the simplicity and predictability of the 

force vs. temperature response curve in this linear region. 

Finally, using the analytical and numerical foundation from the first sections, a second 

alternative actuation mechanism utilizing electrical potential is proposed and examined 

through theoretical and numerical studies. In very good agreement with the analytical 

results, our numerical results indicated efficacy of a 0.64-V electrical potential, in order to 

induce adequate temperature increase in the body of an RRR with a transformation tem-

perature 
f

45A ˚C to actuate the RRR while it is subject to in vivo thermo and hemody-

namic conditions. 

In the next chapter, a summary of all tasks, contributions and conclusions is presented. 

Moreover, recommendations for future continuation of this work are given. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and Future Directions 

Conclusion and Future Directions 
   

he multidisciplinary journey of the present research pro-

ject is summarised in this chapter. It draws a summary 

of the conducted tasks, contributions and conclusions 

from the work carried out in this research. Furthermore, recom-

mendations for future directions and extension of the proposed 

luminal structure are given. In the end some concluding remarks 

are outlined.  
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Chapter 5 
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5.1  Introduction 

Management and treatment of cardiovascular disease (CVD), particularly atherosclerosis 

as its primary cause, consists of a number of surgical and non-surgical approaches 

among which balloon angioplasty and stenting are the most common. Short and long-

term beneficial results of stents to regain normal blood flow in occluded vessels rendered 

them as the frontiers of intravascular devices these days. Meeting general biological re-

quirements such as biocompatibility and the more specific and often self-competing 

stenting imperatives such as high radial strength, low elastic recoil, conformity, tracka-

bility and radiopacity led to the current overwhelming number of different stent designs 

and materials in the market. Despite the promising acute luminal gain after deployment 

of stents, complications such as in-stent thrombosis (formation of blood clot) and neoin-

timal hyperplasia leading to restenosis (renarrowing) of the treated lesions limit their 

long-term benefits.  

The two most prevalent stenting complications, including restenosis and thrombosis, 

stem from a number of pre, during and post-interventional conditions. Among these, in-

travascular trauma during and after stent deployment in addition to the hemodynamic 

changes after stent deployment play unequivocal roles in occurrence and further devel-

opment of restenosis and thrombosis. Stent over-expansion techniques compensating for 

the inherent elastic recoil of stents during deployment or use of self-expanding (SE) 

stents, that are in fact ever-expanding stents, are attributed with negative effects on in-

creasing intravascular trauma, more specifically in complex and hardened lesions. Cur-

rent pharmacological approaches to inhibit body’s proliferative response, thus 

restenosis, through systemic or local administration of drugs still overlook the design 

and mechanical shortcomings of the stenting procedure. Moreover, the often contradic-

tory imperatives of stenting such as easy conformity, easy expansion and on the other 

hand, high radial strength and low elastic recoil call for a new stent design.  

As a result, to address the issue of recoil and extend capability of current stents to con-

trolled and incremental expansion steps with alternative expansion mechanisms to the 

state-of-the-art balloon expansion, in the current work a novel recoil resilient stent is 

proposed and developed. Design, development and evaluation of the proposed structure 
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are extensively elaborated in a multidisciplinary project incorporating tasks, contribu-

tions and conclusions as outlined in the following section. 

5.2  Contributions and Conclusions 

In Chapter 1 after an introduction on atherosclerosis as the primary cause of CVD, its oc-

currence, development and risk factors were presented in Section 1.2. Then, current 

treatment options to control and manage luminal occlusions including non-surgical and 

surgical approaches were discussed and compared in more detail in Sections 1.3 and 1.4. 

Among the surgical interventional methods and due to its current success, and signifi-

cance to the current work, a comprehensive review of current stenting technology in-

cluding its required characteristics and current stent design pros and cons was then 

given in Section 1.5. In this section, the currently overcrowded market of stents was clas-

sified based on: a) materials and expansion mechanism, b) primary material form such as 

wires, sheets or tubes, c) fabrication methods that are highly reliant on the primary mate-

rial form, such as weaving, braiding and cutting methods such as laser, water jet and 

µEDM, d) design and geometrical features as one of the most important features affect-

ing overall performance of stents, and e) some other incremental attributes such as coat-

ings, surface preparation and radiopacity. 

In this section, stent design objectives such as high radial strength and low elastic recoil 

in addition to the opposing imperatives such as high axial flexibility, low pressure ex-

pandability and conformity in tortuous paths were iterated, after which the challenge in 

optimal stent design was recognized. As concluded by this review, despite the numerous 

attempts and proven stent improvements over the years, thrombosis and restenosis yet 

remain the most important post interventional complications that are often preceded by 

an intravascular trauma. Endangering the long-term luminal patency after stenting, ex-

aggerated healing response of the smooth muscle cells to this trauma leads to partial or 

even total re-occlusion of a treated lesion (restenosis). Induced trauma as a result of high 

balloon pressure and over-expansion of stents during or after deployment is in fact a 

natural consequence of current stents limitation to satisfy their self-competing objectives. 

A plastically deformable material that is also required to exhibit high elastic strength, 

inevitably exhibits a linear portion of stress-strain response that is natural to the majority 
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of alloys used in current stents such as stainless steel. Consequently, to compensate for 

the radial loss due to this linear elastic recoil of the material, high-pressure over-

expansion techniques are often adopted by clinicians, which lead to increased trauma of 

the vessel during deployment. On the other hand, the chronic outward radial force (albe-

it low) exerted by the ever-expanding SE stents was shown to potentially aggravate vas-

cular trauma. It was then concluded that the current systemic, and localized drug 

administration, despite their partial success in controlling an emphasised inflammatory 

response from the body, still overlook the mechanical aspect of the recoil-trauma-

restenosis trifecta. As a result, a new stent design paradigm targeting the problem of re-

coil was necessitated at the end of Chapter 1. 

In Chapter 2 after highlighting the two most important complications of stenting, reste-

nosis and recoil and identifying the current stent design gaps, design and development 

of a novel recoil resilient luminal support for stenting applications was discussed. Devel-

opment of the proposed structure called recoil resilient ring (RRR) was carried out 

through multistep numerical analysis, fabrication and mechanical evaluations. The pro-

posed structure aims to minimize the need for high-pressure over-expansion that can in-

duce intra-luminal trauma and excess growth of vascular tissue causing later restenosis. 

The RRR is an open ring with overlapping ends and asymmetrical sawtooth structures 

from the two ends that are intermeshed. While radially expanded, these teeth can slide 

on top of each other, but interlock step-by-step so to keep the final expanded state 

against compressional forces that normally cause recoil.  

Compatibility of the proposed RRR with current balloon expansion mechanics was first 

investigated via finite element modelling (FEM) of a 3D model in an explicit dynamic 

simulation framework in Section 2.3. Use of such framework was warranted by the com-

plex geometry of 3D model in addition to the transient nature of the interlocking mecha-

nism that introduced large deformations and abrupt contact changes during expansion. 

The limited free expansion results from this analysis showed efficacy of pressure levels 

up to 100 KPa to induce, open ring expansion, tooth traversal and interlock without 

compromising the structural integrity of the RRR. Such pressured levels, are significantly 

lower than current in vivo pressure levels (up to 1 MPa). Radial strength of the RRR in 

comparison with a typical balloon-expandable (BE) stent was then studies in a static 
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structural analysis utilizing FEM. Results from this study indicated superior radial 

strength of the RRR both in withstanding deformations against compressive forces and 

in recovery of its initial diameter after removal of these forces compared to the BE stent. 

Axial strength of the RRR and proposals for improvements were elaborated using FEM 

at the end of this section. 

Following the successful initial numerical analysis results, fabrication of the RRR by line-

ar pattering of Nitinol sheets of 200-µm thickness utilizing µEDM technology was out-

lined in Section 2.4. The simple planar design and subsequent shaping and training 

methods used, facilitates batch processing and mass production of the structures. The 

fabricated RRR was then subjected to experimental in vitro expansion and stiffness tests. 

The free radial stiffness test measurements indicate 2.7× higher radial rigidity of the RRR 

compared to that of a two-column stainless steel commercial BE stent. Considering the 

lower modulus of elasticity of Nitinol in its martensitic form compared to stainless steel, 

and the comparable thickness and width of RRR and the commercial stent, the higher 

radial strength of RRR is delivered by the proposed interlocking mechanism. The in vitro 

radial stiffness tests also show comparable elastic recovery of the RRR and the commer-

cial stent. The proposed RRR is balloon expandable in vitro by 5‒7 atm pressure, well in 

range of recommended in vivo pressures. The change in mean cross-sectional area after 

balloon deflation were shown to be < 3% for the RRR compared to the reported mean 

value of 13‒30% associated with commercial stents. Considering these specifications and 

the merit of RRR, a series of this structure can potentially be welded by a single point in-

side a stent mesh, providing further scaffolding to specific areas and to the stent as a 

whole while not sacrificing expandability or longitudinal flexibility of the stent mesh. 

Considering these benefits compared to the added local thickness inside a stent due to 

the RRR’s profile (this effect is investigated in Chapter 3), the proposed structures brings 

an excellent trade-off between flexibility, deliverability, and resilience.  

After deployment of stents, apart from their mechanical effect to their surrounding tis-

sue, they introduce changes to the fluid regime. As outlined in Section 1.5, these changes 

can potentially result in detrimental biological effects such as re-accumulation of fatty 

deposits leading to restenosis. In particular, numerous clinical and numerical results 

show a strong relation between increased risk of restenosis and increased extension of 
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endothelial area that is subject to low wall shear stress (LWSS), less than 0.5 Pa, after de-

ployment of stents. In Chapter 3, investigation of such effects is carried out through ex-

tensive 3D computational fluid dynamic (CFD) studies. In these comparative studies 

three different luminal supports including a nominal balloon-expandable (BE) stent, a 

standalone RRR, and an RRR-integrated BE stent are subject to physiological pulsatile 

flows in 3D CFD frameworks. 

Hemodynamic indicators such as temporal and spatial distribution of LWSS in the de-

ployment area and the entire fluid domain, fluid drag force experienced by the scaffolds 

and blood supply changes to the main and side branches, in branched fluid domains, 

were extensively investigated. Results of the transient studies in unbranched domains in 

Section 3.4 (Part 1) indicate hemodynamic superiority of the standalone RRR exhibiting 

the least ratio of area subject to LWSS. Despite the slight differences between the LWSS 

ratios of the standalone stent and the RRR-integrated stent during the first half of the 

cardiac cycle, these differences settled to almost zero for the next half resulting in close 

temporal average values of the LWSS in the deployment areas and identical values for 

the entire fluid domains of these two scaffolds. High ratio of the withholding forces of all 

the three scaffolds to the fluid drag forces demonstrated efficacy of the former to keep 

the supports in place even for the highest values of the latter in a cardiac cycle. 

In results of Part 2 of Section 3.4, the standalone RRR remained as the best of the three 

scaffolds in a branched fluid domain resulting in the least deviation of outlet flow rates 

from a healthy vessel. Moreover, the standalone RRR was associated with the lowest ra-

tio of luminal areas subject to LWSS compared to the other two supports. The temporal 

trends of LWSS ratio for the standalone stent and the RRR-integrated stent were closely 

intertwined through the entire cardiac cycle resulting in a difference as low as 1% on av-

erage in the deployment area and identical LWSS ratio values for the entire fluid do-

mains. Deviation of output flow rates in the side and main branches of the standalone 

stent and RRR-integrated stent domains from corresponding branches of a healthy do-

main, followed similar trends. These results demonstrated the efficacy of the RRR-

integrated stent to deliver a hemodynamic response at least as good as the current state-

of-the-art stents considering the superior resilience benefits of the former over the later. 
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Sensitivity of the results to the dimensional assumptions of the RRR-integrated stent and 

the branched fluid domains was then studied for different reference luminal diameters 

and different overlap lengths from the two ends of the RRR. These results were in good 

agreement with the results of the branched fluid domains demonstrating a close corre-

spondence between hemodynamic indicators of the RRR-integrated and the standalone 

stents. Moreover, RRR-integrated stents deployed in smaller arteries and with longer 

overlap lengths demonstrated less area subject to LWSS compared to similar cases of 

standalone stent deployment. Differences in the side and main branch flow supplies 

were insignificant for the high inlet flow velocities while relatively increasing for lower 

inlet velocity magnitudes. Temporal average values of the aforementioned hemodynamic 

performance indicators show very little dependence of our results on the dimensional 

assumptions of the fluid domain showing the merit of both the standalone RRR and the 

RRR-integrated stent as viable biomedical implants for luminal constrictions. 

The proposed RRR in the current work is made of Nitinol with a transformation temper-

ature ( f
A ) well higher (70‒80˚C) than human body temperature (37˚C). This ensures 

martensite mode of operation of the RRR after and during deployment with an angio-

plasty balloon. In martensite phase, Nitinol exhibits considerably lower stiffness com-

pared to other materials used for stent fabrication including primarily stainless steel and 

austenite Nitinol. This characteristic carries benefits such as flexibility, conformity and 

capability to undergo large plastic deformations that are considered as desirable attrib-

utes during deployment as outlined in Chapter 1. High radial strength of the RRR, on the 

other hand, is provided by its interlock mechanism rendering RRR capable of meeting 

the opposing stenting objectives simultaneously as demonstrated in Chapter 2. Moreo-

ver, thermal treatment of the RRR in the fully expanded state, as discussed in Chapter 2, 

its incremental interlock mechanism and the shape memory properties of Nitinol while 

undergoing phase transformation from martensite to austenite, propose new potentials 

for alternative controlled and incremental actuation and expansion mechanisms to the 

usual balloon expansion.  

In Chapter 4, these alternative expansion potentials, by application of direct or electrical-

ly-induced heat were explored and demonstrated through rigorous theoretical, numeri-

cal and experimental studies. As a precursor to the in vitro experimental results, and to 
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ensure exposure of the mock vessel, which is used for deployment of RRR in the in vitro 

studies, to a controlled and safe range of temperature, first analytical models using the 

theory of thermal resistance and crossflow over cylindrical patterns were developed. By 

extension of these models to the more complex analytical models of finned surfaces, 

boundary conditions to supply adequate transformation, thus actuation, temperature (> 

80˚C) to the RRR were calculated, while maintaining temperature of the encompassing 

mock vessel within the recommended range (< 50˚C). Validation of the analytical results 

was conducted by extensive numerical analyses. Starting from a single field static ther-

mal analysis, these studies were then extended to multi-field analyses conjugating fluid 

and heat transfer models. Close correspondence of the theoretical and numerical results 

demonstrated the merit of our theoretical analysis to predict adequate initial conditions 

for thermal actuation of the RRR and their resultant effects on the domain of the model, 

most importantly the mock vessel. 

In Section 4.7 actuation of the RRR under heat stimuli was experimentally evaluated by 

in vitro expansion, free expansion and constrained actuation studies. First, ability of the 

RRR to expand against compressive forces of a mock vessel was demonstrated in the in 

vitro expansion study. Next, the incremental expansion of the RRR by direct application 

of heat was observed and measured in the free expansion experimental study. In the 

constrained actuation study, capability of a crimped RRR to exert high radial forces 

while actuated by heat was demonstrated. The linear trend in the resultant radial force 

vs. temperature response graph suggested an alternative expansion mechanism by ap-

plication of heat. That is suggested due to the simplicity and predictability of the tem-

perate vs. radial force response curve in this linear region. 

In the end and to demonstrate the potentials for extension of current project, using the 

results and analytical foundation from the previous section, a second alternative actua-

tion mechanism utilizing electrical currents is proposed and examined through multi-

field theoretical and numerical studies. In very good agreement with the analytical re-

sults, our numerical results indicated adequacy of a 0.64 V electrical potential, in order to 

induce thermal actuation of an RRR with a transformation temperature 
f

45A ˚C that is 

subject to physiological thermo and hemodynamic conditions. 
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Results and observations from the current work led to the identification of other im-

portant areas for further improvement of a recoil resilient stent with alternative actuation 

capabilities. 

5.3  Recommendations for Future Work 

Attractive material properties of martensite Nitinol such as conformity and biocompati-

bility and its potential for use as an active material for actuation were the primary driv-

ers for use of this alloy in fabrication of the RRR as outlined in Chapter 2. Nevertheless, 

other active materials such as piezoelectric polymers may also be considered for fabrica-

tion of the RRR. Selection and application of such new materials calls for several studies 

that may be carried out within the proposed framework in this work. 

In Chapter 3 a realistic physiological waveform was adopted for inlet velocities to effec-

tively capture hemodynamic changes over time. Nevertheless, due to the transient nature 

of blood pressure and velocity depending on factors such as the location (vessel) of 

measurements, conditions such as at resting or exercising, and pre-existing conditions 

such as high or low blood pressure, other velocity profiles may be considered. Results 

from such studies can provide further insight into the effect of these conditions in the 

success rate of a luminal support after deployment in different groups of patients. 

The analytical and numerical framework in Chapter 4 demonstrated actuation capabili-

ties of the proposed RRR in response to non-mechanical stimuli such as heat and electric-

ity. Results from these studies provide a foundation for further future experimental ex 

vitro and in vitro studies. One such study may span into exploration and characterization 

of efficient energy harvesting and delivery methods to the RRR. Examples of such meth-

ods include but not limited to piezoelectric and wireless energy delivery and interroga-

tion techniques. In a collaborative attempt with author of the present thesis, a magneto-

electric approach utilizing direct piezoelectric effect is currently under investigation 

[252]. A potentially viable wireless approach may utilize Eddy currents generated in a 

conducting loop, such as the RRR, in response to an oscillating magnetic field. Efficacy of 

thermal excitation in response to a higher electromotive force may be studied consider-

ing the natural frequencies of the RRR. 
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Another possibility is utilization of surface acoustic wave (SAW) technology, to harvest 

energy from mechanical oscillation of thin piezoelectric layers in response to a radio fre-

quency (RF) signal. This approach has been successfully implemented for actuation of 

micropumps [253], and its further application to the current work may reap beneficial 

results. 

Irrespective of the actuation mechanism, secure and on-demand actuation is of outmost 

importance calling for further extensive studies. In this respect, control and study of the 

unwanted environment causes such as exposure to the strong magnetic field of a mag-

netic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner is warranted. In the end, like any other biomedi-

cal implant, the next major steps towards practical use of the proposed structure include 

detailed and long-term animal, and subsequently, human clinical studies.  

5.4  Closing Comments 

In this thesis a new luminal support for stenting applications is proposed. The new de-

vice called the recoil resilient ring (RRR) is targeted to address the important issue of re-

coil and its detrimental consequences to the efficacy of luminal supports. In this thesis, 

superior mechanical and hemodynamic performance of the fabricated RRR and its com-

patibility with the state-of-the-art stenting standards are demonstrated through extensive 

numerical and experimental studies. Moreover, utilizing the shape memory effect of ac-

tive materials used in the RRR, alternative actuation methods to the current balloon ex-

pansion is explored and demonstrated. Carrying out this forefront innovative research, 

the present thesis facilitated the addition of new contributions to a spectrum of fields in-

corporating design, analysis and development of biomedical devices. 
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